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ITEM NO.1:

FISCAL YEAR 2005 BUDGET (C.C. No. 03-265)

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6
7

(Gavel).

We shall bring the Committee on

10

Budget and Finance back to order.

11

of April, 2004.

12

Fiscal Year 2005 Budget request by the

13

Administration.

14

This is the 28th

We will continue the review of the

Before we do, Members, we do have requests

15

for testimony, which we'll do at this time.

16

before we do that, let the Chair announce that we

17

have present this morning Mr. Carroll, Mr. Kane,

18

Ms. Johnson, Mr. Mateo, Mr. Nishiki, Mr. Pontanilla,

19

and Ms. Tavares.

20

Chair thanks Mr. Nishiki for filling in for the

21

Chair yesterday.

22

the members.

23

Excused is Mr. Molina.

But

And the

Thank you very much, and to all

When your name is called for testimony,

24

please come forward to the podium.

You will have

25

three minutes to give your testimony, at which time
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1

the Staff will inform you of that three-minute mark

2

and then you shall conclude within one minute.

3

curtesy to all, we ask that you put your pagers,

4

cell phones, any other interruptive equipment on

5

either off, silent mode, or vibrate mode.

6

standard comment of the Chair.

7

interruptions in this meeting.
Therefore

8
9

10

Rosete-Hill.

It is the

I do not appreciate

we'll start with Venus

Is this a combination with

Mr. Yokouchi?
.BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

11

12

t

As a

MS. ROSETE-HILL:

Good morning, Committee Chair Hokama and

13

Council Members.

14

you all know Pundy Yokouchi.

15

and give you an update of the Pa Paani Playground.

16

It's a Boundless/Community-Built playground.

17

to let you know, since our last time that we

18

presented --

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MS. ROSETE-HILL:

My name is Venus Rosete-Hill, and
We wanted to come up

Just

Thank you.
the last time that we presented it

21

was the Boundless Playground and we shared with you

22

some of the plans that we had around the Boundless,

23

but we also wanted to be proactive in addressing

24

some of the concerns that the public and as well as

25

the Council had about the amount of money that it
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1

would cost to put together the Boundless Playground.

2

And so what we did is we combined efforts in having

3

a Boundless Playground also be a Community-Built

4

Playground, so therefore, we could save some money.
We did some homework.

5

We met with -- we went

6

to Kauai.

We saw their community-built playground

7

that's built right on the ocean in Kauai and used

8

the same kind of materials that they have in our

9

plan here what you see today.

We also had a site

10

change.

11

designated for the playground is down by the

12

horseshoe pits at Keopuolani Park.

13

two-acre parcel, so what we did is we had several

14

community meetings along with the Boundless

15

Playground Committee and we formed a larger

16

committee.

17

It is now -- the site that's been

It's about a

We've had about four community meetings

18

outside of the schools.

We've had input from adults

19

as well as hundreds of preschoolers and elementary

20

students who submitted pictures of their ideal

21

playground.

22

Community-Built Playgrounds met with Jean Schappet/

23

who is with the Boundless Playgrounds, and for the

24

first time they're actually joining efforts never

25

before to build a playground here on Maui.

And Bob Leathers with the
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It is -- what?

1

Yeah t so it is at the same

2

focus on being a playground that would be for

3

children of all abilities

4

just handicapped accessible.

5

usable.

6

don't bring someone who is handicapped into or

7

special needs into the playground just for them to

8

have it be accessible

9

what you see, is a playground that they themselves

t

and the thing is it's not
It's handicapped

And the difference with that is that you

t

but this playground here,

10

will be able to go up to the slide, slide down.

11

They can play with their peers and do exactly what

12

everybody else can do.
We're going to have a maze for them and all

13
14

different kinds of facets of the playground to deal

15

with -- to have them to also enjoy the playground.

16

You see pavilions for families to be able to come.

17

So this plan has emerged to be a plan that --

18

MS. KOLLER:

Three minutes.

19

MS. ROSETE-HILL:

-- that would not only have the right

20

kinds of materials that would endure the wind and

21

the salt, that was some of the concerns, it would

22

also be a playground that all children can play at

23

and usable for families to be able to come in and

24

enjoy as well.

25

concerns that the public had -- excuse me, fighting

And that was some of the major
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1

had brought to our attention.

a cold

So it has been happening.

2

We did have a

3

contest to name the playground.

We now have a name

4

called Pa Paani and we have brochures that you're

5

looking at right now.

6

it's been taking a while! but we're moving quite

7

along.

8

for detailed drawings, which he's going to be

9

working on as soon as Haiku's playground is built.

So it has been -- you know,

The County is now asking for Bob Leathers

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Are you done, Ms.

11

MS. ROSETE-HILL:

So if you guys have any questions

12

because I know that this was brought up in

13

yesterday's meeting.

14
15

16
17

18
19
20

21

22
23

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Yokouchi, any

comments?
MR. YOKOUCHI:

I'll use my time to answer any questions

that you may have.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Questions for Mr. Yokouchi or

Ms. Rosete-Hill regarding the project?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

When is construction slated to

begin?
MR. YOKOUCHI:

We hope next April, this coming April, one

year from now.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And I don't know if you

were listening yesterday or if anybody relayed to
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1

you that one of the suggestions was because this is

2

a tight budget year, to put in a certain portion of

3

the money to help you through the design concept,

4

you know, and everything youTve got to do and then

5

because it would be I guess, you know, next year

6

that you would be doing this, perhaps delay the

7

construction a little bit'longer, whatever, and then

8

come back and do this next year, you know, so that

9

it would be not in this fiscal yearTs budget but in

10

the following.

11

the funding for the Weinberg Foundation as to

12

whether or not that was possible.

13

any thoughts on that, Mr. Yokouchi?

14

MR. YOKOUCHI:

But we did not know the answer about

So would you have

Well, the Weinberg people will give a total

15

of 30 percent of the project cost.

16

million dollars, theyTll give $300,000.

17

actually waiting for this verification from the

18

county before they commit themselves formally, but

19

informally they have always promised us that

20

$300,000.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So if itTs a
So theyTre

And that was based on that

22

being one-third of whatever the cost to construct

23

was?

24

MR. YOKOUCHI:

Yeah, 30 percent, yeah.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And that was the other
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1

question that we had, is what is the total cost now

2

projected for the redesign and the relocation of the

3

project?

4

MR. YOKOUCHI:

We hope we could do it for less money than

5

what we're asking for, because we moved the site

6

from the original place to down by the horseshoe pit

7

where there already is a parking area and there is a

8

bathroom facility, but meanwhile, the architects and

9

everybody concur and what the kids are looking for

10

is original park.

So the plans that we showed you

11

way, way back, and this is different.

12

different concept.

13

all feel that besides the kids, they need to

14

accommodate families so that when they wait for the

15

kids, they have a place to sit and actually have

16

picnics and things like that also.

This is a

Cost is much, much larger.

They

17

So this whole idea has been expanded, but

18

hopefully we can do it, especially with a lot of

19

volunteer labor, for less than what we're asking

20

fori but because of the size and the uniqueness of

21

this playground, we hope we can still have that kind

22

of fund ready for us.

23

would be with the County.

24

County.

25

have the money already in hand.

But the control of the funds
We'll draw from the

So if there's any excess, the County will
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10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So that what your concept

2

then is let's say if it costs 750,000, then Weinberg

3

would give you 250 as a reimbursement out of that?

4

Is that what my understanding is?

5

MR. YOKOUCHI:

No.

Theirs will be the total part -- part

6

of the total.

In other words, if we're asking for

7

750,000 from you,

8

of the total.

9

come in with their funds and let's say -- let's call

800, whatever, that's still part

That is not the total.

Weinberg will

10

it a million dollar project for easier, you know,

11

explanation.

12

of the 300 -- one million.

13

So their amount is geared to be part

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

But let's say, for example,

14

that it doesn't cost what you had projected

15

originally.

16

million, then they would -- we would then -- the

17

county would be putting up 500,000, theoreticallYI

18

and 250 1 000 would be from Weinberg; is that the

19

formula?

20

MR. YOKOUCHI:

Let's say it costs three-quarters of a

I would think that proportionately we'd

21

like to have that divided proportionately.

22

say for easy computation if it's one-third less than

23

what we anticipate, then the savings of one-third

24

will go to both the County and Weinberg

25

proportionately.
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2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

I guess we're saying the

same thing but just in different ways.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Questions?

4

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mr. Mateo?

Yes.

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki?

I've heard two things come out

5

of your mouth today.

One, that you've changed the

6

project area; two, that in contemplation of saving

7

money there are certain things that are already

8

there as far as infrastructure; three, that the

9

concept has changed but that was not justified with

10

the cost involved.

11

say that you want to add other amenities, such as

12

places where families can sit and have shade, I

13

guess, or whatever, is the project now the same

14

cost, less, or more?

15

MR. YOKOUCHI:

So is the project, now that you

Until we have -- until we have the final

16

plans drawn, we don't know at this stage and we

17

don't know the extent of the volunteers.

18

this we thought about contracting everything out,

19

but since we joined forces with the community group,

20

their concept is for volunteers.

21

have worked out committees to rally these

22

volunteers.

23

really don't know at this point, but we hope we can

24

do some savings.

25

The request was that we move to a site that's really

Prior to

And we already

Now, how much of that we can save, we

That's the reason why we moved.
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some infrastructure, and that's why we chose this

2

area.

3

Along with that savings, though, we've

4

incurred some other problems like saltwater because

5

we're right next to the ocean.

6

concept is changed a little bit because we're using

7

more wood than steel.

8

we're going to use is going to be mostly covered

9

with plastic or stainless steel parts, but along

So that's why the

So the little steel that

10

with the savings of the parking lot, for instance,

11

we're going to incur extra expenses in protection

12

from the saltwater, but hopefully overall when you

13

balance it out there will be more savings than

14

expenses.

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Let's put it this way.

And

16

now I'm going to ask you to be community conscious.

17

There is also a move afront that another area of our

18

community may need some money, and so now we're

19

asking you as much as you got a new concept, is

20

there room

21

to a lower figure to accommodate another part of our

22

community that has children that we -- that you can

23

look at cutting your costs and saying, yeah! we

24

indeed can look at $700,000, or whatever that number

25

is?

is there room to change that 800,000

Because the Chair has inserted $800,000 as what
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1

the funding is.

2

that today, but now we're asking you to also help

3

with another aspect of our community that may want

4

to also create a playground activity.

5

tight, so we need you to help us.

6

the numbers?

7

MR. YOKOUCHI:

So you may not be able to tell us

We definitely will.

Money is

Can you look at

I understand where

8

that's coming from also and it's a good project.

9

You're talking about Haiku.

10

MS. ROSETE-HILL:

We always supported Haiku.

In fact

11

Community-Built is -- you know, we're supporting all

12

three of the projects.

13

but we were told that we didn't have any control on

14

how we wanted the money to go as far as -- because

15

we did -- we did say that we wanted to be able to

16

cut our costs.

17

million project.

18

Community-Built project, we are raising all the

19

expense -- about a million -- we're trying to raise

20

a million and a half dollars' worth of volunteer

21

time and donated materials.

22

comes down to.

23

playground is all about.

24

donating their time, their resources so we can get a

25

$2 million project built with a budget of 700,000 or

The $800,000 was designated,

This here what you see is a $2
It really is, but by becoming a

I mean, that's what it

That's what a Community-Built
It's community coming in,
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600,000.

So we're working effortlessly in trying to

2

3

get as many volunteers.

We do have a fund-raising

4

committee on board.

5

trying to put this together, just to let you know,

6

subcommittees, PR, all kinds, tools, purchase

7

material, donated materials.

8

different people who are investing in their -- in

9

this project here.

We have eleven committees

There's so many

So just to let you know, we

10

don't have any qualms about sharing the money.

11

means we just have to work a little bit harder to

12

raise more funds.

13

there.

But community minded

t

That

we're right

That's what we're all about.

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you very much.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Pontanilla, questions?
No questions.

Ms. Tavares?
So you said earlier that after the

19

Haiku Playground work that the design is going to be

20

started by Mr. Leathers?

21

MS. ROSETE-HILL:

Yeah, the County had asked for more

22

detailed drawings.

This is a schematic drawing.

23

Because he had to go back and forth, the location

24

change at Haiku, and also some of the funds wasn't

25

raised, he had to kind of do some more scaled
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1

back -- scaling back of the drawings that he did for

2

Haiku.

3

we just kind of stepped back and waited.

4

waiting.

5

in May, and so he's going to set aside some time to

6

meet with us and do the detailed drawings.

He wanted to concentrate on that one, and so

He's going to be here for the build week

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

MS. ROSETE-HILL:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Carroll, questions?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, passed already.

Mr. Kane?
Thank you.

Any other questions for our testifiers this

12

morning?

13

being here.

14

Griffith.
MR. GRIFFITH:

Okay, thank you.

Okay.

10

15

So we're

Seeing none.

Thank you very much for

We appreciate your comments.

Carl

Good morning, Chair.

Good morning, Council

I am Carl Griffith.

I am the Treasurer of

16

Members.

17

the Tri-Isle Resource Center Wailuku Main Street

18

Association, and we are here looking for money to

19

operate on for the next year.

20

in a budget of $200,000.

21

$155,000 then.

22

the fact that we submitted a bare bones budget,

23

because we cut back on staff, we cut back on the

24

ideas of replacing archaic office equipment, and we

25

cut back on some of the services that we would have

Last year we turned

The Council cut us back to

We were able to meet this, despite
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16

liked to have had.

2

We are back this year again asking for

3

another $200,000, which is another bare bones

4

budget, to essentially carryon our work.

5

Tri-Isle Resource Center is the umbrella for a

6

number of Main Street associations located

7

throughout the County.

8

particularly with and for the -- we work with the

9

Planning Department

l

We

the

We do a lot of work,

and by the Planning

10

Department's own accounting records they claim that

11

we are doing over half a million dollars worth of

12

services for them that would not be done if it was

13

not for us, or they would probably end up going out

14

and doing it on contract.
And the reason we're able to do this much

15
16

work with this little resource is because we have a

17

large number of volunteers that are professional

18

people that put in a lot of time and effort to make

19

this program work.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Done, Mr. Griffith?

21

MR. GRIFFITH:

That's what I have to say at this point.

22

23

I'm open to any questions.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for your comments.

Questions for

24

Mr. Griffith this morning, Members?

25

the $200,000 request makes up the Main Street
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1

2
3

4
5

budget, the Tri-Isle budget?
MR. GRIFFITH:

The -- the total

the total budget would

be distributed throughout the -CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

What I'm asking, is 200,000 100

percent of Main Street's budget?

6

MR. GRIFFITH:

Yes t that is 100 percent of our budget.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Why is it only the County provides funding?

8

MR. GRIFFITH:

That was something that was set up under

9

the previous Mayor and it has gone on that way since

10

that point.

At one time we were funded through HUD

11

but the previous Mayor changed the situation which

12

we now ended up being funded through the County.

13

Maybe Jocelyn could give you a little more

14

information on that.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

NOt

16

MR. GRIFFITH:

Okay.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any questions for Mr. Griffith?

18

none.

19

MR. KIMURA:

you're the testifier

Thank you.

t

t

Mr. Griffith.

Seeing

Bob -- Robert Kimura.

My name is Robert M. Kimura.

I don't usually

20

do this unless there is a good reason.

21

that the budget that

22

Wailuku Main Street Association Tri-Isle Resource

23

Center today.

24

usually speak independently and for myself as an

25

old-time resident of Maui (inaudible) up to 1928.

I've heard

oh, I speak as a member of

Otherwise I'll be speaking -- I
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1

If you're good in math, you can find out how old I

2

am at this point in time, but that -- that's beside

3

the point.

4

be split -- budget request is going to be split, I

5

don't think it can be done.

6

Association should be having the full 200,000,

7

200,000, and work with the Maui Redevelopment Agency

8

and the Planning Department.

When I heard that the budget is going to

Wailuku Main Street

Frankly speaking, if I may be blunt about it,

9

10

I wouldn't be belonging to this association if I

11

felt that I wouldn't be worthwhile living to serve

12

my fellow human beings.

13

also that I have -- I do have devine connection.

14

When you get old, you begin to think about what else

15

is new and you begin to think about the good things

16

of life.

17

explaining to you what it is.

18

up.

19

And, well, I always say

I don't have to go to the extent of
I think you can make

So in other words, what I'm saying at this

20

point in time that I've been working with the

21

Wailuku Main Street Association, and the people that

22

I know here, yeah, know that I do not join all types

23

of association for just self purposes.

24

I'm very selective.

25

I'm mainly with Wailuku Main Street Association

I'm very --

In fact, at this point in time
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1

because I believe that Wailuku -- you l d be

2

surprised/ five years from now it l s going to be sort

3

of like Oahu.

4

progression, population increases, so forth.

5

being rated by the International Travel Log

6

Association as ten times consecutively the best

7

island, best place in the whole world.

8

in the whole world, not among the islands of the

9

State of Hawaii.

10

Let that be an example/ yeah/ of
Maui

Best place

That l s why we have the massive

massive

11

MR. TAGUCHI:

12

MR. KIMURA:

Three minutes.
-- immigration, so to speak.

Well, not

13

getting off the point, we need to consider all those

14

things.

15

you, yeah, instead of individually making

16

appointments with you people, and with this

17

opportunity I would like to express that your

18

consideration of utilizing Wailuku Main Street

19

Association as an intermediary for the government as

20

well as for the public.

21

whatever you l ve heard about Wailuku Main Street

22

Association, put it together, that what -- that l s

23

what Wailuku Main Street Association stand for.

24

acts as an intermediary.

25

has trouble that canlt handle, you l re going to see

And this is a talk that 11m having with

If you -- if you can see

Any time that the public
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Wailuku Main Street Association.

2

MR. TAGUCHI:

3

MR. KIMURA:

Four minutes.
When the government needs help to reach the

4

public, they go to Wailuku Main Street Association

5

as an intermediary.

6

of a sudden --

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MR. KIMURA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

MR. KIMURA:

Now, can you imagine that all

Mr. Kimura, your time is up.
Okay.

One minute more?

I'll finish up.

Last sentence, please.
Fast.

OkaYI

so you got to (inaudible) our

11

situation, and I say that the full -- full budget

12

request will be given to Wailuku Main Street

13

Association, I won't feel sorry for it.

14

they've been working with MRAI Maui Redevelopment

15

Agency, and the Planning Department, as well as --

16

you can call Wailuku Main Street Association any

17

time and question them as to what -- to what extent

18

they are covering the needs of the communities

19

Paia, Makawao, Lanai --

20

MR. TAGUCHI:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MR. KIMURA:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24
25

Because

I

Five minutes.
Thank you.
-- Molokai.
Questions for Mr. Kimura this morning,

Members?
MR. KIMURA:

All of them.

Thank you very much for the
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time that you have given me.

2

talk has been very good.

Yeah, I like it.

3

come up here more often.

Thank your Mr. Chair.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. KIMURA:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

8
9

This person-to-person
I might

Thank you.
Any questions?
Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Kimura.

Linda Tamanaha.
MS. TAMANAHA:

Council Chair r Council Members r I'm Linda

Tamanaha.

'I am the Vice-Chair of Wailuku Main

10

Street Tri-Isle Main Street Resource Center.

11

here to speak on behalf of them and on our program.

12

This program I have watched over the last 20 plus

13

years.

14

he -- he visits Maui every single year, and the only

15

person he goes and sees is Jocelyn Perreira at

16

Wailuku Main Street.

17

through them.

18

that he gets from them and the information that I

19

get and that I send to them.

20

only do they take care of the towns that are

21

underneath of uS r they take care of all the

22

different individuals that call upon us to work on

23

their -- their projects.

24
25

I'm

I represent an owner in Wailuku, and when

He's kept an eye on Wailuku

Very impressed with the information

We need full funding.

They do a lot.

We're asking for

200 r OOO r which we asked for last year.
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funding.

2

projects will suffer.

3

the projects that we would like to do for all the

4

communities.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

If we don't get full funding, some of our
We won't be able to do all

Thank you.

Thank you.

Any questions for Ms. Tamanaha

6

this morning, Members?

7

much.

8
9

MS. PERREIRA:

Seeing none.

Thank you very

Jocelyn Perreira.
Good morning, Council Chair, Members of the

County Council.

My name is Jocelyn Perreira.

I'm

10

the Executive Director and the Tri-Isle Main Street

11

Program Coordinator for the Wailuku Main Street

12

Association Tri-Isle Main Street Resource Center.

13

Today I'd like to express the appreciation and just

14

remind the Council members of the sentiments that

15

have been expressed.

16

and you've had testimonies in the individual towns

17

from the respective communities and I know you've

18

also received some phone calls, and many of them

19

you know, Calvin Shibuya's a classic example

20

cannot come down and spend as much time with you as

21

they would like to, but that's what -- you know, the

22

crux of the program is made up of little guys like

23

that, and those are the people that we serve.

24
25

I know that you've had letters

As you have heard from the Planning
Department, we augment the core needs in the
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1

Planning Department with respect to the small towns

2

with a particular focus on community plan

3

implementation utilizing smart growth and smart

4

planning strategies.

5

I'd just like to leave with you four major things.

Here's some important facts

The volunteer hours

6

1

these are audited hours r

7

were for last year r 5 r 875 hours.

8

smaller portion for the layman and the larger

9

portion for attorneys, architects, engineers,

That includes a

10

planners, contractors r et cetera that have offered

11

their skill and expertise on the numerous projects

12

within the small towns.

13

on $16 an hourr which is the national volunteer

14

value rate.

15

return on your investment.

The audited value was based

So 94,000 was what we have audited as a

So when you asked Carl about how much of the

16
17

budget is

actually the budget is larger than that

18

if we had to go out and pay for stuff.

19

leveraging the County's dollar with what we can gain

20

from the professional volunteers.

21

would be three to five times higher in the private

22

sector.

23

$282,000 and five times higher would be $470 / 000

24

depending on the projects that we are undertaking.

25

The County -- therefore the County gives 41.49

We are

The rate outside

Three times higher would be a value of
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1

percent of total value cost in the budget on the

2

three times as much.

3

had received in the past had asked for an accounting

4

for $250,000, the actual value that was estimated by

5

your own County Planning Department was set at

6

$623,000.

7

initial investment was almost three times return.

So your return on investment -- on your

We have had a lot of program successes.

8
9

When the CDBG funding that we

been an elephant, one bite at a time.

It's

It has not

10

come without tremendous challenges, and we've

11

withstood the challenges primarily because the

12

integrity of the program and the intent is so honest

13

and pure and backed up by very clean audits.

14

Tri-Isle Main Street network has made gains and they

15

have been --

16

MR. TAGUCHI:

17

MS. PERREIRA:

The

Three minutes.
brick and mortar gains.

Distinct -- I

18

can finish.

Our role is distinctly different from

19

the MRA, although we have forged a wonderful

20

partnership as referred to in County -- many County

21

project documents.

22

progress in that.

23

small segment of Wailuku and we cover the broader

24

scope of Wailuku as well, like Lower Main and

25

wherever, Millyard or whatever, and Paia, Makawao,

And so there's been good
However, they represent just a
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1

Haiku, Hana, Lanai, et cetera, whoever is eligible

2

and falls within the eligibility requirements are

3

the people that we are on call to serve.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Done?

5

MS. PERREIRA:

Thank you for this time.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Questions for Ms. Perreira this morning?

7

Mr. Pontanilla.

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

MS. PERREIRA:

10

Thank you.

Good morning.

Good morning.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

You know last night we talked

11

about the Wailuku Main Street, and one of the things

12

that came out was in regards to your conference.

13

MS. PERREIRA:

Yes, sir.

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

As far as the request that

15

you're making, is that part of the conference cost

16

also and how much is it?

17

MS. PERREIRA:

The 200 -- the conference cost is 25,000.

18

The whole project -- in order to cover the projects

19

needed by each of the towns that each of the towns

20

have come to request of you that they need

21

assistance, you have the basic core program that

22

needs to function so that they can function and

23

develop and provide the networking and the process.

24

And then there are projects that they

25

collectively -- we collectively all share in, and
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that's

the conference is one of those.
So when Carl said we needed -- and I guess

2

3

our board is here and Tri-Isle has said we need full

4

funding, it's because when we had the cut last year,

5

we had to resort to basic services.

6

Councilmember Charmaine Tavares knows full well, our

7

equipment is like so antiquated we had to do without

8

that and we had staff cuts and what have you, but we

9

did deliver the basic, basic needs to keep our doors

And as I think

10

open and to keep the planning for their projects

11

alive.

12

bite the bullet because last year was a real hard

13

funding year and then this year we could probably

14

come back and try to get the funding so that they

15

can do their project implementation.

16

are waiting in the wings.

17

projects and they all are part of trying to

18

implement the community plans.

So what -- the towns were told to kind of

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

22

Their projects

They're very important

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

Other questions for the testifier?

Mr. Nishiki.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Jocelyn, I think -- well,

23

personally myself, you know, every year we see

24

certain organizations coming time and time again and

25

sometimes I think you -- you think -- or I think
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there's so much complacency that government's going

2

to give you the money, so no sweat.

3

justify your means by going, oh, well, 45 percent of

4

the value cost, whatever the words that you -- fancy

5

words that you bring in to why government's money is

6

only a small part of running this organization, my

7

question is -- and it has to do with what Riki asked

8

you, where else are you also getting money from?

9

you ever charge your membership any money?

And so then you

Do

I mean,

10

they are the recipients of perhaps what you feel you

11

are representing to bring business in or to make

12

these small towns a better place?

13

business.

14

MS. PERREIRA:

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

not --

And it is for

Okay.
Do you charge membership?

17

MS. PERREIRA:

I would like to --

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

-- why not?

19

MS. PERREIRA:

Thank you very much.

And if

First of all, I think

20

that this program, probably more than many other

21

programs, has never felt that -- or is complacent or

22

haven't had hard earned each and every year every

23

step of the way the request for County dollars.

24

We've also tried to be good stewards of County

25

dollars.

Our program has evolved and has grown
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exponentially, and as a result each and every year

2

we are adding to the coffers.

3

get from the County is leveraged against the private

4

sector contribution.

So the dollar that we

Now, because this was a County-supported

5
6

program way back from -- I have to go back to Mayor

7

Tavares, and he told us and it was very clear, we

8

can ask for program -- investment contributions on

9

the program and what have you, and people have given

10

us that.

11

services, and like in this year's $10,000, hard

12

dollars, okay.

13

funding from foundations for project specifics like

14

oral history projects and whatever, but we cannot

15

say no -- because it's the public dollar, we cannot

16

say no that just because you didn't give us a

17

membership that we not going to service you and we

18

not going to support you and we not going to help

19

you.

20

They've given us that in in-kind goods,

We've also gone out and tried to get

Furthermore, because our role is to augment

21

that of the Planning Department, more so we have

22

that responsibility.

23

Nishiki, from a very practical standpoint -- and I'm

24

going to use Velma Santos' comment that she made to

25

the Council I believe before, it takes money to

So -- and also, Councilman
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1

raise money.

And when you don't have that in your

2

budget that -- your seed money to try to go out and

3

try to further and raise funds when you have a

4

project like the conference, for instance, cut, the

5

people cannot see your accountability and what

6

you're doing and why they need to contribute and

7

what have you, then it makes it very difficult

8

because you don't have that hard dollar to go out

9

and raise additional dollars.

But that doesn't mean

10

that it's not in the plans at some point to try to

11

do that.

12

investment in the program, and I'm proud to say that

13

the vast majority of our membership has contributed

14

to the program in some form or fashion.

15

We do ask our membership to make an

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, I guess my concern is this, you

16

know, don't make government the blame on why you

17

cannot do whatever you do.

18

enough, therefore we can't do it.

19

make us the reason why you're handicapped.

20

MS. PERREIRA:

21

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

MS. PERREIRA:

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

You didn't give us
It's like don't

I don't believe that we said that.
No, no, I want to finish this.

Okay.
And so I'm saying -- you never

24

answered my question.

Do you charge -- or do you

25

have a membership whereby people that are part of
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2

this organization pay in to dues?
MS. PERREIRA:

There is a structured membership.

A

3

structured membership can come in form of many

4

different fashions

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

MS. PERREIRA:

7

-- hard dollars or contribution in time and

value of their professional services --

8

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

MS. PERREIRA:

10
11

And how much

And how much of your --

-- or goods.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

-- total cost of your entity is

from

12

MS. PERREIRA:

Private sector?

13

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

MS. PERREIRA:

-- your dues?

Well, I would say that if you look at a pie

15

chart, okay, County gives us about 64 percent of the

16

pie and 38 percent, thereabouts, 36 to 38 percent

17

comes from the private sector to make this program

18

work and function.

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

or no?

21
22

MS. PERREIRA:

We have a structure for soliciting program

investment, yes.

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

So you do charge membership dues, yes

I'm done.

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Perreira?

Other questions for

Ms. Johnson.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, Jocelyn, one of the requests

2

from Maui Redevelopment Agency was for funding for a

3

beautification project having to do with landscape

4

and it's in Wailuku.

5

surrounding this whole discussion was that if you

6

could assist either with the design for that or if

7

you in some way could partner with them so that if a

8

portion

9

be tied to your assistance with that particular

One of the suggestions or

let1s say of the -- of your funding would

10

project.

You know, like either putting in a

11

proviso

12

MS. PERREIRA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No, no, I understand.
And would you be agreeable to that

14

type of either provision or partnership so that you

15

would be able to assist them with what they want to

16

accomplish?

17

MS. PERREIRA:

Thank you for that question.

First of all,

18

the Market Street beautification plan.

As you know,

19

it is a result of our assistance already, enormous

20

assistance in design, in review, recommendations I

21

and even helping them to solicit and in guidance

22

into the right materials.

23

example, the street lighting that1s going to go on

24

Market Street, they had some standard lighting that

25

they use all around the County anywhere, whether

For instance, as an
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it's an urban town or a small town, whatever, and

2

they needed to get some guidance as to what is

3

appropriate lighting for Maui County small towns.

4

And we went out and we asked our communities and we

5

talked with our professionals.

6

engineers on the project are -- in dealing with

7

Maui -- Maui Electric Company, they are going to

8

order light standards -- designs to the

9

specifications that we recommended.

10

As a result, the

So as far as us already rendering assistance,

11

we've rendered major assistance on all of the

12

projects that's listed on the MRA.

13

part of our request portion in addition?

14

it's clear from our board that the funding requests

15

that we did ask was a real bare bones request, given

16

our broader scope, which is not just Wailuku, but

17

the program in general.

18

question, we have rendered and will be continuing to

19

render that kind of assistance on that particular

20

project.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Can we use any
I think

But to answer your

So if I understand what

22

you're saying, then the principal amount of money

23

that they're looking for is really for the

24

implementation part, which would include ordering

25

the lights you described and actually putting the
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project together?
MS. PERREIRA:

No, I don't think I said that.

I said that

3

we rendered the assistance on the project already in

4

the form of pro bono services and guidance and

5

expertise so that the project

6

was finally accepted and adopted and moved forward

7

by the MRA, which is the authoritative agency, had

8

already incorporated some of our recommendations,

9

comments, and suggestions and assistance in -- as

10

well toward the implementation of that particular

11

project.

12
13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

MS. PERREIRA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

MS. PERREIRA:

18
19
20
21

And then I'll get the

information from them as to what --

14

17

Okay.

the project that

I'm sure

I'm sure.

that 45,000 they requested is.
I'm sure.

You mean from the

MRA?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, they had requested $45,000, I

believe.
MS. PERREIRA:

The only request we know of that we -- we

go to all the MRA meetings --

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That wasn't a question.

23

MS. PERREIRA:

Oh, I'm sorry.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

No, I will find out from them

exactly what they need.
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1

MS. PERREIRA:

Okay.

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Sure.

Thank you so much, Jocelyn.

Other questions for Ms. Perreira this

4

morning, Members?

5

for your testimony.

6
7

Thank you.

MS. PERREIRA:

Seeing none.

Thank you very much

Thank you for the opportunity and your

consideration.

S

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. ,VICENS:

Mr. Chubby Vicens.
Chairman Hokama, Members of the Budget

10

Committee, my name is Mercer Chubby Vicens, and I

11

guess I appear before you today as a community

12

advocate, because I wear several hats out there, one

13

as Vice-Chair of MEO, secondly as a Paia Main Street

14

board member, as you know, and thirdly, on behalf of

15

Big Brothers and Big Sisters.

16

My primary reason today for coming out here

17

is to ask you to support a line item that

IS

Councilmember Mateo is asking for Big Brothers and

19

Sisters.

20

in a little bit of disarray due to some internal

21

problems, but the program is strong and I think

22

that's where 11m focusing.

23

plus kids that we make the program available to and

24

will continue to make the program available to.

25

1111 be frank with you.

Welre currently

11m focusing on the 422

As many of you know, for years I was a board
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member of the Big Brothers Big Sisters program along

2

with Deb Johnson, who was the ED, and served as

3

Chair for part of the time.

4

couple years ago, and I kind of serve as board

5

emeritus.

6

as an active board member to help us through this

7

time, because it's very, very important to me.

8

The kids are the future of Maui.

9

I got off the board a

I've decided to go back to Big Brothers

They are us

20 years removed, and we would like to be able to do

10

whatever we can today to make them as strong a

11

people in the future.

12

the need.

13

people waiting -- not waiting but in the program,

14

and they operate on a very slim 35 or $40,000

15

budget.

16

waiting to be helped as soon as we can make the

17

matches.

18

through this time.

19

steps through Savers, renegotiating our contracts

20

with Maui United Way, and the private industry of

21

which you know supports Big Brothers quite

22

thoroughly through the bowl-a-thons, et cetera.

23

So I'm asking you to support

I'm apprised that Molokai has over 40

Additionally, there's 48 more young adults

So I ask you to -- you know, to help us
We are independently taking

So I would -- I'd ask you to support

24

Mr. Mateo's request if at all possible because,

25

again, it's not for you or I.

It's for the kids.
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1

And I think we need to keep that in front of us.

2

And I know you're getting bombarded by requests for

3

funds and there's only so many things can you do,

4

but I think an $80,000 request to help the youth of

5

Maui is very, very important.

6

MR. TAGUCHI:

7

MR. VICENS:

Three minutes.
Not only today, but into the future.

8

Secondly, on behalf of MEO, as their Vice-Chair, I

9

just want to let you know that we need to support

10

the need to improve our communication system.

Some

11

of you are familiar with Joe Souki and how old or

12

young he is.

13

he was when he ran MEO 35 years ago.

14

step up the technology, and hopefully you can -- you

15

can help us in that venue.

Our communication system is as old as
So we need to

Finally I've been a member of the Tri-Isle

16

17

Main Street for all the years that I've been on

18

Maui, and we've been struggling with many, many

19

things, but the one thing that I've gotten out of

20

Tri-Isle is the fact that our little towns,

21

Wailuku

22

MR. TAGUCHI:

23

MR. VICENS:

Four minutes.
-- Makawao -- is that four?

24

please support us.

25

towns need your help.

I apologize, but

We need your help and the little
Thank you for your kind
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2

attention.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Vicens.

You spoke on three

3

items, so that's quite an accomplishment.

4

questions for Mr. Vicens?

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

8

9
10

Members,

Chairman.

Mr. Mateo.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Vicens, good morning.
MR. VICENS:

Good morning.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

You know in one of -- one of this

11

Committee's earlier discussions, one of the issues

12

that arose or one of the concerns that arose was

13

pertaining to the prior Executive Director and

14

concerns that surrounded that Director.

15

going into I guess specifics insofar as incidents

16

that allegedly occurred, could you kind of give us

17

an update on that particular status and that

18

individual's involvement, if any, et cetera?

19

MR. VICENS:

Without

I can give you an update as to what the board

20

Chair and the staff have given me.

The former

21

Executive Director is no longer with us.

22

I can put it in very simple terms, we're all

23

fallible, and sometimes people do things that

24

possibly down the road they're ashamed of.

25

know, we've taken the proper steps legally to try
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1

and take care of the situation, if you will, without

2

going into too much detail.

3

to our attorneys and we're working towards that --

4

that end.

We've -- we've spoken

And again, I just remind you that that's why

5
6

I'm back involved in it.

I believe so much in the

7

program that I can set that aside in lieu of the

8

kids.

9

current situation, and our goal is to improve what

We know what we have to do to deal with the

10

we have today for their benefit, not ours.

11

assimilating plans to come back and strategies to

12

improve the board.

13

three members on the board, but we have gone out in

14

the community and spoken to some very responsible

15

people to come join us in this battle to make sure

16

that we take care of the kids.

17

you at least a framework of where we're at.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So we're

I think currently we only have

I hope that gives

Thank you, Mr. Vicens.

And the

19

other -- the other question that was raised during

20

the discussion also had to do with I guess a

21

recognized funding source for Big Brothers Big

22

Sisters relative to Maui United Way.

23

MR. VICENS:

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

Yes.
I guess you go through an

application process with them as well, and can you
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let us know what you get from United Way insofar as

2

your yearly funding?

3

MR. VICENS:

And I'm told by Brian, who is the Chairman of

4

the board, that we asked Maui United Way for 80,000

5

last year and we got 63, and we asked the County for

6

80 and we got 56.

7

familiar with.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

9
10

more on Molokai waiting for service.
MR. VICENS:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

13

MR. VICENS:

14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

Thank you very much, Mr. Vicens.

And thank you for letting me know that there was 48

11

16

So those are the numbers that I'm

Thank you.

Yes, and we're servicing over 40 currently.
Thank you.

And seven on Lanai, I think, Mr. Hokama.
Thank you, Chairman.

Other questions for Mr. Vicens this

morning, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, thank you.

Thank you for

18

being here this morning, Mr. Vicens.

19

that you just shared with us, what percentage of

20

your total budget comes from Maui United Way and

21

from the County?

22

other funding sources are.

23

MR. VICENS:

Of the amounts

Or maybe you can tell us what your

I think -- I think it's about 20 percent of

24

the total funding.

And again, I'm just recently

25

going over the numbers, but it appears that nine
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20 percent shows up from the County and Maui United

2

Way.

3

contract where we pick up clothes, and one of the

4

things that we're working towards to -- to not only

5

make up some of the deficits that we have but to be

6

able to enhance the program and guarantee its

7

existence in the future is working with them to

8

allow us to bring in different kinds of products.

About 57 percent comes from our Savers

For instance, years ago we were able to bring

9

10

in chairs and televisions and things like that and

11

then they limited us to clothes only.

12

negotiations now and it's -- we're very, very

13

optimistic that they are going to allow us to accept

14

products that we can sellon the open market.

15

Because we get offers from the hotels, for instance,

16

chairs, tables, television sets, and as you know,

17

it's a great revenue source where

18

prohibited by Savers from getting into that.

19

are now more -- let's see, they're more in tune with

20

what we'd like to do because they think that we

21

can -- we can make -- we can make a difference if we

22

got some more money via these other products.

23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

We're in

but we were
They

And how much do you bring in from

the Bowl For Kids.
MR. VICENS:

The Bowl For Kids is about 19 percent of our
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1

total budget, and our hope is that we

when we

2

solicit these new board members, part of the -- part

3

of the challenge for us is going -- if you will is

4

going to be to try and improve the revenue that we

5

pick up, but about 19 percent has been -- been maybe

6

between 30 and 40.

7

situation of limited lanes, you know, the best we're

8

going to do is 40.

9

sponsors to kick in a little bit more, maybe we can

I think with the current

And if we can get corporate

10

get up to 45,000, but 19 percent is about where

11

we're at.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any other question for Mr. Vicens this

14

morning, Members?

15

through an audit?

16

MR. VICENS:

Okay, thank you.

Is Big Brothers currently going

We have already completed the audit, and our

17

Regional Director, Mona Maehara, have gone back to

18

national, and everybody that's involved in the total

19

Big Brothers Big Sisters program that

20

are aware of where we're at and where we think we

21

want to go.

22
23
24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

that care

So, yes.

Does the County receive a copy of the

organization's audit?
MR. VICENS:

I -- I think we do, yeah.

I think we do.

And if -- you know, if that -- if we have to update
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it with the new members, we will.

2

confidence level that you need to have, I am going

3

out now and soliciting people to come and join us

4

that -- I think what we got to do is go back to our

5

original concept, is to run it like a business.

6

is a business, and we're in the business of kids.

7

And unfortunately money is the only thing that moves

8

what we can or can't do.

9

can -- we can draw into our fold people with ethics,

10

people who care about this community, and that's our

11

goal.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

If that's a

It

And so I'm hopeful that we

All right, thank you for those candid

13

comments, Mr. Vicens, because I'll speak for myself

14

as the Chair of this Committee, that I do not

15

question the need to help our young people.

16

question the entity and its ability to provide the

17

service it says it will provide our young people.

18

That is my concern.

19

that comment as -- as a constructive comment for

20

your organization to build on and to improve its

21

standing at least with myself.

22

MR. VICENS:

I

So I would hope you would take

I appreciate your -- your comments and the

23

candidness of it and only know one thing, is that we

24

will succeed, we will be here, and we're going to be

25

here because of the kids and we need your help.
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if the County chooses to be a partner with us, we'll

2

welcome you with open arms.

3

Mr. Hokama, and I mean this respectfully, because I

4

know you have some challenges, we will survive.

5

will find a way.

6
7

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We

I promise you that.

Thank you very much for your presence,

Mr. Vicens.
MS. BARROGA:

If you choose not to,

Next we have Norma Barroga.

Good morning, Council Chair, Mr. Hokama, and

Members of the County Council.

My name is Norma

10

Barroga, President of Maui Filipino Community

11

Council and Binhi At Ani, and thank you for this

12

opportunity to testify on behalf of Binhi At Ani's

13

request for 325,000 to complete the center.

14

information I would like to share with you this

15

morning is in response to the questions that were

16

asked by some of you at the April 6th Budget

17

Committee meeting.

18

And the

Now, the architect of the center is Nick

19

Wagner, with Jeff Dela Cruz assisting.

20

engineer is Wayne Arakaki and our structural

21

engineer was Danny Tokunaga, succeeded by Wallace

22

Vorfeld after Mr. Tokunaga's untimely death.

23

contractor is Maui Master Builders, Mr. Duane Ting,

24
25

. principal.

Civil

The

The name of our center is Binhi At Ani

Maui Community Center.

Now, its design and
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construction member of the team is responsible for

2

its own errors and omissions for the project.

3

Now, why were change orders necessary or

4

required for the project?

The change orders have

5

been required primarily because of the discovery of

6

the pre-contact burials on the property.

7

Burial Council decided the burials will not be

8

moved, thus the building was moved three times as

9

burials were continued to be discovered during the

The Maui

10

site preparation phase of the project.

11

the building moved?

12

ultimately located the structure ten feet toward

13

Onehee Avenue and 15 feet toward Kaahumanu Center.

14

How far was

The third change of plans

Our gutter entries on change order number 2,

15

823R, gutter system on rear building, and 830,

16

gutter system for entire building duplicates.

17

contractor stated that it should have stated gutter

18

system for remaining portion of building to make

19

clear that it did not include 823R.

20

appropriation of 350,000 duplication requests for

21

the 325,000 to the County.

22

of you that a Binhi At Ani member with Senator Shan

23

Tsutsui about the possibility of appropriating State

24

funds for the completion of the center.

25

Tsutsui was successful in having 350,000

The

It's the State

I'd like to inform all
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appropriated for the center.

2

MR. TAGUCHI:

Three minutes.

3

MS. BARROGA:

In discussing this appropriation with

4

Senator Tsutsui[ he said that the State funding will

5

be used to complement what the County appropriates.

6

The funds are not intended to fund the same work

7

required to complete the building.

8

also mentioned that this funding requires the

9

Governor to release the funding [ and therefore,

Senator Tsutsui

10

while the legislature appropriated the funds for the

11

center, the legislature is not able to predict

12

whether or not the Governor will release the State

13

funds.
I'm asking that please don't put this

14
15

condition for you to release the County funds,

16

because if you do that[ then we will not be able to

17

complete it.

18

the request is really to complete it so that we can

19

have the certificate of occupancy

We would like to make it clear that

20

MR. TAGUCHI:

Four minutes.

21

MS. BARROGA:

-- and then we can use the facilities.

So

22

thank you very much and we humbly request for your

23

favorable consideration of this request.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Ms. Barroga.

Questions for

Ms. Barroga, Members, this morning?

Mr. Nishiki.
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VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mr. Tsutsui confuses me.

I thought

2

that the money that he had requested was this

3

similar kind of funding for the completion of your

4

project.

5

MS. BARROGA:

What's the difference?
The difference is that the 325,000 is to

6

complete it so that we can have the certificate of

7

occupancy.

8

to complement the center.

9

instance, you know that the climate, the temperature

The 350,000 is intended for other things
What we need -- for

10

in Kahului is very hot, very, very hot.

11

cold outside, if you go in there with ten people,

12

it's unbearable.

13

the building.

14

we're asking the County.

15

It might be

So we would like to air condition

That's not part of the 325,000 that

The other thing is that we would like to put

16

in an alarm system because the center is intended to

17

house some artifacts, cultural artifacts, and some

18

valuable documents.

19

like to have an alarm system.

20

have visited the site, that it's being vandalized

21

right now, so we would also like to fence the

22

property.

23

parking lot to be finished.

24

include archeological fees that might be needed.

25

And based on our first experience, we might need

So therefore, we would also
You also know, if you

And you also know that we need the
The 325,000 doesn't
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more than 325,000 because of archeological fees.

2

it's not intended to duplicate it.

3

please don't use it as a provision or a condition to

4

release it.

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

So

So we're asking

So ultimately you -- whatever you

6

were seeking from State government and whatever you

7

are seeking here from County government is a total

8

of close -- or over half a million dollars?

9

MS. BARROGA:

Yes, but the 325,000 is just to complete it.

10

And you have the change orders that specify what the

11

325,000 is for.

12

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mr. Chairman, was the total that we

13

have given so far from County government and what

14

they receive from State government ever got back to

15

us?

16

what the State government has given you in

17

totality

What -- do you know what we've given you and

18

MS. BARROGA:

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

MS. BARROGA:

21

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

Yes.
for this project?

It's $1.6 million.
And now you're asking for another

half a million dollars plus?

23

MS. BARROGA:

Yes.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

675.

Okay.

See, I thought that it was
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contingent upon if they got that money from State,

2

that we wouldn't have to fund it, from my looking at

3

this.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The--

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I guess it wasn't made clear to us.

That is -- I think you need to take

7

Ms. Barroga's comments as the organization's true

8

intention as presented this morning, Mr. Nishiki.

9
10

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah.

Thank you.

I will say, Members, that you should have

11

as part of your communication a letter dated April

12

23rd, 2004 from Mr. Martin Luna, who is part of I

13

believe the construction committee, and in it he has

14

outlined how the organization has spent the previous

15

amount of $600,000 from the County of Maui.

16

there other questions for Ms. Barroga?

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Are

Mr. Nishiki.

And finally, because so much

18

taxpayers' money has been put into this project, I

19

still don't understand, is it the true intention

20

that you will run this community center?

21

it's called a community center, isn't it?

22

MS. BARROGA:

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

I guess

Yes, there is a board that will -Similarly to and charge

24

to what the County charges in its rate

25

fees --
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MS. BARROGA:

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

MS. BARROGA:

4

Yes, to make it --

Yes, Councilman.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

MS. BARROGA:

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

9
10

11

It will be a

self-sustaining center.

5

8

-- for the community's use?

Run by --

The board.
-- your personal board that you have

selected?
MS. BARROGA:

Yes.

It's actually a board that's elected

by the members.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

And can I ask you -- I don't know if

12

you've gone this far, but do you have any idea on

13

the amount of personnel that it's going to take to

14

run this center?

15

County in reservations and the --

16

MS. BARROGA:

Are you coordinated with the

Yes, we have a committee, a building task

17

force committee that have been in conversations

18

with -- having conversations with the County and

19

also the Japanese Cultural Center to have an idea on

20

how to run a center so that it becomes self

21

sustaining.

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

I guess my question is that

23

there is fairness given, just because it's

24

government money, and so we treat everyone fairly

25

when you come to -- the people come to ask for
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reservation.

2

MS. BARROGA:

Yes, Councilman, and that is the intention.

3

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Any other questions for Ms. Barroga this

5

morning, Members?

If not, thank you, and good to

6

see you, Mr. Enriques.

7

MR. ENRIQUES:

I miss this place.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Good to see you.

9

10

Thank you.

Next is

Mr. Brian Garraway.
MR. GARRAWAY:

Good morning, Council Members, Council

11

Chair.

My name is Brian Garraway.

I'm the Chairman

12

of the Board of Big Brothers Big Sisters.

13

background on myself, been on Maui for 20 years.

14

Own a wholesale beverage business.

15

with Big Brothers for 12 years, Bowl For Kids' Sake

16

Chairman for 11 of those.

17

question about Bowl For Kids' Sake, we average

18

between 30 and $35,000 a month -- or, I'm sorry, a

19

year for the Bowl For Kids' Sake.

20

that I went in -- went to in Las Vegas last year,

21

per capita of people and the type of bowling

22

facility we have, we're in the top 20 in the nation

23

of over 500 agencies, because we have a little,

24

small ten-lane bowling facility.

25

real proud of that.

Little

Been involved

To answer the one

At a convention

So we're real,
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1

I want to thank you for considering -- and I

2

thank Councilman Mateo for listening to what I came

3

up to ask him about.

4

things have happened in the agency, but I really do

5

feel we'll come out stronger and better.

6

any other companYt we're in business.

7

child mentoring business.

8

bigger and better and stronger with this, the

9

situation that's going on.

Because as you all know,

Just like

We're in the

We're going to come out

Just to show you, I have

10

a sheet here! it's 111 action items to do list.

11

About 80 percent of it's done.

12

ongoing.

13

The yellow items are

What Chubby mentioned to you is pretty much

14

it in a nutshell.

15

by any means.

16

is about 20 percent of our overall funding.

17

we're -- I think we can really build Savers.

18

year they lost Honolulu to Goodwill! so they're

19

really looking.

20

from Target and they have a whole different optimism

21

and a business philosophy! and I think we can build

22

our business probably as much as 50 percent to 100

23

percent over the next couple of years in getting

24

revenue from that source.

25

We're not asking for full funding

The County is about -- this $80,000
Savers!
Last

They brought in a general manager

Again, to -- to comment on the amount of
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1

children -- and it's all about the kids.

2

care what goes on in the board room.

3

care what goes on in the offices.

4

over 425 children here, and when I first talked to

5

Councilman Mateo -- and this has just happened in

6

the last three weeks or so -- there was only about

7

four matched children and I think I told him 11

8

waiting.

9

mentoring kids, seven community matches, and 48

They don't

They don't

We take care of

Sybil within that time has 34 after school

10

children waiting on Molokai alone.

11

talked to Councilman Mateo also, in Lanai we had

12

zero.

13

the 422.

14

when I tell you we're going to be stronger and

15

better because of the situation.

16

Now we have seven.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And when I

And that's inclusive of

So I just want to thank you.

Believe me

Thank you for your comments, Mr. Garraway.

17

Questions for the testifier this morning?

18

none.

Seeing

Thank you very much for your comments.

19

MR. GARRAWAY:

Thank you.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Lynne Woods.

21

MS. WOODS:

Good morning, Mr. Chair, Council Members.

22

Please excuse my casual appearance, but I'm on

23

vacation with family, but I did want to come and

24

talk to you about Big Brothers Big Sisters.

25

compliment you on all your work.

You're working
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1

very hard and we're aware of this and know your

2

process.

3

bit of a problem, and I have been asked to step in

4

and counsel them through their fix, so to speak.

5

I am working with Gladys from MEO, and we are

6

addressing what has to be cleaned up on the board

7

issues and what needs to be looked at in the

8

offices.

9

policy manuals are in place and the bylaws are

Big Brothers Big Sisters has gotten into a

So I am the one that makes sure all the

10

governing the appropriate people and what

11

at the accounting system, and so I'm sort of the

12

fix.

13

So

looking

I was on Big Brothers Big Sisters' board for

14

some time, and their program I think in the

15

community is pretty important.

16

of my favorites and tugs at my heart.

17

discovered this program, I have to tell you, I

18

this problem, I was absolutely mortified, so I do

19

feel it is my duty to work on this and get it fixed.

20

I want to thank you, Councilmember Mateo, for

21

bringing this forward.

22

work on Molokai, and it was a very, very important

23

addition, and part of the previous Maui County grant

24

that was given forward, and some very good work was

25

started on Molokai and work started on Lanai, which

It's certainly one

or

We have been building the
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we will make sure carries forward.
But I just am here today to assure you welre

2
3

on the fix and making sure that the new incoming

4

board will understand the fiduciary responsibility

5

it truly has, and thatls part of the work that

6

Gladys and I do in the community for non-profits.

7

And so I want to assure you that your

8

consideration

9

the budget, we will be looking after it very

10
11

closely.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

and if you do have this money in

Thank you.
Thank you, Ms. Woods.

Questions for

12

Ms. Woods this morning, Members?

13

Thank you very much for your presence.

14

MS. WOODS:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

Seeing none.

Thank you, Chair.
I know I mispronounced it yesterday.

Reen?

Ren?

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Rene.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Rene.

19

MS. UMBERGER:

Thank you.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

21

MS. UMBERGER:

Mr. Hokama, Council Members.

lIm sorry.

Umberger.

My name is Rene Umberger.

Here to

22

revisit the fees for the permitting for the

23

commercial permits at the County parks.

24

sure where you folks got yesterday, if this was even

25

addressed, but welre going with the belief that the
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1

proposal's still on the table that you have for

2

$2,500 permit, and we have an alternate proposal

3

that we're requesting that you take into

4

consideration.

5

We've developed the following proposal for

6

fees that will not only meet the Parks Department

7

budgetary needs for administering the ORAP, but also

8

will allow current legitimate long-time Maui

9

businesses to stay in business.

Our proposal is

10

simple to administer.

It's fair to small

11

businesses.

12

greatly increases current revenues for this program.

It contains a user impact fee, and it

13

We also believe that a significant source of

14

income has been left out of the equation so far and

15

we request that you also consider the funds that

16

will be generated by the enforcement fines.

17

Finally, we ask that the $150 non-refundable

18

application fee be applied to the permit fees once

19

they're accepted.

20

Our proposal is for a primary permit fee,

21

plus a reduced rate for additional locations, plus a

22

park impact fee.

23

permit would be $500 for three locations, $50 for

24

each additional park location, and then on top of

25

that a dollar per customer per day.

The initial permit, the primary

A sample of the
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1

increased annual fees based on the current permits

2

would generate 27 r OOO -- over $27,000 for the

3

primary permits r over $11,000 for initial -- for

4

additional sites, $100,000 in the per head customers

5

per year.
If you then also look at some potential fines

6
7

for operating without a permit and operating in the

8

wrong parkr $75,000.

9

citation a day.

This is based on less than one

So maybe every other day.

Based on

10

the figure supplied by the Parks Department to

11

Council, the revenues from fines alone will cover

12

the annual salary of one enforcement officer.

13

Additionally, enforcement will also generate

14

increased substantial revenues by either encouraging

15

non-permitted businesses to comply and therefore

16

contribute to the fund or by funneling their

17

customers to permitted businesses.

18

MS. KOLLER:

19

MS. UMBERGER:

20
21

Either way

Three minutes.
-- we project an additional increase of

$50,000.

We ask that you consider our proposal for the

22

following reasons:

Taken as a whole, it could

23

generate $250,000.

It addresses the vast

24

differences between the operations of each industry

25

and therefore long-term, well-established Maui
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1

businesses can stay in business.

2

administrate.

3

on the impact each permittee has on the parks.

4

impact costs more.

7

And by charging per head, it's based
More

I think my time is up, so I'll just leave the

5

6

It's easy to

rest for you folks to read.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you for your testimony, Ms. Umberger.

8

Questions, Members, for the testifier this morning?

9

Ms. Johnson.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Rene, were you aware that what we

11

had kind of put out there was just an interim thing

12

and that no specific recommendations had been made

13

either by the Parks or by us, other than the

14

original letter I think that Mr. Buck had sent?

15

Were you aware of that?

16

MS. UMBERGER:

I guess, but I didn't know what you meant

17

by interim.

18

that this would be -- the interim would be what

19

would be due as of July 1st.

20

I think we were going on the assumption

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And that is interim, but what

21

would end up happening is the proposals that I

22

gather Parks would be taking up would be coming in

23

the form of some kind of a public process and taken

24

out to public hearing.

25

aware that this was just something that had been

So you were -- so you were
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thrown out there?

2

MS. UMBERGER:

Yes, yeah.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

I just wanted to make sure

4

that you're aware of that, because we have not

5

talked about it yet.

6
7

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thanks.

Other questions for the testifiers?

Testifier, excuse me.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

I'm sorry, there was one other

thing too, Rene, and that was that is it your

10

recommendation, then r that the fines that you're

11

speaking about not be assessed by the police and

12

that they be done as civil fines going to an

13

enforcement officer tied to the Parks Department?

14

MS. UMBERGER:

Absolutely.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Any other questions for

17

Ms. Umberger this morning?

Seeing none.

18

very much for your testimony.

Thank you

19

MS. UMBERGER:

Thank you.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Next person we have -- and I apologize in

21

advance if I mispronounce your last name -- Jeff

22

Strahn.

23

MR. STRAHN:

Good morning, Chairman and Council Members.

24

My name is Jeff Strahn.

I am General Manager of

25

Maui Dive Shop and the President of the HIRSA
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1

organization r or the Hawaiian -- Hawaiian Islands

2

Recreational Scuba Association.

3

speak out today in behalf of Rene's idea and maybe

4

try to expound upon it a little bit.

5

I just wanted to

Right now we've been in the working grouPr

6

which I was asked to be on with Jo Anne Johnson forr

7

I don't know now r a couple of years.

8

think we've made a lot of progress on the

9

Administrative Rules r but what we might want to look

We've -- I

10

at at this particular point is forming some kind of

11

a working group which would encompass someone from

12

the Council r and maybe Jo Anne and maybe someone

13

like Lynne Woods or somebody like that from the

14

Chamber of Commerce r so we can really sit down with

15

the industrYr the Parks Department r and you people

16

who are making these decisions and come up with some

17

kind of an equitable arrangement on what the fees

18

would be.

19

My fear is we've got the Parks Department on

20

one side of the equation recommending fees of $200 a

21

day and we've got other people that are concerned

22

about that -- even $2,500 a day -- will force people

23

who are the smallest of operators to not comply and

24

to try and go underground.

25

do through this entire process the entire time is to

And what we've tried to
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1

bring more people to become legitimate.

The problem

2

that the County parks are facing are not with the

3

legitimate operators but what the illegitimate

4

operators/ the people that are operating out of

5

their school bus down here at Cove Park and that

6

type of a deal which have caused so many problems.
We are very/ very much behind the enforcement

7

8

of this.

I personally don't think that one officer

9

is enough/ whether that person is with the Police

10

Department or the Parks Department.

11

up about a year and a half ago that there was about

12

a million dollars a year in vandalism in our parks

13

alone.

14

available -- more officers that were available in

15

the evenings/ even 10 percent or 15 percent of a

16

million dollars is a lot of money. . I think a lot of

17

vandalism is happening in the evenings.

18

It was brought

And if we had an officer that was

And so what I'd like to say is that the

19

commercial industry is willing to do their part and

20

help to support this.

21

can be done with the parks.

22

Beach which was just shutdown/ I don't know if you

23

know/ to commercial operators by the -- what do they

24

call them now/ the Kaanapali Association/ the North

25

Beach Association is what it was as of April 15th.

There's a lot of things that
There's Old Airport
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1

That particular park, it's a gorgeous park, really

2

set up nicely for commercial activities.

3

love to donate it to the County, but the Parks

4

Department's not willing to accept it because they

5

don't have any funding to manage it, and --

They would

6

MS. KOLLER:

Three minutes.

7

MR. STRAHN:

-- that's really a shame because it's -- it's

8

a gorgeous park and it's going to have -- what it's

9

going to do is as more and more parks are being shut

10

down, that's going to create greater and greater

11

impact on the other areas, and we've already shut

12

down Launiupoko and Puamana and Kam I, II, and III

13

and several other parks, and that just puts more --

14

more burden on the existing parks.

15

So I think maybe it's time to get together

16

with some people that we can talk about the finances

17

of this put all of our heads together in maybe a

18

working group that would be -- be a little bit more

19

expansive than just the commercial operators and the

20

Parks Department might be able to help get some

21

answers together.

22

know that Lynne Woods would volunteer her time to be

23

a part of it, and I'm sure some of you would

24

probably volunteer your time.

25

considering that.

And I would volunteer my time.

So I thank you for
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for your testimony.

2

for the testifier this morning?

3

you very much --

4

MR. STRAHN:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Questions

Seeing none.

Thank

Thank you.
-- for being here.

Roger -- and I will

6

apologize in advance again -- Simonot, South Pacific

7

Kayaks organization.

8

MS. UMBERGER, FROM THE AUDIENCE:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Cannon?

11

MR. CANNON:

He had to leave?

I think he had to leave.
Thank you.

Mr. Tom

Aloha kakahiaka, Council Members.

I'm Tom

12

Cannon, Chairman of the Wailuku Main Street

13

Association Tri-Isle Main Street Resource Center,

14

speaking on behalf of that group.

15

our group is economic revitalization within the

16

context of historic and cultural preservation or

17

small towns.

18

the last 18 years with the help of many volunteers

19

and the State's recognized best small town

20

specialist, who we happen to have right here in Maui

21

County.

22

The mission of

We do this and have been doing it for

Our volunteers include bankers, attorneys,

23

architects, land planners, and many others, and is

24

my belief as an architect that they volunteer to be

25

on these groups and our committees because they feel
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1

that the Main Street process truly represents the

2

community's interest, because the Main Street

3

process requires us to keep going back to the

4

community over and over and over again through

5

various methods to ensure that we represent the

6

community's interest and not some special interest

7

of any particular board member.

8
9

The 200 -- as was mentioned previously, your
investment in Wailuku Main Street Association

10

Tri-Isle Resource Center comes back many fold.

To

11

be precise, almost three times.

12

services has been documented by the County on the

13

year that was -- we received $250,000, we provided

14

$623,000 in services.

15

full funding, the more we can provide and leverage

16

that funding to provide full services.

The value of our

The more you can give us our

17

It seems from reading The Maui News

18

yesterday's Maui News that there is -- within the

19

proposed budget of this Council there seems to be an

20

emphasis on marketing Maui, rather than promoting

21

why people come to Maui, the authentic parts of Maui

22

that provide the reason that tourists come here.

23

And this has happened in the past, that you seem to

24

overemphasize marketing the tourist industry,

25

instead of the product that is bringing here --
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people here in the first place.
You see letters to the editor from tourists

2
3

and locals alike saying we're losing the essence of

4

Maui, and this is one reason why, is because the

5

dollars are going towards marketing and not towards

6

the product that's being marketed.

7

of our small towns is one of those products.

8

is what people here -- want to come here to see.

9

Our parks are part of the reason that people come

10

The authenticity
This

here, and yet you're -- you seem to be --

11

MS. KOLLER:

Three minutes.

12

MR. CANNON:

-- removing funding from these areas and

13

putting it into the marketing side.

14

be a very grave mistake, and one that I don't think

15

the voters will stand for.

16

investment for this group, Tri-Isle Main Street

17

Resource Center, is proven.

18

won awards.

19

national -- the national Sierra Club for helping to

20

save Makawao Town from having a 12-acre, II-acre

21

shopping center inserted into the middle of it,

22

which would have completely taken the authenticity

23

and the feel of Makawao away.

24

that.

25

That seems to

Your return on

It's documented.

We've

We've won recognition from the

We've won awards for

We've proven ourselves time and time and time
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1

again that the money spent on our organization is

2

well spent and a good return on investment.

3

need to prime the pump.

You

You need to provide

4

MS. KOLLER:

Four minute.

5

MR. CANNON:

-- the structure that is allowing the

6

tremendous volunteer effort -- professional

7

volunteer effort.

8

by the way, and yet that's what the estimates are

9

qualifying my time at.

10

I was in a committee with

five architects--

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. CANNON:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

please.

15

I charge more than $16 an hour,

MR. CANNON:

Mr. Cannon
-- last week
-- you will conclude your testimony,

that all -- thank you, yes, I will

that

16

all charge more than $16 an hour, believe it or not.

17

In fact, we charge about ten times that, and yet we

18

don't seem to be given the credit or the respect

19

that this 18-year organization should have.

20

you very much.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for your comments this morning.

22

Questions for Mr. Cannon?

23

very much for your testimony.

24
25

MR. CANNON:

Thank

Seeing none.

Thank you

Thank you.
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is there anyone else wishing to provide

2

testimony, today, the 28th of April 2004?

Please

3

make yourself known at this time.

4

testimony1s closed for today.

5

short recess and we shall look to reconvene at

6

10:50.

Seeing none,

We shall now take a

(Gavel) .

10:38 a.m.

7

RECESS:

8

RECONVENE:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA.:

11:00 a.m.

(Gavel).

We shall bring this meeting back

10

to order.

11

of the meeting for today, the 28th of April.

12

Members, Staff, for your information, is preparing

13

copies of communications and responses from earlier

14

Committee requests, and as soon as we have that

15

ready, it will be disseminated to all the members.

16

We have completed the testimony portion

This portion the Chair has excused

17

Mr. Carroll, Mr. Kane, and Mr. Molina.

18

not be joining us till later in the day.

19

through your hard work yesterday we still need to go

20

back to page 16, Members.

21

MR. AGSALOG:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MR. AGSALOG:

They will
I believe

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Agsalog.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

If I may have about

24

few minutes of your precious time here in the

25

Committee to bring to you the message of the Mayor
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1

with regards to your hard work here, if I may,

2

Mr. Chair.

3
4

OkaYI Budget Director.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No objection,

Members?

5

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MR. AGSALOG:

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Agsalog.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

First of all, I'd

8

like to thank each and everyone of you for guiding

9

us through this verYI very tough year for putting

10

this budget together.

11

giving me inputs as to how we will proceed in this

12

budget, and you guys have worked long hours to craft

13

a very, very good budget for our community.

14

You guys all worked hard in

The first thing that I'd like to address,

15

Mr. Chair, as we -- the Administration see it, it's

16

the property tax.

17

and people were asking for some relief.

18

to let you know that you guys had worked for some

19

relief already.

20

budget the amount of 80,000 of the homeowner's

21

exemptions.

22

you should be commended on that.

23

We just had a hearing last night
I just want

We have considered in the proposed

You guys have given that

l

and I think

The second thing I would like to reiterate,

24

Mr. Chair, is all the taxpayers, homeowners, I

25

should say, have a relief, if they need to.
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1

have to avail to it, which is the Circuit Breaker.

2

They don't pay more than 3 percent of their adjusted

3

gross income, and anyone can go and avail for this

4

particular relief.

5

dollar house with a gross income -- or adjusted

6

gross income of $50,000 a year will only pay 1,500,

7

nothing more, and that is available to every

8

homeowners in this County.

9

And anyone that have a million

Those people that crafted the Circuit Breaker

10

have a good vision to protect these homeowners.

11

one should be taxed out of their home, and this was

12

done for them.

13

the homeowners will pay, which is $60.

14

a retiree doesn't have any income but he or she has

15

a home that she lives in.

16

minimum of $60. Mr. Chair, I was -- I was told by

17

the Real Property Tax that there's 643 qualified

18

taxpayers for this particular protection, and they

19

can apply.

20

and September for the following year's exemption for

21

this Circuit Breaker.

22

No

And there is also a minimum fee that
That's when

So we pay -- they pay a

Any homeowners can apply between August

So I guess what we're trying to say,

23

Mr. Chair, we have a bill to pay and we will have a

24

bill to pay next year.

25

year, Mr. Chair, for the HGEA, it's only half of

The bill that we paying this
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1

what we going to pay next year.

Next year we will

2

pay the full amount for the arbitration award for

3

the HGEA and also the upcoming UPW negotiations that

4

will come about.

5

Therefore, I don't think that what we have as an

6

increase in valuation is ridiculously high for our

7

people in our community.

Our people demanding more service.

8

We have parks.

You have seen some of the

9

deferred maintenance.

As in the proposed budget

10

even show you, there's deferred maintenance because

11

we cannot afford it, Mr. Chair, and now we saying,

12

yeah, we -- the valuation raise to a big percentage,

13

but that percentage, Mr. Chair, and you can see it,

14

your staff can see it, and every single member of

15

this Committee can see it, this amount of money can

16

be used even now today.

17

million project for the Central Maui landfill.

18

only put 5 million this year because we need to kind

19

of balance the budget, and you've seen that.

We have deferred a $5
We

20

So, Mr. Chair, what we're saying is that I

21

think we really need to evaluate more when we are

22

looking for relief for our people in a community.

23

We have given them.

24

that $80,000 exemptions for the homeowner.

25

that, Mr. Chair, I'd like to show you our -- some of

And I applaud you for giving
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1

our concern with regards to some of the proposal

2

that's already went through.
And if you don't mind, Mr. Chair, I'd like to

3
4

address the Wailuku improvements that the

5

Administration surely believe that we could not do

6

without this year.

7

acquisition for the Central Maui.

8

reconsider, Mr. Chair, this is a key project for the

9

central -- for the Wailuku area.

That's $1.2 million for the land
If you

The acquisition of

10

the C. Brewer land, Mr. Chair, will allow us to

11

extend the Waiale Drive, which also allow us to

12

provide -- or start affordable housing in Waikapu

13

and Waihee area.

14

roads for -- and the bridge going across the stream

15

in lao.

16

Because this will provide the

The Waiale Drive improvements, Mr. Chair, is

17

necessary for these affordable housing projects.

18

seems like right now no Waiale Drive, no affordable

19

housing in Waikapu and Waiehu.

20

cannot also build the road until we own the land.

21

So if you would reconsider, Mr. Chair, the land

22

acquisition for this particular purpose.

23

million contribution, Mr. Chair, that we have put

24

for the bond for the parking lot -- for the

25

community parking lot in Wailuku, it's a commitment

And of course we
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1

for the County to ask the business people to go and

2

get more funding somewhere else.

3

it's a seed money for them, Mr. Chair, and it's -- I

4

think as the Administration and I'm sure you guys

5

support also the revitalization of the Wailuku Town.

6

It's just a --

Mr. Chair, another concern that we have is

7

the service center.

It's no secret that Mayor Alan

8

Arakawa did not really agree with the way the center

9

was -- was started to begin with, but given that as

10

it is, it's there now.

11

Mr. Chair.

12

very, very good evaluation in asking for more

13

employees to service our people to go -- that go and

14

do the transaction personally.

15

someone telling them to go home and mail their

16

registration probably will not work very well for

17

the people.

18

don't want -- we don't want you to come to our

19

service center.

20

We have to make it work,

And our Finance Department have done a

I think having

It's like saying that, you know, you

So we need to accommodate those people that

21

really want face-to-face type of transactions.

22

myself, Mr. Chair, sometimes I -- I procrastinate in

23

mailing my registration sometimes, so I think, you

24

know, I wouldn't second guess the other taxpayer

25

that -- you know, saying that, you know, you cannot
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1

go there face to face and do a transaction.

2

could do it better, though.

3

publicity, I guess, in telling them that these

4

avenues are available for them.

5

We

We can have a better

The computer upgrade, Mr. Chair, I think we

6

have started this with the HR project.

We would

7

like you to reconsider, see if there's anything that

8

we could do to start the -- to improve our

9

antiquated type of inefficient system now so that we

10

could provide a better service for our employees as

11

well as our external customers, Mr. Chair.

12

you can find a way to fund the computer upgrades

13

with the ELlS program, Mr. Chair, we would really

14

appreciate it.

15

So if

The parks, Mr. Chair, we know we're asking

16

for a lot of employees, but this has been something

17

that we can be proud of.

18

residents, our visitors, they go there and enjoy

19

this park -- the parks that we have.

20

very proud of what we have and we need to really

21

maintain them, but having not enough employees, we

22

overtax our employees, Mr. Chair, and hopefully that

23

if we can get more of those work force, we can

24

properly manage and maintain the parks that we have

25

available.

You know, people, our

And I'm very,

We have heard that, you know, the parks
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1

are getting bigger, donation of parks is, you know,

2

coming to us, but we just cannot maintain them,

3

Mr. Chair.

4

The Mayor also asks, Mr. Chair, if we could

5

restore the 1.5 on the CPG, and that's for the

6

social service people, and I know it's a tough year,

7

Mr. Chair.

8

request that we have.

9

district meetings that I went with you and I heard

10
11

We don't have enough to fund every
I heard you mention in: every

you, that we cannot fund everyone.
Transportation, Mr. Chair, we would really

12

like to request that you reconsider of giving this

13

particular young department the ability to survive

14

or to success.

15

propose, Mr. Chair, will only ensure their failure.

16

So I'm sure your guidance in how this new department

17

will survive will be much appreciated by the people

18

of Maui.

19

that there's alternative by -- from driving their

20

own car every day.

Cutting the budget that they

Because we really need to let them know

21

Mr. Chair, the Mayor would like to thank you

22

for, you know, a lot of those monies you're putting

23

for highway improvements, and he really thank you

24

for creating and assuring the ability for us to have

25

carryover savings.

And your continued support for
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1

the helicopter ambulance, Mr. Chair, he really,

2

really appreciate that.

3

Street improvement in Lahaina, Mr. Chair, and the

4

your funding for the open space on Muolea Point

5

property in Hana, those are much, much appreciated

6

from our Administration.

The funding for the Keawe

And thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me

7
8

this opportunity.

As I told you last year when I

9

came down, Ilm here to work with you.

Ilm not here

10

to debate any issue.

11

you make your decision.

12

help, Mr. Chair, I would be more than happy to work

13

with you.

14

Mr. Chair, for letting me work with you and your

15

Staff.

16

Ilm here to present or help
And if I can be of any

And I want to give you my special thanks,

Thank you.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for your comments this morning,

17

Mr. Agsalog, as our Budget Director.

I will share

18

with you that while your comments is much

19

appreciated, Ilm sure the Administration is aware

20

that we are still in a work in progress, that we

21

have yet to complete the initial round of our review

22

of the various operations, as well as we have not

23

completed the review of capital improvement project

24

requests.

25

who is participating with us that what we are going

And therefore, I would notify everyone
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1

through is not the final document.

We are still in

2

the process of reviewing, considering.

3

be aware of or have been aware of, various members

4

have put forth different proposals from the Chair,

5

which the Chair continues to be very open on all

6

considerations.

As you will

What I will say, though, to our

7
8

Administration is that the Chair's proposal was a

9

starting point of what I felt on a Countywide basis

10

represented, in my opinion, a fair consideration for

11

all the districts.

12

prepare us for the much larger increases not only

13

coming next year but within the next five-year

14

period.

Take into account the need to

Major, major investments.

Okay.

15

Mr. Agsalog did bring up one example, the

16

closure of Central Maui landfill Phase I and II.

17

Just closing it will cost us at this point an

18

estimated $10 million.

19

does not take into account the 30 years of

20

monitoring that we are required by the Federal

21

government.

22

requirement for 30 years after closure for any

23

landfill.

24

while I appreciate your comments, please note that

25

even those that we have reviewed and reached some

We are budgeting 5.

That

And that is an annual operational

So there are many factors involved, and
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sort of consensus, this is still subject to change,

2

as the members feel fit to do.

3

proposal is drafted, I hope everyone will allow the

4

Committee the maximum flexibility and opportunities

5

to adjust accordingly.

6

And until a final

So saying that, Members, I would allow the

7

Committee an opportunity, if there are any questions

8

for either the Budget Director or your Chair, before

9

we go back to the Department of Parks and

10

Recreation.

Okay, seeing no questions, thank you

11

very much, Members.

12

I would ask that the

13

it if you utilize the updated draft dated 4/28/2004

14

as of 8:22 a.m.

15

has done is highlighted it in the gray the areas

16

that we still need to go through.

We shall move now to page 16.
I think Staff would prefer

Okay, Members, I think what Staff

17

Is that correct, Staff?

Okay, thank you.

18

If you will look at the Aquatics Program, you

19

will notice that the Chair had indicated no

20

revisions to their request of $3.827707 million.

21

There are some considerations, so if you'll take

22

line 523, you will see that beside myself there is

23

one more member that is asking you to consider six

24

additional E/P positions with no funding.

25

another consideration of -- just to restore four
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1

E/Ps but fund two of them, and to do that option of

2

course we need to add another $47,400.
So I will ask the Committee for comments at

3

4

this time.

5

member to participate.

6

I'll work from one way and allow each

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares, any comments?

Yeah, on the six -- six ghost

7

positions or six E/P ghost positions would allow the

8

Aquatics Division to utilize temporary types of

9

hires while they are seeking candidates through

10

their recruitment process for lifeguards and water

11

safety officers.

12

think it's a problem.

13

Department to have some flexibility within their A

14

account.

This is a no-cost item, so I don't

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

It would just allow the

Mr. Pontanilla, comments?
I'll support the six E/P ghost

17

positions to give flexibility to the Aquatics

18

Department whenever they have a bind in trying to

19

manage their operations.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

21

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Nishiki?

No.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
My proposal was -- well, not quite
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It was restoring the Elp count,

1

exactly the same.

2

because I believe those had been eliminated because
they were not previously funded.

And so I just

4

restored the four that had actually been eliminated.

5

Charmaine's proposal added the two back'in, but then

6

because of the comments that were made with regard

7

to the Learn to Swim Program, I felt that funding

8

for two of those positions would be in order to at

9

least undertake that particular part of the program.

10

So that's why I requested funding just of

11

those two positions, but at this point in time I

12

have no objection to including the six EIP count,

13

and the only thing that would be debated is to

14

whether or not any funding is going to go for those

15

two additional positions that I requested.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you very much for your

17

comments.

18

area at this time?

19

comment was going to relate to another line, 525, so

20

let's see.

21

suggestion -- consideration to add the Learn to Swim

22

Program back within the program for Aquatics.

25

Okay, I think part of your

Why don't I ask Ms. Tavares, she had a

Ms. Tavares, if we can ask for your comments,

23

24

Any other comments on this particular

please.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, thank you.

I think the Learn
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1

to Swim Program -- you know, Mr. Chair, I don't know

2

if this is the time to make the big appeals for

3

whatever or if we're just going through the broad

4

brush kind of thing to just familiarize members with

5

what's going on, so, you know, what do you see this

6

part being?

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

I would
Because, you know, I can go

through the history of Learn to Swim Program, but I

10

would save you all a whole bunch of listening to

11

that if it's just a matter of just some simple quick

12

and dirty description and move on.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That would be fine.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

And as we heard, the Learn

15

to Swim Program is something that, you know, we

16

talked about before, whether we want to restore this

17

program so that all 5th graders in the County of

18

Maui would have swimming lessons and all that.

19

I -- I think that the Aquatics Division can handle

20

the Learn to Swim Program using those six ghost

21

positions partly and if they've got some of the

22

the funds restored back as in the line above, that

23

180,000, to bring them up to the Fiscal Year '03

24

level.

25

don't restore the funding to this program, I do not

But I really -- you know, if we
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1

see how we should expect them to do more programs

2

with less money.

3

now.

So that would be my comment for

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Mr. Pontanilla, comments?
No comments.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Mateo?
No comments.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Johnson?

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I just echo Councilmember Tavares'

12

sentiments that, you know, it's up to us to decide

13

what we want to provide.

14

know, if we're looking at last year's budget and

15

then we're looking that we would need 180,000 to

16

restore it to '03, we're now going into the 'OS

17

consideration, it concerns me the direction that

18

we're going.

19

programs or if they don't want to pay more in terms

20

of taxes, then I guess these are the decisions that

21

we have to make.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And if we can't -- you

And if people don't want these

Thank you for your comments.

Members, I

23

will just share one general comment.

While it will

24

be regarding this request area, I would say that

25

maybe it applies to the whole Department.
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1

say that if we've paid attention to not only the

2

Department but our community's comments, obviously

3

there is still a preference, in your Chair's

4

opinion, that our community, our County wants a

5

Department of Parks and Recreation, which means it's

6

not just a maintenance of Parks property, but to be

7

able to provide programs, services to utilize our

8

facilities, such as swimming.

9

whether it be tennis, whether it be football,

10
11

Whether it be golf,

whether it be soccer, we have provided facilities.
We share with the school.

We'll be happy to

12

share the bill with the schools too.

13

facilities, and I believe the name of the Department

14

is very accurate.

15

lifeguard program, water safety program.

16

you would look at -- and while I would say don't

17

take this as a departure from my conservative

18

approach to the numbers.

19

believe this is right, then support those requests

20

that maintain the Department's name, Parks and

21

Recreation, and decide how you want to support these

22

requests.

23

But we share

It is Parks and Recreation, our
And so if

I will share what if you

For me, being part of a County that has

24

water, it's hard to believe we wouldn't have a Learn

25

to Swim Program.

I hope no one would learn like how
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I did, which was the old style, you just get thrown

2

in deep water and you learn to swim really fast.

3

in this area I would say that at this point I will

4

be able to support the intent of creating the

5

recreation side of the Aquatics Program.

6

tell you that the Chair will look at ways to reduce

7

somewhere else to provide the funding, and that that

8

is a challenge I bring to you that is fair, if at

9

all possible, that we can assure our taxpayers that

So

I will

10

we have looked at the full spectrum of how to

11

provide services and programs, that we are not just

12

looking at adding to the cost of government.

13

So saying that, Members, it is the Chair's

14

support regarding line 524, which will include --

15

which is Ms. Tavares's funding of another 180 to the

16

Fiscal Year 2003 level which will also include, as I

17

understand it, the Learn to Swim Program.

18

correct assumption, Ms. Tavares?

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Is that a

I think that they can -- they can

20

certainly start that way.

Because I think the Learn

21

to Swim Program kind of just got thrown at them

22

while we were having the discussions and they

23

haven't really looked at it and see how they can

24

implement it.

25

program, don't try to do it all at once.

And I think we had cautioned the
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district or an area first, see how it goes and how

2

they can possibly implement the program Countywide.
They haven't really had the chance to work on

3
4

any kind of numbers so -- of what that would

5

require, but I think next year they could corne back

6

based on their experience this year and -- with

7

whatever they do to give us a more accurate picture

8

of what this program would cost the department.

9

it is my understanding that the 180,000 would

10

But

encompass the Learn to Swim Program.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Just that we understand that it

13

may not be a Countywide program in the first year of

14

implementation.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Good morning,

16

Mr. Carroll.

Staff will brief you on where we are.

17

We have completed testimony.

18

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

And we are -- just started the

20

consideration of the Aquatics Program in Department

21

of Parks and Recreation.

22

as we allow Mr. Carroll to corne up to speed with us,

23

any comments with lines 524, 525, which is the

24

increase to ops?

25

use that as a working number to move forward, any

In the meantime, Members,

I would say at this time if we can
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objections?

2

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MS. KOLLER:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MS. KOLLER:

Okay, thank you.

So we took care of those.

Mr. Chair.
Yes, ma' am.
Just for clarification, did you want a

7

proviso to -- anything to include the Learn to Swim

8

pilot project?

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

Mr. Chair.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

Ms. Tavares.
I think that would be appropriate,

Thank you.

Staff, if you would assist the

14

Committee in developing adequate language.

15

see, I have not forgotten line 523, Members, which

16

is the six ghost -- so-called ghost positions or

17

Ms. Johnson's request.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Let's

I will bring --

Mr. Chair.

Yes, ma'am.
I'll remove the 47,400 request for

21

the personnel because of the<;,fact that the funding

22

on the following line could possibly --

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

Assist them.

assistance.

be utilized for part-time

So I'll remove my request for the
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1

47,400.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MS. KOLLER:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MS. KOLLER:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Chair.
Yes, rna' am.
Just for clarifi -- just a comment on that,

the 180,000 is described as operations.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MS. KOLLER:

12

And I'll support Ms. Tavares'

request.

5

9

Thank you.

Okay.
If you want part of that designated for

salary funding, we will need to separate.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair.

Yes, ma'am.
I think there isn't a need for

17

that, because the Department has flexibility to go,

18

you know, within a program and in some -- in some

19

cases they would be funding the ghost positions with

20

the salary allotments for the position that's vacant

21

anyway.

22

fund, they have the flexibility to do that already.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I think if they need to draw on that

Okay, thank you for that comment.

The

24

Chair will take all comments under advisement, and

25

if need be, the Chair will return to the Committee
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with additional comments.
But thank you, Ms. Johnson.

2
3

Much

appreciated.
Members, line 526, and I will say if you

4

5

consider 526, we need to consider in relation to

6

527.

7

Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, we heard some

8

comments I think from the public regarding a

9

lifeguard station at Launiupoko, but, you know, in

10

light of what we're trying to do with this budget

11

and create the emergency fund and keep our bond

12

ratings as a priority to get our ratings back, at

13

this time I would withdraw this request and perhaps

14

keep it on a back burner for future years.
Okay, thank you.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, any comments?

No comments.

Okay, seeing none.

Let us move forward,

18

and Staff will later provide a revised number for

19

the net amount in Aquatics.

20

management -- excuse me, Park Maintenance Program,

21

we have line 533, consideration by Ms. Tavares for

22

$50,000.

23

Under the turf

Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, thank you.

I was just

24

trying to be consistent with restoring the funds

25

either to the FY '04 level or the FY '03 level.
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1

for this -- this program it was -- it amounted to

2

50,000 to match it to the FY '04 level.

3

I guess the -- deleting the turf team or the turf

4

management -- well, the turf team, it would be like

5

a difference of $10,000 reduction, I guess, overall

6

if you would consider leaving the 50,000 for

7

operations.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNC I LMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

But between

Mr. Pontanilla?
No comments.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
I'll support Ms. Tavares'

16

recommendation and then the net amount of 10,000

17

coming off of the line 534.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Carroll?

Mr. Chair.

Yes, ma'am.
I had a -- I was thinking about

22

this question when somebody was talking about E/Ps,

23

and I -- it's like if we take out the turf

24

management team, we are reducing the number of E/Ps

25

that can be funded in this program or any program,
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1

is that correct, or do we ensure that it's not

2

funded by freezing the positions?

3

to do with account

4

thinking about it, any positions that are frozen, to

5

me, should not be counted as an E/P.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

Because this had

and I think when I was

Have we worked that out, Tamara?

Do you

7

have a comment?

8

good comment and question for us to -- that we need

9

to resolve, Members.

10
11

Yes, I think that's a good

very

Staff, any comments for -- to

assist the Committee?
MS. KOLLER:

I believe in the past when we've had -- this

12

question was raised, that the E/P count does still

13

include those that are frozen, but they cannot fill

14

that position.

15

it would be better to take the

16

assume that if you've frozen the position, you don't

17

have it anymore and it would not be included, but

18

that's the consideration.

19

like in this case we were assuming that the -- the

20

funding would go away for the turf management the

21

and the E/P will go away.

22
23

It's strange.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It seems to me that
you know, to

If you delete the E/P --

So we have the ability to restrict

the number of E/Ps?

24

MS. KOLLER:

Yes.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

As far as deleting.
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1

the E/Ps but we don't delete the positions because

2

we can't delete positions?

3

MS. KOLLER:

I think that's the thing that -- when it's a

4

frozen position, the position is there, but the E/P

5

count is not.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

As long as we have that

7

understanding.

Because I'm not -- you know, I get

8

so confused when I read about the things, and I know

9

it's a hard -- it's been an area that we bring up I

10

think every year trying to figure out what happens

11

with E/Ps.

12

review of the budget this year, there were some

13

inconsistencies in how the E/Ps were counted, even

14

to get, you know, E/Ps in the different programs and

15

then the total for the Department didn't come out in

16

some cases.

As we look at the E/P counts in our

17

But if that's an understanding or if there's

18

some way, Mr. Chair, that in our budget provisions I

19

general provisions section that we can explain that

20

the E/P counts, you know, include -- or don't

21

include the frozen positions, because -- because of

22

the way our ordinance reads, it's, you know,

23

salaries and whatever in the ordinance are

24

restricted to number of E/P counts.

25

got a frozen position but you still count as an E/P,

So if you've
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1

then actually to me the budget ordinance says your

2

funding is limited to X number of E/Ps so they can

3

do whatever.

You know, that position still exists.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Technically it does, yes.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Technically, yeah, it hasn't been

6

aboljshed, so a department could fill a position.

7

mean I don't know if that's -- that's not been

8

challenged, but I think that will come up, could

9

come up.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

I understand your comment, Ms. Tavares,

11

because the Charter does -- and I have to reassure

12

myself that I would state this correctly, that the

13

Mayor has the authority to create positions for

14

which appropriations have been made, so if -- if

15

your example is quite accurate and money has been

16

given and he has that additional flexibility, he

17

could create another position and expend the money.

18

But we are also aware, Members, that part of

19

the use to freeze a position is when at times the

20

Administration calls upon someone in a certain

21

position to take a, at times, exempted or appointed

22

and they have under the collective bargaining

23

agreements returned rights and that that frozen is I

24

believe provided for a four- or five-year period

25

whereby the incumbent as an opportunity to go back
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1

to that original position.

2

we would take that into consideration as we make our

3

decisions on this questions.

4

MS. KOLLER:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

So it has to do with

Anything else, Tamara?

I just received some

5

clarification that in this -- in the case of the

6

turf team, we would delete the funding and also

7

reduce the E/P.

8

as frozen, but then at the -- what would happen is

9

the Budget Director then would follow through with

We wouldn't consider that position

10

Department of Personnel Services to abolish the

11

position.

12

vacancy list, then they abolish the positions once a

13

year.

14

In the case of

15

you would also reduce the E/P.

And then once DPS goes through the

And that's the way the system should work.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

so if you don't fund the position,

Okay.

If you freeze the position, you also remove

18

the E/P but you're not removing that -- that actual

19

position.

20

E/P count.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

So it still counts in a reduction in our

Could we have that spelled in

writing somewhere in the --

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We shall

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

in the budget document?

-- make it in elementary basic
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1

understanding.

2

simpler for everyone.

3

We'll convert that to something

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

Ms. Johnson.
I had a question, and

4

perhaps the Budget Chair could answer it for me.

5

Because during the presentation I think either

6

through yours, Mr. Agsalog, or also through Parks,

7

that the Administration was not prepared at this

8

time to move forward with the turf management

9

concepti is that correct?

Is my recollection

10

correct?

11

staff developed in order to do that?

12

remember which it was.

13
14

15
16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Or was it just that they didn't have the
I can't

Budget Director, are you able to provide a

response at this time?
MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, I'm sorry, I will not be able to

provide you an accurate information on that.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MS. KOLLER:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MS. KOLLER:

Okay.

Thank you.
Mr. Chair.
Yes, Tamara.
When -- when Parks was in here they indicated

23

that there was no longer the focus to move in the

24

direction of the turf management and that the money

25

was not needed for those -- for that program.
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would assume that that would be a reduction in E/P.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, thank you.

Thank you very

3

much, because that was -- that was my recollection

4

also, that they just had decided that they weren't

5

going to move forward with the particular concept.

6

Okay.

Thank you.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes

I

Mr. Chair?

Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, in addition/ if you will

10

recall, that it was from this turf team that there

11

was an irrigation system repair --

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

-- that was then redescribed to a

14

special events coordinator that we're dealing with

15

elsewhere/ but, yeah/ I believe that that was

16

correct what Tamara related, that they weren't

17

working in that direction.

18

do that in another Administration and it wasn't

19

looking like it was going to be feasible, which I

20

think we discussed in this Committee, the time that

21

they presented it.

22

was -- they would rather see those part-time

23

positions in each of the districts, rather than to

24

go in this direction for sure.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It had been a thought to

But anyway, yeah, I think it

Thank you.

Thank you for your comment.

Any other
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1

questions or comments?

2

objections to the $50,000 request from Ms. Tavares

3

to return 2004 funding levels?

·4
5
6

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I guess it will be a slight

decrease, Ms. Tavares, the net.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

If not, is there any

Right.

Okay, let us move forward.

Under Planning

and Development Program, we have a consideration

10

from Mr. Mateo.

11

to Planning and Development, but at this time I'll

12

let Mr. Mateo provide some comment.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

The Chair had provided no revisions

Chairman, thank you.

As discussed

14

last -- last night, the current Parks and Planning

15

and Development, their -- in Fiscal Year '03 they

16

operated with almost $13,000.

17

and what's being projected for '05, Chairman, it's

18

6,566.

19

position to cover their additional cost.

20

as the Department advised us, they do intend to fill

21

this position soon and they'll be utilizing their

22

funds more appropriately that way, and I just

23

thought important enough to bring their operation

24

funds closer in line to their FY '03 levels with the

25

increase of $5,000.

In Fiscal Year '04

They've been using funds from a vacant CIP

Thank you, Chair.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

2

comments?

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Johnson, any

I would support that.

Mr. Carroll?

Ms. Tavares?

Yeah, Mr. Chair, their FY '03

6

level was $13,000, approximately, and then the

7

last -- last year it was 6,500, so I would support

8

the 5,000 to go back into the operations part.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Pontanilla?

10

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

No comment.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Okay, any objections to Mr. Mateo's 5,OOO?

Okay, we'll add.

What the Chair will do,

16

Members, is I'll give you a running total once we

17

get through this round of review.

18

to a very large division, Recreation and Support

19

Services of the Department.

20

before we go to the gray area, 551, I would say that

21

the -- when you look at the Chair's proposal, you

22

will notice a vast departure of the division's

23

request.

Okay, let us move

First of all, let me

24

And I can tell you that the Chair's intention

25

was looking at a large district and doing a one-year
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assessment and allow the Department through its

2

division to run the program and then make an

3

assessment and improvements or other revisions and

4

then apply it to the rest of the districts.

5

Department has been very vocal in their concern of

6

my concept, my consideration, and I just share that

7

with you that you need to take all of that into your

8

consideration as we move forward to decide how we

9

will approach this division's request.
So let us move to 551.

10

The

We have a

11

consideration to convert the 26 half-time positions

12

into 13 full-time positions.

13

please.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares, comments,

Yeah, Mr. Chair, I've gathered

15

from some conversations that if they need help,

16

whether it's full-time or half-time, it's -- they

17

need help.

18

they said that if we put it in as 13 E/P, Department

19

still can do whatever they want -- not whatever they

20

want, but they can still signify themselves or

21

designate themselves whether they're half-time or

22

full-time when they create the positions, because

23

these positions will have to be created.

24
25

And in talking with Personnel Services,

I was trying to find out the difference
between the fringe benefit rates and -- between what

,
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1

does it cost for two half-times versus one full-time

2

and what I thought was a huge discrepancy and that

3

it was better to do full-time, turns out that it's

4

not that much difference when you look at the two

5

versus the one, as far as I know.

6

to get some firmer numbers on what that would be,

7

but I have some misunderstandings of what my request

8

is, but perhaps when Mr. Yoshimi comes back we'll

9

have better idea.

I'm still trying

But I think for now I would -- I would leave

10
11

it at what the Department requested in the first

12

place, because I think a lot of what they wanted to

13

do was get off of their 12-week rotating schedule/

14

which was causing some grief/ and actually extra

15

costs because they had to pay the holiday rates and

16

all of that.

17

Department had in the beginning, which was the 26

18

half-time positions for the various districts, as

19

they had it broken out for us.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I would just support what the

Thank you for your comments.

I would say

21

that you would be correct that in the area/ if any,

22

of concern regarding the benefits portion would be

23

the medical portion, Members, which, as we all know

24

as employers/ our health requirements/ health fund

25

requirements and medical requirements is a big
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annual increase for not only the County but any

2

employer that deals with providing benefits and

3

services to employees.

4

comments?

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla, any

Thank you, Chair.

This is one

6

area that I really had to take a real good look at

7

the request made by the Parks Department.

8

you notice, I've

9

lot of the requests that was made by the Parks

And as

what I've done is I've removed a

10

Department, approximately seven or eight.

11

is one of the areas that I feel that if you're going

12

to do some reductions in, you know, looking at the

13

budget that we're faced with, we got to make some

14

hard decisions.

15

you know, I've reduced E/P requirements -- or not

16

E/P requirements, but E/Ps requested by the various

17

departments.

18

And this

And this is not the pnly area that,

So for me, you know, it's a hard stance in

19

regards to trying to balance the budget, trying to

20

keep the bond rating, trying to provide emergency

21

funding.

22

with my proposal, I made cuts in excess of $5

23

million.

24

to reduce County government costs, but more

25

importantly the bond rating.

And as you recall, when I provided you

And the reason to that is not only trying

And I know there's a
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lot of things that we want to do in the Parks

2

Department, but at least we're providing the Parks

3

Department with some personnel as far as trying to

4

improve the appearance of our parks.
The other area that I've done some reduction

5
6

is

you know, this is in regards to the total

7

requirements by the parks, is the parks police

8

officers.

9

three, and this is another area that I really, you

You know, I know the request is for

10

know, took a real hard look at it, because we don't

11

know the magnitude of the requirements.

12

proposal I reduced that by two and see how it goes.

13

If we need more park requirement -- park police

14

officers, then we let that in in the following

15

year's budget.

So in my

But again, this is one of the areas that I

16
17

had to wrestle with as far as, you know, do we

18

provide 26 positions or do we -- as for me, you

19

know, 13 positions?

20

look as far as what we can provide for County

21

government.

And I just took a real hard

Thank you.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you very much.

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Mr. Nishiki?

No.

Mr. Mateo?
Chairman, thank you.
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positions that was being requested, Chairman, in the

2

Central Maui area I chose to leave four positions

3

there, and in the West Maui area I chose to leave

4

four positions there as well because parks does

5

need -- need help.

6

the police officer equivalents, I chose to leave two

7

positions and eliminate one, and with that

8

elimination came the elimination of that one

9

required vehicle for that position as well.

10

11

you, Chair.

In the above area, Chairman, for

Thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank

Ms. Johnson?

I did have an opportunity to visit

12

with Parks about, you know, the concept of trying to

13

maybe do a pilot project in one area for utilizing

14

part-time people to offset some of the overtime

15

costs that are being incurred, where you could

16

actually get more man hours by utilizing part-time

17

individuals, rather than just eating up the

18

overtime.

19

that they have already implemented a version of this

20

program, and they've been using it actually over

21

the -- I guess the past six months when they had

22

vacancies that occurred.

23

So I learned from the Parks Department

And what has ended up happening now is it's

24

actually helping them to function far better than

25

they would have had they just been utilizing those
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1

full-time individuals.

2

with the short staffing, the parks caretakers and

3

the people that are working in Parks, they're

4

suffering severe burn out.

5

think additional or risk incurring additional

6

workmen's compensation claims because they will risk

7

injury if they're tired, if they have to go straight

8

through day after day because somebody calls in sick

9

or somebody, you know, is out on leave for whatever

10
11

Because what's happening is

They're incurring I

reason or if somebody just ups and quits.
I think that what you have to try to

12

understand is they're getting requests every day and

13

they have a limited amount of resources, both human

14

resources, financial resources, equipment resources,

15

and they have to spread them over an ever increasing

16

area in terms of the acreage that they're now held

17

to take care of.

18

difficulties in the Department.

19

causing stress.

20

public happy.

21

recreation people feel

22

many times -- that one of the things that they would

23

like to see in allowing Parks now to have the ocean

24

rec underneath their control, as opposed to being

25

under the Department of Finance, is to try and

That is causing I think morale
I think it's

It's certainly not making the
The visitors aren't happy.

The ocean

and they've expressed it
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manage it as a program under Parks.
So having said all of that, I believe that

2
3

whatever we can do to give them the flexibility is

4

needed.

5

you're going to offer, as you spoke earlier, about

6

Parks and Recreation, then if you're going to say

7

we're going to ask you to handle this program, the

8

financial wherewithal must also come along with the

9

program.

If you're going to develop a program, if

Otherwise, it's just like the State does

10

to us, it's another unfunded mandate.

11

want to do that, because we always get angry with

12

the State for doing that to us.

13

So I don't

So I would at least like to have the members

14

consider if we're going to say do a program, then

15

give them the resources to do that.

16

then hold them accountable for that, but that's why

17

I really would ask the members to consider when

18

they're looking at Parks, keep all those things in

19

mind, that not only are we asking them to take upon

20

additional responsibilities in terms of park

21

acreage, but they now have additional

22

responsibilities if they are indeed to function

23

under the ocean recreation area.

24
25

If they fail,

I think that eliminating some of the
activities, like Launiupoko and Puamana
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1

specifically, we had vendors there who are --

2

they're really great in terms of maintaining the

3

park and picking up opala.

4

even in terms of rescue, and I have had several

5

reports of people that have been rescued by people

6

who are actually commercial operators in that area.

7

And so they've worked -- at least the ones that are

8

legitimate have worked very well with our ocean

9

safety personnel in providing that service.

They do a wonderful job,

So when

10

you look at it, I would like people to just look at

11

it as a whole, not just, well, we're going to try

12

this in a little area over here and see if it works.

13

There comes a point where you either believe

14

in the Department and you put the resources behind

15

it and say, hey, go for it, if you don't produce,

16

we're going to hold you accountable for it, or you

17

just say, well, we don't have enough and the public

18

as well as the visitor industry and anyone else who

19

utilizes our park areas, such as our schools,

20

they'll have to just make due with something that is

21

far below what I think we're capable of delivering.

22

And so I said this the other night during

23

another subject, which was looking at our visitor

24

industry, and I'll make the same statement again,

25

when you are number one in terms of a visitor
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1

destination, the only way, the only direction you

2

have to go is down.

3

will depend on what kind of resources we're able to

4

channel into other areas.

5

number one forever, so I want to provide as much

6

quality in the services that we have to deliver not

7

just to our visitors and not just to our local

8

people, but to future generations.

9

of that is management of the resources, and I

Now, how fast we go that road

We cannot expect to stay

And I think part

10

consider the human element a part of those resources

11

as well.
So I'd like everybody to think about that and

12
13

think of where we're going just as a community.

14

do we want to still try to maintain that number one

15

role as long as we can or are we willing to drop to

16

second, third, fourth, or fifth in a rapid span of

17

time.

18

I can guarantee you it's going to be a free fall

19

before you know it.

20

elaborate on my concerns overall.

21
22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And

Because if we don't put the resources there,

Thank you.

So thank you for allowing me to
Thank you.

Mr. Carroll, any comments?

I would say, Members, upon hearing your

23

comments, my question to each of us is, first of

24

all - - first question we need to ask us is do they

25

deserve additional funding?

And if you ask that
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1

question to yourself r then the second question I

2

would ask you we also consider is have they utilized

3

the resources previously and currently provided

4

efficiently and effectively?

5

yes to that question r it should make answering

6

question one a lot easier.

7

And if you can answer

But if you fail to answer question one r which

8

is do they deserve additional monies and the answer

9

is yes r then the Chair will say we need to have the

10

Department work with us to ensure accountability of

11

uses of those additional funds and that we need to

12

have the Department r through its various divisions r

13

come up with reasonable measurements that can

14

effectively provide us with a status or -- or a

15

level of efficient use so, therefore r next year's

16

members they can assess that and make better

17

decisions.

18

ask for moneYr if you don't have the measurements in

19

placer then how can you convince us you can manage

20

the program?

21

don't know what kind of results you're going to getr

22

which goes back to how do you ask what level of

23

appropriation is truly required?

24
25

My questions have always been when you

And if you can't manage the program r I

So it's a cycler Members r but I believe upon
hearing you and with our Department representatives r
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1

I'm sure there's enough positive brain power to come

2

up with the appropriate measurements.

3

some of our administrators in the Department they

4

enjoy being held accountable.

5

those that run good programs have no fear.

6

are running a bad program, you better worry, because

7

one day Council is going to come through an audit or

8

some other mechanism and everyone will be made aware

9

of how poorly it's being run.

I think for

I truly do.

Because
If you

10

So saying that, Members, I think the policy

11

decision we need to make is -- and, again, I would

12

agree with Ms. Tavares, half-time, full-time, I

13

think as far as E/P count is concerned we can go

14

with 13 E/P count, because the Department still is

15

able to do the 26 half-times.

16

the other portions of the detailed budget, you will

17

see asterisk and other things that show 15 hours, 19

18

hours, half-time under

19

So I don't think that's a policy question.

20

And if you'd look in

next to position counts.

Policy question before us is if -- do we

21

support the proposal by this division in their

22

initiative to address improvement of maintenance,

23

improvement of enforcement?

24

you need to consider funding portion or all.

25

you say yes, you need to decide you want a portion

If your answer is yes,
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or you want the whole ball of wax?

2

is asking for the whole ball.

3

that, that's fine.

4

much more held accountable and will be scrutinized

5

and be open to additiopal criticism should it not

6

work.

7

in various ways that they're up to the challenge,

8

and therefore the request is put forward.

9

The Department

And if you support

It's just that they will be that

I think that's the challenge they have stated

So, Members, I would say -- and I'll

10

recognize Ms. Johnson before I ask for any consensus

11

to move a working number forward, but it is -- in

12

your Chair's opinion it is my responsibility to

13

provide you with broad parameters, advantages,

14

disadvantages of the actions that although we may be

15

focusing just on this one request, will impact the

16

total budget.

17

Ms. Johnson?

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

One of the things that I

18

I think the Department, because there have been

19

changes over a period of time and the

20

responsibilities, some of the functions that they'll

21

also be taking on, I think that this is a Department

22

that in our audit funds

23

other members feel, but I think that when you look

24

at performance measures, you look at performance

25

audits, other Departments -- and I saw our CDBG

and I don't know how
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1

program go through this.

2

I think that with the changes taking place in the

3

Department/ I would ask the members to also consider

4

not as a criticism but as in a helpful way to

5

consider that a portion of our audit monies be put

6

towards this Department.

7

to look at the organization/ the structure/ how

8

they're effectively and efficiently utilizing the

9

monies that we give them/ but as well as the

10

Sometimes it's harsh/ but

And at least helping them

personnel.
Because I think -- I've seen the department

11

12

go one route and then kind of come back and proceed

13

in another direction/ and I think that they're

14

trying very hard to struggle with a lot of the

15

issues because they have such a wide range of

16

responsibilities and actually a wide area to cover.

17

So I'd really ask the members to also consider that

18

as well.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you/ Mr. Chair.
Thank you.

Any other comments before the

20

Chair asks for consensus to move forward?

21

Ms. Tavares?

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah/ Chair r

I think it was

23

brought up a little bit during the discussion with

24

the Department/ but when the private maintenance

25

contracts were lost some years back/ they put in 19
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1

or 20 positions to take up the -- the slack, so to

2

speak, of having it with the Department.

3

represented half or a little less than half of what

4

was needed to take over those contracts.

5

the Department is still in a position where they're

6

trying to play catch up with what happened that

7

time.

And that

So I think

8

And the 13 positions here, or the 26

9

half-time positions, 13 E/Ps, I think represents a

10

part of what -- what their needs may end up being,

11

but I'm encouraged to hear that they've at least

12

done the time task analysis and that they are moving

13

toward the standard -- you know, as they explained

14

in their slide presentation, on trying to maintain

15

certain parts at certain standards.

16

the time task onto that, it gives you a better

17

picture and a measurable picture of what goes on

18

with our parks.

19

When you put

And I also note, you know, one of the slides

20

that hit home to me particularly was the ratio of

21

Parks personnel to acres of parks and how that has

22

gotten really off balance.

23

with police stations and fire stations, we barely

24

blink an eye when they put one up and 33 positions

25

are in and a million dollars in equipment and yes,

And while I note that
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1

you know, it1s there, but when we add parks to the

2

inventory, you know, that same sort of support

3

doesn1t seem to go with the park additions.
And, you know, that also brings us to the

4
5

other question, does that mean that we stop building

6

parks?

7

communities want these facilities, and it is part of

8

our life style that doesnlt cost us to attend, we

9

donlt pay an admission to get into a park, but I

You know, I don1t think so.

I think our

10

think if it1s something that the community really

11

believes is part of their life style and they want

12

to -- they want this, then we have to make sure that

13

theylve got the resources to carry it out.

14
15
- 16

I don1t want to see Mr. Buck Joiner back here
next year with a package or at our hearings.
is something else.

That

And what exactly the story is on

17

that I don1t know yetI but that is totallj

18

inexcusable.

19

arms about the maintenance of their parks that

20

they1re doing those kinds of things.

21

think that we have to give them a fighting chance.

22

We should not have citizens so up in

And maybe

~he

And I just

program audit part might be a

23

little -- a little too soon.

Let them implement

24

their program for those mod changes for the parks

25

and the levels of maintenance with whatever
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1

positions that we can give first, and we've got a

2

good indication of the direction of how they utilize

3

our resources, and, you know, this Department, just

4

like Highways -- or maybe more than Highways -- gets

5

lots of inspectors and they let us know when they

6

think something's not going as they think it should

7

be.

8

because we can't see it.

9

that area.

10

So we don't have to worry about evaluations

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We've got lots of help in

So thank you.

Thank you.

The Chair will verify he has

11

received calls from almost every district regarding

12

parks, and so I can appreciate the comments of

13

Ms. Tavares and the other members.

14

policy question is are you willing to support the

15

addition of whether you want to look at it as 26

16

half-time or 13 E/P positions?

17

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, hearing none.

So, Members,

Any objections?

Staff, take note that

19

we shall move forward the request of the expansion

20

positions for Parks at this time.

21

MS. KOLLER:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MS. KOLLER:

Mr. Chair.
Yes.
What that will do is we'll be reinstating the

24

deletions that the Chair had recommended, and that

25

accounts for 185,416.

That's on line, 546, 547, and
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548.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's understood.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

MS. KOLLER:

What's the number again?

That was 185,416 back in.

The question we

5

have is what about the Police Officer I and the

6

Police Sergeants up on 543 and 544?

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We will go

we'll address that.

I wanted

8

to address the caretaker positions first.

And let

9

me tell you, I'm totally aware of where this leads

10

us on the add running totals.

Okay, Members, I had

11

hoped to finish this Department before the mid-day

12

break, but I can see that we will have additional

13

discussion.

14

discussion, so we will take our mid-day break and

15

return at 1:45.

The Chair does not feel to limit that

We are in recess.

(Gavel) .

12:11 p.m.

16

RECESS:

17

RECONVENE:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

1:52 p.m.

(Gavel).

We shall bring the Budget and

19

Finance meeting back to order.

Members, at the

20

point of the mid-day break we were still in the

21

Department of Parks under Recreation and Support

22

Services Division.

23

consider a policy decision regarding their expansion

24

request.

25

on line 552 of the 4/28/04 version of the detailed

We made a -- what the Chair will

At this time it has moved forward.
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break out by Staff.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

Thank you, Chair.

The next item

3

on 552 is to change the Central District Permit

4

Clerk to a Booking Representative II.

5

was an oversight by the Department, because they had

6

asked for reallocation for all of the permit clerks

7

I think in all the districts to move them to a

8

Booking Representative II, and this is due to the

9

fact that they changed over to a computerized

I think this

10

reservation system{ the clerks have had to do more

11

as far as training and inputting in the system and

12

assisting the public in inputting their

13

reservations.

14

at all the districts except the Central one, so I

15

think it was inadvertent.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So they've asked for a reallocation

Okay, thank you.

17

comments?

18

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Carroll, any

No.

Ms. Johnson?
No.

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo?

No.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

No.

Is there any objections to moving this

forward at this time?

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

7

Okay.

Let's add.

We are on line 553.

Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah r this iS r againr another

8

opportunity to increase their operations expense so

9

that it matched the 2003 level expenses.

Last year

10

we restored a portion of it to bring it to the 2003

11

level r and this would be the other portion.

12

you know r that's up for discussion r because I think

13

they had

14

increase or an expansion increase of 45 r OOO r so we

15

may be able to reduce this to like 140 r OOO r instead

16

of 186.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18
19

And r

also in their operations they had an

Okay.

Comments?

Mr. Carroll?

Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

I can support that r and I

20

also wonder r because I know that another portion of

21

this -- I don't know if any of this in terms of

22

operations would include any kind of incidental

23

equipment r so if there is equipment that would be

24

included in another arear I'd also ask for some kind

25

of consideration for an adjustment in this figure as
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1

well.

And I know sometimes we're depending on the

2

life of the equipment.

3

potentially equipment bond, you know, in another

4

area of the budget, but I just am not sure what

5

would be considered in terms of those expenses.

6

it's just gasoline and electric and, you know,

7

incidental small things, yeah, then if we're putting

8

in more personnel, if we don't give them the

9

resources, it's going to be very difficult to put

We're going to be looking at

10

people out there without the proper equipment.

11

Thank you.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21
22

Thank you.

If

Mr. Mateo?

Chairman, I can support.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No comments.

Mr. Chair.

Yes, ma'am.
The operations is only operations,

not equipment.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

The Chair would suggest a

23

number of 140 at this time to move forward, upon

24

hearing the comments of all members.

25

objections?

Any
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1

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The number is 140, which is an add.

3

Mr. Mateo

4

if you have additional comments.

5

care of 551 regarding positions

6

if you have any requests you want to bring up?

l

the Chair will formally ask for your

7

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

10

OkaYI

Mr. PQntanilla.

l

Since we did take
I would still ask

No.
so 554, delete.

Let's see, this is

Mr. Pontanilla

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you

l

l

555.

Chair.

This line

11

calls for a deletion of one Park Caretaker II

12

reducing debt requirement.

13

Member Tavares had indicated that out of the 26

14

half-time position l

15

basically what I did was from line 555 through 557

16

was take 50 percent off the head count for those

17

three different park areas.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

request

Okay.
I

l

and

Mr. Pontanilla?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

to make it 13 E/P positions

You still want us to consider your

20

24

In previous discussion

The 2.5?

Yes.

Okay.

Yes.

Chair has no objection to allowing

the members to provide comment.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mr. Nishiki?

No.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Mateo?

2

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

Ms. Johnson?
Because we're moving the other

5

direction, I think that this is just -- you know,

6

it's the same thing with Mr. Mateo's request.

7

think at this point in time if members want to,

8

because we have one

9

people missing, if they want to put it out to the

10

side again as a potential delete for later on and

11

consider that, that's fine, but for this time I

12

wouldn't be supportive of it.

13

take all cqmments first.

14

Ms. Tavares.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I

or actually we have two

Okay, the Chair will

Mr. Carroll, any comments?

No, I think that we're probably

16

going to come back to this when we're looking at

17

amounts of adds and that we have to do some

18

deletions.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, we're going to hit round 2.

The

20

Chair would just say couple things.

All members are

21

aware of where we are in the process.

22

continue to move forward.

23

Members.

24

of where we are in the process.

25

yesterday I was well aware of the ability of the

I will

The clock is ticking,

And so I would say all members are aware
Even in my absence
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1

Committee to cover a lot of ground, and I can tell

2

you I expected that and I was pleased that you folks

3

made some good progress yesterday.

4

defer moving forward with members absent.

5

as we have five

l

So I will not
As long

we'll conduct business.

Okay, at this time I would say that for

6
7

Mr. Pontanilla

8

no objections to the consideration of the 13 E/P

9

number, that this will be placed on the subtract

10

l

since we did make -- and there was

list during round 21 but we will move forward.

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

18

Yes.

OkaYI any objections?

OkaYI thank you.

No.

Oh l

Mr. Mateo
Chairman l

I was going to saYI okay.

l

line 558.

I'm sorry.
I was going to

agree.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, the Molokai Occupational

19

Center, their request, I believe when -- when we

20

held our hearing on Molokai they came forward and

21

they submitted a proposal to us for consideration.

22

The -- this particular organization last fiscal year

23

received $64,000 for their contract with the County

24

for the maintenance of our parks on Molokai.

25

Through discussion with the Department
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1

Department encouraged Molokai Occupational Center to

2

increase their budget and submit for considerations.
They did exactly that.

3

They submitted, and

4

their -- what they submitted was a total of 108,000.

5

In the existing budget the Department is not able to

6

provide for the full requested amount.

7

22,000 short in their initial request to meet the

8

original $108,000 request.

9

is not able to come up with that balance, I am

They're

Because the Department

10

requesting consideration of this body to include the

11

additional 22,000 for the Molokai Occupational

12

contract.

13
14
15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Chair.
How much of this is expansion, since the

108 --

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

The additional -- the additional

16

cost, Chairman, is for equipment replacement and

17

small

18

position expansion.

19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

small equipment.

Okay.

There is no expansion,

So the increase that they gave the

Department for consideration was equipment money.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Yes.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki?

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares?

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

Mr. Carroll?

Mr. Kane, we are on line 558,

4

Department of Parks and Recreation, Recreation and

5

Support Division.

6
7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Chair.

I have no

comments.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

I know that Councilmember Mateo

10

and myself both were aware of this request, and I

11

think that because there was 22,000 that had been

12

included in the Mayor's budget, I believe that that

13

was the amount that was the additional

14

happened that it was the same $22,000.

15

matching amount.

16

half.

17

equipment is, but I think that at this point in time

18

if Councilmember Mateo could look at maybe a

19

prioritization of the pieces of equipment they want,

20

it might help us to see, you know, if we could fund

21

additional amounts in this.

22

it
It was a

So I guess they had gotten only

So I don't know specifically what the

Because I know recently we were able to get

23

some donations of equipment, and I don't know if

24

that would be made available to the people over on

25

Molokai, but I know that Kahoolawe Island Reserve
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1

Commission had offered to donate or at least the

2

possibility of donation of some of their equipment.

3

So that might help offset some of those, and I would

4

be willing to work with Councilmember Mateo to see

5

if we could bring that number down.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

On hearing the comments

7

of the Committee, I would say is there any

8

objections to moving this forward at this time?

9

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, hearing that.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

559, Mr. Mateo.

Chairman, the termite treatment for

12

Kaunakakai Gym and the electrical improvements for

13

One Alii Park, as a Department I guess informed us

14

at their last meeting when they were here, the

15

tenting of the Kaunakakai Gym will be in the area of

16

$25,000, and the needed electrical assistance for

17

One Alii Park is 155,000, that totals 180 for both

18

projects.

19

the electrical hook up from the pole to the three

20

existing facilities and the electrical improvements

21

on the three facilities themselves, Chairman.

22

you.

The electrical concern is the need for

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki?

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I can support the request in

2

regards to the One Alii Park.

3

in regards to inspecting the building and the

4

electrical wiring.

5

It needs to be replaced.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I've gone with Danny

Some of the wiring are exposed.

Okay, thank you.

Before I recognize

7

Ms. Tavares, what is the breakdown of the 180,

8

please, Mr. Mateo?

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, I -- I'll get that to you

in a few minutes.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

12

COUNCI LMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares?

Yeah, I think the electrical

13

portion of this is really critical.

14

part of it, I believe he said was $25,000, and I was

15

just looking through to see what the -- Molokai's

16

amounts were, if they can handle it with that, with

17

their existing.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

19

Mr. Kane?

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

22

The tenting

Mr. Carroll, any questions?

Ms. Johnson?
I'll just wait until we get that

information.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, the Chair would ask that the --

23

you put this on the -- I would ask we defer this one

24

line till we get the breakdown between the gym's

25

needs and the park's needs, and then also give us an
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1

opportunity to review the maintenance dollars to see

2

if can be done within their resource request.

3

objections?

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6
7

Okay.

We'll -- I'll await some information

from Mr. Mateo's office.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Any

Ms. Johnson, line 560.

Yes, and I'm

wasn't sure if

8

this was the appropriate place to put it in, but

9

that's where Staff had inserted it.

I did transmit

10

a description of the scope of the environmental

11

assessment that Parks would have to contract for.

12

They thought that they would be able to do it in

13

house with some of the study information that had

14

already been available.

15

consulted I guess with Office of Environmental

16

Quality Control and others they found out that they

17

could not leave out the park areas that were really

18

not going to have any activities on them in terms of

19

commercial, and then they also found out that they

20

would need some kind of data with regard to the

21

activities.

22

over the immediate waters in front of the beach

23

parks, they felt that to do a comprehensive

24

analysis, that doing it right was better than, you

25

know, not doing it at all.

However, when they

Even though Parks doesn't have control
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So they just felt that that was what they had

1

2

sent out in a request for proposal, and they got

3

back bids that -- I think the lowest one that they

4

got was around $225,000, and so that was

5

an estimate.

6

course because the request was put in by the

7

Council, if we do want to narrow the scope of this,

8

the cost will come down.

9

the Council feels.

that was

If we narrow the scope -- and of

So it's ultimately what

And I was hoping that a portion

10

of this could be paid from some of the permit fees

11

relating to this particular program that the parks

12

will now be overseeing.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you for that comment.

We will need

14

to -- when we look at the ocean recreation area

15

permit fees proposals, since there's more than one,

16

we'll take your comments much into consideration.

17

think that's a fair request to utilize some of the

18

potential monies, since there is no -- that's not

19

correct either.

20

Because we currently have the 250-a-year fee in

21

place at this time?

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

There is some money, right?

That's

and currently there's

23

50 -- 53 to 55 permittees.

I think at last count

24

there were 55 permittees, and I think I had

25

transmitted that if all of them paid those fees, it
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was $13,750.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4
5
6

Okay.

Do you --

at the end of June.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

We currently throw that into General

Fund?

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

And those fees will all come due

It goes to General Fund, yes.

Okay, thank you for that.

members' comments.

Chair is open to

Mr. Mateo?

10

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

No.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Ms. Tavares?
My comment is that I think this is

17

expensive for an environmental assessment,

18

considering it's not all of the parks on the beach,

19

and I would like -- I mean it seems that we should

20

be able to get a reasonable amount of this, or I

21

think maybe I can even find volunteers to do this

22

environmental assessment.

23

need the scientific studies.

24

looking at the size, how many people go there.

25

more counting bodies, I mean as far as I'm

Because I don't think we
It's just a matter of
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1

concerned.

2

the -- you know, to determine what's the impact on

3

the beach park.

4

at the amount of money for this environmental

5

assessment, but perhaps I don't understand all

6

what all's going to go into this.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Maybe I'm simplifying this too much t but

Okay.

SOt you know t I'm a little alarmed

There is a communication I believe,

8

Ms. Johnson, that had addressed the parks -- some of

9

the -- I guess she names parks as well as part of

10

the scope of the work, and the Chair's comments

11

would be that it's quite extensive, but I think we

12

can review the scope.

13

of times the assessment is done prior to the

14

building of the park, but the park's there, so I

15

guess the key questions would be capacity, when's

16

your highs, when's your lows, impact of commercial

17

versus public use, and then some other factors.

18

there may be a chance just to revise the scope and

19

look at other ways.

The park -- you know, a lot

So

20

I would hope that if the Planning Department

21

could assist us, since they were choosing to reduce

22

some of their coastal zone management funds, that we

23

would recognize some of that for ocean-related

24

considerations, but I'm going to ask the Staff to

25

maybe follow up with planning to see if CZM funds
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1

is -- will be acceptable for consideration to

2

address some of our assessment requirements for the

3

ORAP program.
Mr. Carroll, any comments?

4

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Kane?

No.

Members, I would ask to allow us to look

7

at -- follow through on the Chair's comments.

8

would ask to defer this line, please, at this time.

9

Any objections?

10

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

I

If I may

Mr. Chair.

Yes, rna' am.
Before we leave this area.

Yes, I'm sorry.
I did have a chance to glance at

17

the Molokai Parks, and at first I thought we could

18

do it under Parks Maintenance, the County of -- you

19

know, the County of Maui's Parks Maintenance, and on

20

13-15 it gives their total Operations Budget, and

21

their budget is actually $50,000 less than it was

22

last year because of the -- the Hale at Kepaniwai

23

Park was a one-time $50,000.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Right.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So their Fiscal '03 amount was
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1

948,000 and this year's request is 954,000, so that

2

doesn't leave much wiggle room for that program.

3

Then on 13-39 is the Molokai Parks Operations, and

4

their operations in 2003 was 208,000, and this year

5

it's 189,000, so it went down, and for Fiscal '05

6

it's 190 -- about 191,000.

7

this current year, but it's still below what they

8

did in '03, so I don't see much wiggle room in that

9

Operations Budget either.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's gone up $2,000 from

Thank you for that comment.
The only other place

Did I ask -- let me ask.you, by chance did

13

you have an opportunity to look at their Countywide

14

account?

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

That's what I was going to

16

say, the next thing was look at Countywide to see if

17

that was a possibility.

18

was just put in last night by Mr. Kane, I believe

19

Countywide parks improvements

20

of item that would be in that Countywide kind of

21

thing.

22

it here, but right now the Countywide parks

23

improvement is zero.

24
25

And I think the Countywide

t

t

but this is the kind

So if that's approved, then we wouldn't need

CHAIR HOKAMA:
comments.

Okay, okay.

Well, thank you for those

At this point it's still on the deferred
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1

list, and I think we'll allow Mr. Mateo to work with

2

the Chair and see if there's ways we can address his

3

concern.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

Thank you, Chairman.

Okay, thank you.

Anything else before we

move to the PALS program?

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Chair.

One second, please.

Ms. Johnson.

No, it was just

Councilmember

10

Tavares may be asking about the same thing, but it

11

was the park police.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah.

Thank you.
So I defer to Ms. Tavares, because

15

she's been working on this for a while too, the park

16

rangers, anyway.

17

extensively.

18
19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, and thank you -- thank you for the

reminder.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

I know we've talked about this

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares.
That's what I was going to ask, if

we could go back to that before we --

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

we go

for~ard.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Sure.

And on the park -- park ranger set

3

up, from what I was thinking about just before we

4

went on break is if we would put in two of the

5

positions as park rangers with no funding, and then

6

transfer the funds that are in the Police Department

7

for the police -- park police officers, which they

8

have not filled I think for eight or so years, and

9

it's probably on their priority -- last priority to

10

fill when it comes to patrol and those types of

11

things, so this would be a place where we could

12

transfer the money from there to here and just

13

create the positions here.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla?
I have no problems with that,

Mr. Chair.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

18

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki?

No.

Mr. Mateo?
I could support that.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

Ms. Johnson?

I also support that.
Mr. Carroll?

Okay, thank you.

24

Staff, we will add -- or we will maintain two E/P

25

positions for the Park Enforcement Program and
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1

transfer funds from the Department of Police for

2

park police as to provide funding for these two

3

positions now under Parks.

4

Ms. Tavares?

5

C0UNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Anything else,

Just the last line there is

6

it's over here.

7

to the equipment bond of 60,000 each.

8
9

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's adding the four tractor mowers

Thank you.

Thank you for that.

additional comments?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay, any

Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, Mr. Chair.

I note that in

11

their budget they do have one Toro mower at $46,000,

12

one five-gang reel mower at $58,000, but those were

13

the only mowers that I see in their equipment list,

14

nothing in the equipment bond, and I think we all

15

heard about -- I think it's ten out of 12 mowers

16

that are inoperable at this time in the Parks

17

Department.

18

of the complaints, or at least I do, is about the

19

park grass not being cut in the fields and things

20

like that, especially in the Upcountry area is where

21

I get the calls from, and I think if we're going to

22

have this kind of ability to use the facility, it

23

has to at least be maintained in that -- in that

24

sense.

25

equipment to do that.

I think that this is where we get a lot

The grass doesn't need to be cut and we need
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla?
Yeah.

Since we're going to

3

maintain two park officers, on line 549, if we could

4

delete one of those trucks rather than three.

5
6

7
·8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I understand what you're asking.

Do

you have any comments regarding the -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

The mowers, no.

-- mowers at quarter million dollars?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

No comments on that.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki?

11

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.
No.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
Because some of the areas are

16

really brushy and our -- even our regular mowers,

17

particularly in some of the areas where they have to

18

go down in the gulches, the tractor mowers are not

19

doing it.

20

brush cutters.

21

anyway, but it does handle the really, really large

22

diameter I guess brush, as well as even some of the

23

small trees that are starting to sprout.

24
25

The thing

I sent for information on DP

It's just -- it's one of the brands,

So rather than just say tractor mowers, I
would ask if Councilmernber Tavares would consider
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1

maybe just putting in a -- because I know they're

2

not as expensive as the tractor mowers -- maybe

3

putting in two tractor mowers or putting in an

4

amount that says that it could be a combination of

5

tractor mowers and brush cutters, so to give a

6

little bit of flexibility.

7

don't need the real expensive equipment.

8

just go it in the truck, it's -- it's going to give

9

them I think a little bit of flexibility when they

10

Because sometimes they
If they

can look at this kind of equipment.
And I'd prefer to have them also look at

11
12

which kind of mowers are better than the others.

13

Because there's some that are -- they've had their

14

problems with the mulching mowers.

15

of this problem has come in.

16

going to be changing what they actually haul in the

17

back, which wouldn't cost that -- as much money.

18

if -- if you want me to work on this area, I can try

19

and get a better handle on what that would be, but I

20

didn't get a chance to visit with Parks about it,

21

but I think maybe -- because I don't want to go so

22

far

23

on the spend end.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's where all

And some of it is just

So

you know, we're already, you know, going high

I'll be happy to give the members a total

at the end.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah, I'm trying to be respectful

2

of that, because I think that we just always have to

3

keep that in mind.

4

consider maybe myself or Councilmember Tavares

5

working with Parks and seeing what we could do to

6

bring that number down and maybe to provide some

7

alternative equipment.

8
9

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I'd ask if the body wouldn't

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Carroll?

Ms. Tavares?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, by using the term

11

tractor mower, I thought it was going to be

12

something that would give them flexibility, because

13

I'm not specifying five-gang reel mower or rotary or

14

anything, but when it goes into the Bond Fund, if we

15

want to make it even more general, we can just call

16

them grass cutters and they can figure out what kind

17

of instruments or equipment they need and just leave

18

the amount there.

19

gave them flexibility to do flail mowers, rotaries,

20

or reels.

21

parameters of the description to provide more

22

flexibility.

23

to the Equipment Bond consideration of $240,000 at

24

this time?

25

Okay.

So I thought with tractor mower

We shall I guess work on the

Is there any at this time objections

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, seeing none, we shall maintain that

2

on the Equipment Bond consideration.

3

to line 549, Mr. Pontanilla.

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Let us go back

Thank you t Chair.

As far as

5

the park officers, we have reduced that instead two

6

to one so that we'll have two park officers, and on

7

line 549 we're going to delete three trucks.

8

than deleting three trucks, we delete one.

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Rather

Mr. Chairman.

Ms. Tavares.
Also in the park police, when they

12

did have park police officers, they did have

13

vehicles for park police that were the utility

14

vehicles, and I believe they had one or two quads.

15

And that was years ago, so I don't -- the quads

16

probably aren't in usable shape now or they might be

17

using it for something else.

18

what they have do done with those vehicles that used

19

to be assigned to the park police.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

We can forward that request and see

21

if MPD has any comment.

22

Mr. Kane?

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

24
25

trucks

t

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We might ask Police

Mr. Carroll, any comments?

Ms. Johnson?
I can support deleting one of the

if they are going to purchase vehicles.
Mr. Mateo?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

I was still looking at reducing two trucks

3

but leaving money for some people call it ATVs, some

4

people call it quads, so that was how I was looking

5

at the necessary each person has their own vehicle.

6

So that would be just my comment and my approach to

7

this request.

8

comments?

9

general Committee, we will reduce the number.

10

Instead of 90 000, we shall reduce to 30,000.

11

Objections?

Any other request at this time or

If not, upon hearing the comments of the

1

12

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

30,000.

15

to bring up under this area?

16

MS. KOLLER:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

MS. KOLLER:

Okay, we shall adjust this to a minus
Okay, Members, anything else you would like

Mr . - Tamara.
Yes, Mr. Chair, just for clarification, on

19

line 544, the equivalent to a police sergeant, is

20

that still --

21

22
23

CHAIR HOKAMA:
sergeant.

Oh, thank you.

544, Members, police

Comments, Mr. Pontanilla?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

No, if we could delete the

24

police sergeant.

The two park officers can directly

25

report to either the Deputy Parks Director or the
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Parks Director.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares?

Yes, they can report, actually, to

4

the District Superintendent -- Supervisor for the

5

area that they're in too.

6

supervisor of two people doing this enforcement.

7
8
9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Ms. Johnson?

I don't think they need a

Mr. Carroll?

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Mateo?

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

In support.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We shall maintain the deletion of

Okay.

11

that one E/P at minus $48,780.

12

else, Staff?

13

bring up under this division?

14

we can go to page 17, Members, the PALS program.

15

The Chair will offer no revision to the request of

16

$1.184770 million.

17

Ms. Tavares.

18

Did I miss anything

Any other item the Committee wishes to

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay, seeing none, if

We do have some consideration.

Mr. Chair, these two

19

considerations are for adding an intercession

20

program, additional one in Kihei, and one on Lanai(

21

which would cost about 47,500, and adding the youth

22

leadership program( which is the feeder program to

23

the staff in the PALS program later on at 64,278.

24
25

Mr. Chair, I note also that we are now
recognizing the after school program funds in the
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1

amount of $138,000, and so there is a little

2

additional coming in for this year, for this

3

particular year.

4

I would put in -- I would -- I'd say priority.

5

would say the intercession needs to be expanded.

6

Kihei is overflowing with the number of children who

7

want to participate in the program, and I would

",8
9

I think given a choice of the two,

rather see us have that ability to expand the Kihei
program.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No comments?

Ms. Johnson?
I can support the line 564, and I

would just leave the 565.

16

that wait till next year.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Mateo?

No.

15

17

I

Thank you.

I'd recommend that

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Carroll, any

18

comments?

Members, at this time the Chair will ask

19

to move forward 47,500 under the intercession

20

program expansion and then to place the Haaheo

21

program on the add list for further consideration at

22

the next round.

Any objections?

23

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Okay, let us do that.

Okay, the golf

course program, we have at this point consensus on
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the various categories.

2

Department of Personnel.

3

Planning.

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

Therels no changes under
Let us go to Department of

Chair.

Yes, rna I am.
Before we get off golf course --

Yes.
Would we entertain a proviso in

the golf course somewhere that they present to this

10

Committee a plan for their fees evaluation and

11

recommendations?

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

15
16

17

Staff.
I mean some place.

I donlt know

if we can do it here.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any other comments by the members?

Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, I would support that, but

18

I donlt know where, you know, should we place it

19

here in regards to taking a look at the fees at the

20

golf course.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Mateo?

No.

Ms. Johnson?
I can support the proviso.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Carroll?
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1

we'll recommend to the Committee an area to place

2

the proviso.

3

for the golf course funds and the study request or

4

evaluation or place it under the golf course program

5

where we list all the salaries and wages.

6

return to the Committee with our recommendation.

Either we'll create a section specific

7

MS. KOLLER:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

10

We'll

Okay, thank you, Mr. Chair.
Okay, any objections?

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Department of Planning,

11

page 18.

We are on line 608.

Unfortunately

12

Mr. Molina is not available at this time.

13

we need to maybe have some discussion.

14

did provide a proposal of reducing the grant amount

15

in half.

16

make a determination of how we shall move forward

17

with the development of Wailuku Town within the

18

redevelopment area.

19

the Chair is looking for is a policy direction.

20

will state that the Chair's position is it's time

21

that either the MRA takes its appropriate

22

responsibility and role in the redevelopment area or

23

face consideration to be abolished.

I think

The Chair

Part of it is, one, I think we need to

So it will be -- I guess what
I

24

I believe we have not given them the

25

opportunity to do what State Statute provided, what
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1

the County Code provides.

They have tremendous

2

authority within the district, including the waiving

3

of fees and property taxes, financing options, the

4

ability to borrow, and the ability to approve and

5

grant projects being done within the redevelopment

6

area.

7

agency that will give it the focus and does have

8

both statutory and ordinance standing or the Maui

9

County Code standing.

I for one believe that Wailuku needs an

I would say if you believe Main Street -- and

10
11

there is no Main Street program on Lanai, so it's

12

not a Tri-Isle program.

13

Tri-Isle program, but it is not a Tri-Isle program.

14

That another way to view this is to have the MRA

15

decide and grant out the money to Main Street if it

16

chooses and allow the agency to consider what is

17

appropriate or not appropriate within the Wailuku

18

area.

19

Street's budget to see what is outside of Wailuku

20

and what is budgeted for the other rural communities

21

of our County.

22

understand and consider too is why they cannot

23

receive CDBG funding anymore.

24
25

It may be a goal to be a

I think part of what we do not have is Main

I think the one thing we need to

So as most of you have, I have talked to wide
gamut of people with very interesting and different
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1

views of how to approach this request, but I think

2

now is a good time to have some discussion by the

3

members, and the end result of course may be back to

4

the original request of 200,000 at one end of the

5

spectrum.

6

is zero, and in between therels a lot of different

7

ways to approach it.

8

Mr. Kane, any comments?

,

9

The other end of the spectrum of course

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Well, I give you my thoughts.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

First 1111

10

start with the grant for the Maui Redevelopment

11

Agency.

12

first time that -- that in my six years on the

13

Council, this being my sixth year dealing with the

14

budget, that any consideration has been given to

15

give financial assistance to the MRA.

16

communication that 11m aware of directly from the

17

MRA I think was the request made for the

18

streetscaping in Wailuku, that $45,000.

19

thatls why I have a figure there, reduce by 55,000,

20

to acknowledge that request.

21

To my knowledge, Mr. Chair, this is the

The only

And so

I think what we also need to recognize is

22

although the points that youlve made -- and I think

23

theylre very strong points regarding the authorities

24

that the MRA has, we must also recognize -- and I

25

believe itls via communication from the
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1

Administration, that their -- their ability to

2

borrow money is not as favorable as what we can do

3

as a County.

4

Chair, but I believe I read that via a communication

5

that we received recently regarding MRA.

Now, I can't recall, and I apologize,

6

And so that -- what makes me hesitate to move

7

forward with providing funding to get them moving, I

8

would hate to say go, go MRA, and then they come

9

back for assistance from us and try to intertwine

10

their function with our function and create more of

11

a complexity and a hinderance to the functioning

12

than what they currently have

13

I may agree with you, that we may too -- may

14

seriously have to look at the abolishment of that

15

group.

16

at some later time, some later place to have that

17

discussion.

18

discussion at some point to really figure out the

19

identity of the MRA and their function.

20

t

which, quite frankly,

I think that's going to be a consideration

I think that's going to be a needed

As regards to the Main Street group, I've

21

been a supporter of the group, again, since day one.

22

I think they've provided documented information that

23

shows that they do indeed provide services and

24

document it through our Planning Department, as well

25

as through audited functions, that they do provide
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1

services that give us a return on the monies that we

2

provide to them.

3

full 200,000, Mr. Chair, and so I do not have a

4

problem with considering a lesser amount.

5

I think the $100,000 revision that is there is

6

something that I have a problem with.

I can see the challenges of the

However,

I tend to be more in favor of the

7

or at least part of the

8

consideration

9

consideration that Council member Molina provided

10

last night, and the partial being putting back in

11

another 50,000 for a total of 150,000.

12

as challenging as it may be, I agree with you, I

13

think we need to ask the people in the membership

14

and I think Member Nishiki touched on it in his

15

comments or his questions to some of the testimony,

16

and I think we need to -- if they want to

17

highlight -- if they want to highlight how important

18

their function is, and I think they need to come up

19

with the funds to provide for that -- that

20

opportunity for them to highlight what they're

21

doing.

22

I think --

And I'm willing to support $150,000, which

23

would be an additional $50,000.

So looking at the

24

200,000 figure, Chair, I'm willing to look at the

25

150 for the Main Street group and the other 50,000
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or 45,000, whatever the body feels,

for the MRA to

2

move forward with the Market Street beautification

3

project, and that's where I'm at right now, but I

4

think -- I think both agencies are significant.

5

They playa certain role.

6

thing, so there aren't redundancies there.

They're not the same

I don't -- I would have a problem with

7

8

putting monies into the MRA and having them provide

9

monies to Main Street.

I think we should continue

10

to deal directly with Main Street through our

11

Planning Department and allow the Planning

12

Department, as their function is, to have planning

13

done in the County.

14

group plays a significant role in that function, and

15

so I'm -- I'll be willing to support from that

16

perspective, Chair.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

And I think the Main Street

Thank you.
Mr. Carroll, any comments?

18

Bob, any comments on the MRA or the Main Street

19

request?

20

Ms. Tavares?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No, we were kind of discussing

21

this last night, Mr. Chair, in your absence, and I

22

think Mr. Kane's representing what -- what I think I

23

can support also, knowing what the MRA had

24

requested, the 45,000 for the -- and it's only a

25

plan.

It's not plan and implement the streetscape
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1

for -- for Vineyard.

It's much needed in that

2

that area, and -- but I do agree with you that we

3

need to have a better accounting of what both MRA

4

and Main Street is presenting to us or to the

5

Planning Department as far as what their future

6

plans are.

in

7

I know we have one -- a quite extensive list

8

of programs for the -- under the MRA, and I believe

9

they're really moving in a -- in a right direction

10

and they seem to have gotten themselves together and

11

are moving forward and I'm very encouraged by that.

12

As you might know, and members who are on my

13

Economic Development Committee r we have tried to

14

schedule the MRA to come in to give us an update,

15

and it just wasn't timely enough to have it before

16

the budget started r but I do look forward to much

17

conversation and review of what the MRA is planning

18

for the Wailuku area.

19

Mr. Kane is proposing at this point.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So I can support what

Mr. Pontanilla?
Thank your Chair.

I can

22

support the request made by the MRA agency in

23

regards to improving the image on Vineyard Street.

24

The first I've heard of the MRA in their

25

responsibilitYr when we had the 201G for Ooka Senior
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1

Housing, the MRA does have a lot of clout in the

2

sense that they decide design as far as the type of

3

building that is being proposed, waiving fees, and

4

they do hold an important role as far as trying to

5

redevelop Wailuku Town.
I've been involved with Main Street while I

6
7

was working for the phone company, and they do have

8

a lot of resource people that support the Main

9

Street.

And one of the big projects that we were

10

working on was trying to beautify Market Street, and

11

I think it was like 15 years ago, and I know it's

12

eventually going to happen.

13

professional support that is provided the Main

14

Street, you know, those things, the beautification

15

as far as Market Street probably couldn't have been

16

done.

And without those

We've gone to public hearings, and one public

17
18

hearing in Haiku, they're going to be relying

19

heavily on the Main Street Association or Main

20

Street Resource Center in regards to starting their

21

own association up in Haiku.

22

Mr. Kane's request as far as the 150,000 for that

23

Main Street Resource Center.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So I can support

Mr. Mateo?

Chairman, thank you.
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1

Member Kane's recommendation for the Maui

2

Redevelopment Agency, Chairman.

3

have -- I'm a little -- I'm not clear as to a

4

separation between the MRA and Main Street.

5

initial request is for a beautification project in

6

Vineyard.

7

that part of their responsibility as well?

8

working in partnership with MRA?

9

know the separation between the two organizations.

I think I still

MRA's

What is Wailuku Main Street's -- isn't
Are they

I mean, I don't

10

And for me I think I would -- I'd like to know what

11

that separation is.
I think I -- you know, I guess I'm the one

12
13

throwing the monkey wrench into Wailuku Main

14

Street's initial request at this point, because,

15

Chairman, on line 609, I am requesting a proviso, a

16

proviso on what -- you know, what I identified as

17

the 200

18

this particular point, Molokai is not part of the

19

Wailuku Main Street organization.

20

501(c) (3) entity.

21

and a different approach; hence, the request for the

22

25,000 proviso.

23

be quite difficult to leave a proviso with Wailuku

24

Main Street to have them control the monies for

25

Molokai Island Main Street.

200,000 request.

However, Chairman, at

We are a separate

We have a different philosophy

However, Chairman, I think it will
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So, you know, at this particular point, I

1

2

think instead of a proviso, I think I would request

3

if the members would be able to support a line

4

instead to separate Molokai Island Main Street from

5

Wailuku Main Street.

6
7

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Chairman.

Would you be able to tell us what Molokai's

program would be for the funds you're requesting?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, thank you.

Yes, it would

be for planning and revitalization of Kaunakakai

10

Town, which would be not inclusive of the process

11

that had already been done, but to look at an

12

additional project for rest room facilities and

13

visitor complex in the corner of Kaunakakai Town.

14
15

16
17

18
19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Along the main portion of the business

area?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Right.

Yes, right across of Kalama

Station, Chair, that empty lot.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

for your comments, please?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson, did I ask
I'm sorry.

No, that's okay.

I took a

21

different approach last evening, and, you know, I've

22

taken in what everyone has said, and my approach

23

would be because you're looking at a Tri-Isle -- and

24

even if they're not serving Lanai right now, I would

25

hope that at some point in time they would be able
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1

to serve your island, or at least serve some of the

2

plans for development, beautification, how the whole

3

town looks and provide those resources like they do

4

to many other communities here in Maui County.
I think that my approach would be to put in

5

th~

6

some type of provisions, though, with regard to
I

7

Maui Redevelopment Agency.

8

Ms. Perreira this question this morning about the

9

beautification project, and she indicated that they

I asked specifically

10

were working or they had worked with Maui

11

Redevelopment Agency in helping to formulate those

12

plans.

13

design.

14

I heard again that this is just for the

If they have all the resource people and if

15

they're going to provide let's say a value and

16

capitalize on that based on what kind of revenues we

17

give them or what kind of, you know, budget we are

18

able to provide them with, then I think they should

19

work with those entities who are going to implement,

20

then, the things that are going to accomplish the

21

goals of the various communities, whether it's

22

implementing what's in the community plan, whether

23

it's implementing the goals or objectives of what

24

MRA wants to do.

25

willing to callout 30,000 for this particular

I said basically that I was
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1

beautification plan and give that to MRA and reduce

2

the amount to the Tri-Isle Resource organization.

3

But I think that I'm in favor! really! of

4

providing the funding but adding provisos that they

5

provide the services to these outlying areas.

6

Otherwise what happens in my view is -- and I look

7

at this as a business person.

8

organization has its function.

9

get into the MRA's function and structure, there is

Each specific
When you start to

10

going to be duplication! because now you've got to

11

provide office staff! infrastructure! typewriters.

12

There's going to be duplication.

13

I'll use the illustration of what Boys &

14

Girls Club went through when they were operating

15

their youth centers.

16

generally the same kind of services or services that

17

were related to what we wanted to see accomplished

18

in the goals and objectives within the youth center

19

category.

20

one Executive Director that oversees all of the

21

functions of all of the youth centers by going under

22

the Boys & Girls Club umbrella.

23

managers so that we can then say that there's

24

supervisory personnel that are present.

25

audit, instead of doing five audits.

We were all performing

We then decided, okay! look, let's have

Let's have site
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So what you're doing is you're actually

2

reducing the cost and you're making an organization

3

operate more efficiently and more effectively.

4

Because each time we approve another organization,

5

another entity, all of the operational costs and all

6

of the personnel costs come along with it.

7

rather charge the Wailuku Main Street Association

8

Tri-Isle Resource Center with the responsibility,

9

look, you either deliver the services to these

I would

10

people that they have requested or justify why you

11

can't do it.

12

Because if they're charged with that

13

responsibility and they don't deliver, it's the same

14

thing we would ask of any of our departments.

15

have responsibilities, you have a scope that you're

16

supposed to take under your wing.

17

measures are applicable to people who we give money

18

to just as it would be in our department.

19

public funds that we're giving, and that is what I

20

would prefer to see allowing that agency to justify

21

how it is meeting the needs of the people -- or the

22

agencies that operate under it.

23

You

Performance

These are

So my thing would be charge them with the

24

responsibility.

25

have to do X, Y, Z.

Put in requirements that say you
If they can't do it, then, you
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1

know, there's always the issue of accountability,

2

but I believe what I heard

3

that she was willing to do it.

4

the expertise.

5

$45,000, instead of us paying a professional

6

consultant and still deliver other services to Haiku

7

and Makawao and Paia and Molokai, great, wonderful,

8

let them do it, but I say charge them with the

9

responsibility for delivering the service and make

10

from Ms. Perreira is
They will provide

If they can do it for less than

people accountable that way.

11

So my take is a little bit different.

12

give them the $200,000 but put caveats in there of

13

the services that we expect, that Mr. Mateo expects

14

delivered and MRA expects.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I say

Thank you.

Okay, thank you for your comments.

While I

16

know we've kind of focused the Maui Redevelopment

17

Agency and the Main Street program basically for the

18

Wailuku area, I think the comments by the members

19

that spoke about the other communities throughout

20

the County is

21

your thoughts to the Chair.

22

has been very helpful in sharing

Again, the Chair would just say that for me,

23

the Redevelopment Agency is charged by Statute and

24

Code with responsibilities.

25

can agree with Mr. Kane that I don't think any of us

And I would say that I
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1

have basically seen financial requests for the

2

agency per se.

3

the Redevelopment Agency's district, for us to

4

update and improve standards, and along with that,

5

though, there was an implementation program, which

6

was hire an Executive Director to run the agency

7

with the board -- five-member board and provide the

8

focus, if we believe Wailuku is the -- a key

9

project.

We were asked to update and expand

And one of the reasons why I'm happy to hear

10
11

your thoughts is because it has always been my

12

vision that the Redevelopment Agency would be the

13

standard bearer for the Wailuku redevelopment and

14

that Planning Department would assist them.

15

Planning Department will not direct them.

16

look at the language in both the State Statute and

17

look at how

18

redevelopment, the legislature provided seed money

19

in millions of dollars to let that redevelopment

20

project go forward -- projects go forward.

If you

one of the examples of the Kakaako

So I bring this up because there needs to

21
22

come a point where we need to make some decision,

23

Members, and either allow this agency to do its job

24

with appropriate seed and financial resources or

25

not.

It's, again, going to make a determination of
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1

whether or not Wailuku be redeveloped and

2

revitalized.

3

in, because I believe Planning had asked for a

4

planner position expansion.

5

the redevelopment agency.

6

a planner that it should be -- that's assigned for

7

the MRA, but it's placed under the Planning

8

Director's authority, so who does the planner

9

follow, the agency or the Planning Director?

And again, I hope you folks tying this

It's in the details for
But here again, you have

So I think we need to make some decisions,

10
11

and I look forward to participating in Ms. Tavares'

12

Committee when the agency's brought forward, because

13

they will help determine the face of the future with

14

that agency.

15

all of your comments, is there any additional

16

comments before the Chair moves forward?

17
18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So at this time, Members, upon hearing

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.

I didn't

comment on the proviso by Councilmember Mateo.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Please.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

But I will make a comment on that.

Please.
I concur with Member Mateo's comments

23

about separating out the two groups.

They are two

24

separate distinct groups.

25

this point forward in my mind, answering to the

One should not be, from
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1

other.

2

should be treated as such.

3

don't know if the Molokai Main Street Association

4

would necessarily be here under the Department of

5

Planning like Wailuku Main Street or the Main Street

6

Association here on Maui.

7

I think they're two separate groups and they
I also -- you know, I

Also, I think that ultimately the way it's

8

set up as far as this grant for Wailuku Main Street

9

Tri-Isle Main Street Association, it seems that

10

ultimately who is responsible to answering to this

11

request is the Planning Director, because he's the

12

one who's putting it under his Department under his

13

budget request.

14

about accountability, ultimately the Planning

15

Department and the Planning Director would be

16

responsible for answering those questions of

17

accountability.

18

So I would

So if we have issues or concerns

again, on the Molokai Island

19

Main Street Association, I would be supportive of

20

Member Mateo's request for it to be separate.

21

would be supportive of a $25,000 grant for them

22

to -- to move forward with their initiatives, and at

23

this point I do not know if it belongs here under

24

the Department of Planning, because the Department

25

of Planning has not made any indication or had any
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1

discussion specific to Molokai Island Main Street.

2

So it may be appropriate to put them some place

3

else[ Mr. Chair.

4

know, comment as far as placement of this group.

5

And again, that's just my, you

As far as your comments, Mr. Chair, on MRA,

6

thank you very much for bringing forward your

7

comments, and I -- I especially appreciate the fact

8

that it needs to be clear that MRA gets assistance,

9

not be directed by the Planning Department.

I think

10

that's very clearly stated in the statute.

11

appreciate you highlighting that -- that point.

12

Because I think from what we've seen up to this

13

point[ there is an impression that they are being

14

directed and not being assisted.

15

be distinguished.

16

Tavares -- and I look forward to that discussion,

17

that we can have that discussion.

18

And so I

So that needs to

And again, I hope Member

And finally[ Mr. Chair, and thank you for the

19

time, for the -- for the MRA, as far as funding, I

20

have some agreement with Member Johnson's comments

21

about the funding amount.

22

exactly how we can get that applied, maybe the

23

$45,000 is not an amount that needs to be given to

24

them, and perhaps we can as a body take into final

25

consideration as a request that the $200[000 be

Although I don't know
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1

split up three ways and accommodate all three groups

2

to help them move forward with their request.

3

that -- those are my comments, Mr. Chair.

4

you for the time.

5
6

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

Members?

So

And thank

Anything else,

Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Basically Lahaina Town Action

8

Committee, which is also part of I guess the Main

9

Street program, because their Executive Director has

10

gone through and received certification, that is a

11

grant underneath Economic Development.

12

you know, they're not a regularly funded

13

organization, but whatever funding they get for

14

their programs, generally, is funded through

15

Economic Development.

16

Mateo's situation, that might be more appropriate,

17

is to put it under Economic Development as a grant.

18

And, you know, I take a little bit different

Basically,

And I think in Councilmember

19

view, even though sometimes Economic Development

20

grants out money underneath the different programs,

21

this is a grant that is actually disbursed to

22

Tri-Isle Main Street Association.

23

way that any grantor or grantee would be given that

24

responsibility for being accountable for whatever

25

funds they expend, they are the ones that still have

And in the same
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1

to justify it.

2

not managing a grant properly or not doing whatever

3

they have to

4

are running

5

for the use of that money.

6

SOt

Maybe we could criticize people for

dOt
th~

but ultimately it's the people that
program that should be accountable

you know t it depends whether it's under

7

Economic Development t whether it's under Planning.

8

Any time a grant is disbursed t you're -- you're the

9

ones that have to answer if you misappropriate it or

10

mismanage any of those funds or done anything that

11

would call into question your actions.

12

know t sometimes there's different levels of

13

accountability.

14
15

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:
members?

you

Thank you.

Thank you.
Thank you.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

SOt

Any other comments by the
Mr. Nishiki.

Yeah t I was listening as -- in my

17

office and here's my take on the Redevelopment

18

AgencYt and yes t it's been said that they haven't

19

been funded t but when I -- when I think about

20

planning of Wailuku Town and the entire communitYt

21

Mr. Chairman t I would hate to give the power to a

22

bunch of -- and I don't say it derogatorily -- a

23

bunch of people that may have a vested interest in

24

the business of Wailuku specifically into now

25

dictating the entire planning of a town.
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I think that the residents that have to live

1
2

within a town should also have the ability to make a

3

decision for that community.

4

as I was listening to some of the statements made, I

5

think maybe, as you said, we either got to make a

6

policy decision whether we want to give this agency

7

any money at all or eliminate it.

8

community you've got your CAC that basically, you

9

know, plans the entire area, but in this specific

When I think about it,

Because in every

10

situation why do we have a group of owners that have

11

a basic stake in the business area dictating?

12

we've seen -- I guess we've seen the -- we've

13

allowed them to expand the area also.

14

have a hard time in accepting an entire group making

15

policies and decisions.

And

And I just

You know, Dain, I know this is your area, but

16

17

at the same time I got a chance to just sit back

18

outside and just listen in my office and I had to

19

come in and say -- sometimes it's nice sitting by

20

myself and not getting anybody to bother me, but

21

then I really had thoughts about how we plan for our

22

communities.

23

we want to fund or not this group.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So that's just my input into whether

Thank you for your comments, Mr. Nishiki.

This is what the Chair will ask the Committee to
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1

support him at this time.

But before I say that, I

2

will say that Lanai has chosen to go a different

3

path, and what our community has done is chosen to

4

create its own version to address our needs for

5

Lanai through a Chamber of Commerce program that is

6

geared for Lanai.

7

people from the Lynne Woods of a big organization to

8

Barbara Haliniak of Molokai and how Molokai

9

approached it, and we talked about things that a

And we did call in our resource

10

Main Street could consider, type of program.

11

have the office of the Mayor and Economic

12

Development provide us comments, and the bottom line

13

is Lanai chose to go the path of a chamber program

14

to address the needs besides of our other

15

organizations, like our community association and

16

our other non-profits.

17

We did

So I would say if Main Street is looking at

18

Lanai, that boat has sailed and left.

19

time, upon hearing it, my last comment before I give

20

my recommendation is that no matter what, the Maui

21

Redevelopment Agency is a governmental entity, an

22

existing government entity.

23

provide whatever type of attention and resources,

24

that will be our decision.

25

that it is an existing governmental entity created

And so if you choose to

But I just bring forth
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1

by Statute and Code.

2

In the meantime, hearing the comments from

3

Mr. Mateo, Mr. Kane, each one of you, and I thank

4

you.

5

about it from last night and your participation this

6

afternoon.

7

Chair will, in taking all comments, provide a

8

proposal very shortly for you to consider that will

9

take into account the Main Street's request,

I think you've obviously had time to think

The Chair will ask to defer and the

10

Mr. Mateo's request for Molokai, and what the Chair

11

believes is a reduced role that we would like to see

12

at this time for the Redevelopment Agency.

13

my option will take those three points that I will

14

develop and bring back to you shortly within
a
i

15

reasonable financial parameter as we have seen

16

presented through the Mayor's request.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And so

No objections, Chair.

Okay, any objections?

Seeing none.

I

19

think we're going to move to the other gray areas.

20

Prosecuting Attorney.

21

or let's handle this first, Members?

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

MS. KOLLER:

Would you like a recess now

Pau after Prosecuting Attorney.

I see gray line, Staff.
Oh.

Mr. Chair, this is to consider -- well, we
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1

have memorandums relating to the Deputy Attorneys

2

for both Corporation Counsel and Prosecuting

3

Attorney, and this is really

4

a policy decision as to whether those salaries would

5

be the same as the attorneys that you're looking at

6

for the OCS Office.

7

something that needs to be discussed at some point.

8

I don't know if you want to do it now or if you want

9

to move on and then corne back to that issue.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

comes in as whether

And so this is highlighted for

I understand.

And again,

11

Members, you will have I believe memorandums and

12

communications from Mr. Fukuoka regarding Council

13

Services.

14

request, not only salary considerations for deputies

15

but also a total relocation of the'whole Department.

16

Prosecuting Attorney did not officially ask for

17

consideration, but I think in one of the

18

recommendations it will make an impact on all

19

attorneys of the County, and that is why the Chair

20

believes there's still areas of decisions to be made

21

under the Prosecuting Attorney.

Mr. Moto has presented a quite wide

22

I ask that we take into account Mr. Fukuoka's

23

one comment, that I would hope that we would look at

24

one of the considerations, which is it's hard enough

25

for us to maintain attorneys, good ones nonetheless,
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1

and yet to raid from each other really doesn't help

2

the three agencies that need attorneys, Council

3

Services, Corp. Counsel, and Prosecuting Attorneys.

4

And so if there's no objection, I'll ask to defer

5

and allow the Chair to present a recommendation in

6

the near future.

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any objections?

Mr. Nishiki.

Yeah, just one question.

You know in

8

all of these offices, like the Prosecuting Attorney,

9

Corporation Counsel, their pay never goes up by any

10

kind of union agreement or anything, does it?

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

They have

12

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You know how --

They have a different portion of the Code,

14

Mr. -- that allows them -- the head attorney, either

15

Mr. Moto or Ms. Tengan at this time, to either go 18

16

percent up above the scale or a maximum of 15

17

percent below, depending, again, on criteria that

18

they have set forth, including years under the bar

19

system, experience, what not to -- so they have a 33

20

percent parameter to adjust salary range for the

21

deputies.

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Thank you.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any objections to the Chair's request?

Okay, thank you.

The Chair and the Staff
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will work --

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

The answer's no.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

simple.

5

loud, answer is no to Mr. Nishiki's question.

6

Members, I think the next one will take some very

7

good discussion.

8

Transportation, and of course a major policy

9

decision will need to be made as we approach this,

Yeah, I'm sorry, thank you for making it
And as Ms. Tavares said softly, I'll say it

It will be under Department of

10

which will be on start of page 23.

11

that, we shall take a recess.

12

till -- what you want, 3:30?

13

RECESS:

14

RECONVENE:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay,

But before we do

Recess, Members,
3:30.

3:15 p.m.
3:40 p.m.

(Gavel).

We shall bring the Budget and

16

Finance meeting back to order.

17

I do know you have gone through some of the areas of

18

Department of Transportation yesterday.

19

page 23, you will see areas that have been

20

highlighted in gray that show areas of needed

21

discussion and some consideration.

22

let me ask Ms. Tavares regarding line 7700

23

Okay.

I'm sorry.

Excuse me.

I'm sorry.

Members,

Look on

So at this time

Okay, before

24

Ms. Tavares gives us some comment, the Chair will

25

just share that Staff had prepared for me to be able
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1

to share with you that in this special funds and

2

General Funds we are looking at the transit program

3

at approximately $1 million at this time, which

4

includes marketing, bus stops, MEors participation,

5

the general public transport that is currently

6

offered by Akinas, and it comes up at this time more

7

specifically $981,000.

8

know, but there are maybe people that are unaware,

9

that is separate from MEors specialized

Okay.

And as most of us

10

transportation services.

11

thought of in the same manner, please, Members.

12

Ms. Tavares.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay, itrs not to be

Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair.

I had

14

to try to decipher my own handwriting on this, on my

15

notes.

16

$140,OOO?

That is the line that shows a reduction of

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, maram.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

That is the operations

19

for -- in Transportation Administration, their

20

operations, and I am looking at a transmittal dated

21

April 16th from the Department of Transportation,

22

and in attachment A it answers the question about

23

whatrs included in that operations.

24

things they have rentals for $50,000, office

25

supplies and equipment for 30,000, dues and

And of those
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1

subscriptions for 7,210, registration and training

2

for 10,000, other areas, 125,000, to include

3

potentially transportation software, NASA spacial

4

growth model, Inter-County ferry feasibility study,

5

et cetera.
And, Mr. Chair, what I had done in this area

6

a lot of what

7

was, since a lot of the information

8

they had in here was depending upon their expansion

9

of E/Ps, I basically took their rental and cut it in

10

half to 25,000.

11

equipment, I thought 1,000 would be sufficient for

12

them.

13

and training, reduced it in half to 5,000.

14

in the other areas where they had the studies and

15

things, I left 50,000, or so, with somehow adding a

16

proviso that a Maui public transit implementation

17

plan, a four- to five-year bus transit

18

implementation planr that's the same thing, be

19

submitted to the Maui County Council by December 1st

20

of 2004.

21

For office and supplies and

Dues and subscriptions, 1,000.

Registration
And then

I think, Mr. Chair, if we recall last year

22

when we got to transportation, being it was the

23

first year we tried to, you know, give them whatever

24

we thought they needed to get going and there was a

25

lot of money that we put into the Department of
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1

Transportation last year.

And this year I think we

2

can hone it down to what is actual and I think

3

appropriate for what we as a body may want to say

4

their direction is.

5

NASA spacial growth model being mentioned here,

6

because that is in the Department of Planning.

7

Also, the Inter-County ferry feasibility study, I

8

mean, we -- I mean, this is what we have to do as

9

far as policy.

I had a real problem with the

Do we want our County Department of

10

Transportation to go in this direction?

Or, like I

11

think I've been proponent of, do one thing and do it

12

well before you start going off in other directions.
And I know there has been some difference of

13
14

opinion as to what this Department should be doing

15

from the Administration's point of view and from

16

some of us individually, so if we're going to set

17

policy through the budget, this is the time to do it

18

and the way to do it is through here.

19

the reasoning behind my reduction of the 140,000.

20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for your comments.

Mr. Pontanilla?

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No comments.

Mr. Nishiki?
I'll wait.

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

5

No.

Ms. Johnson?
I can support Charmaine's request

at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Carroll?

I

6

would agree with the comment that we need to decide

7

what direction, because even the Chair is not

8

convinced how -- if you have a target and you're

9

trying to hit it, you take a good shot and you aim

10

well and you fire, but a shotgun approach more than

11

likely may not hit the target, and it's just my

12

opinion that it appears to be a shotgun approach.

13

Trying to do things regarding air, again, because of

14

Federal funds availability and there's no assurance

15

it may be there in the near future, of course

16

there's a lot of movement in ocean-related

17

activities, but if we can go back in time and recall

18

that snapshot of why consideration for a Department

19

was, it was traffic congestion on our highways that

20

drove this initiative to be a Charter consideration.

21

I would support, Members, something that will

22

give us a time to step back and see if the system

23

that we have in place is the right system to

24

utilize.

25

have done programs that have shown weaknesses or we

I think we have enough colleagues that
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have seen colleagues that have done adjustments and

2

have shown very successful programs, and I hope we

3

would do the same.

4

problem in reducing the request and also reducing

5

the scope of what I would see within this

6

Department's priorities for the upcoming year.

7

Saying that, I am going to ask you if there's any

8

objections to move forward $140,000 deletion under

9

operations

And so at this time I have no

10

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No objections.

as provided through the detailed

12

comments of Ms. Tavares?

13

shall move forward.

14

Mr.

15

to provide some comment.

16

Pontanilla~

Hearing no objections, it

Under next one, bus stops,

Chair will give you an opportunity

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

If you

17

looked at your notes on public transit and highway

18

funds below, I think there's a duplication -- look

19

like a duplication to me.

20

at myoId notes, one in this location and another

21

one in the -- in the Highway Funds.

22

the old handout on line 808, there's another

23

elimination of bus stop there, so could be a

24

duplication.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

We had one -- 11m looking

Oh, looking at

(Inaudible) .
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1

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

2

Funds, yeah?

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

6

Okay.

Yeah.

So one is the Highway

Yeah.
I understand what you're saying,

Mr. Pontanilla.

Ms. Tavares, comments?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, I believe the bus stop

7

should actually move to Highways Funds r because I

8

think last night was we were wrestling with this r we

9

moved the marketing to Highways Funds also r which is

10

100,000.

11

Funds.

12
13

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I would support moving it to Highways

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Carroll?

Ms. -- excuse me -- Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Mateo?

Chairman, I guess I'm still of the

15

opinion that I would support deleting it at this

16

point still.

17

have a plan in process that they need to develop.

18

I'm not sure whether they have finalized which

19

specific routes that they think is more beneficial

20

to them.

21

would just delete it at this point until they're

22

ready to provide their five-year plan based on

23

Member Tavares' proviso that will be due the end of

24

December of 2005.

25

Only because I don't think they really

I think it will be some time coming r and I

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

This December.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

This December.

And that will give

2

us more opportunity to plan accordingly.

3

I would still recommend deleting the 100,000.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

MS. KOLLER:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MS. KOLLER:

9

Okay.

Thank you.

Therefore,

Mr. Nishiki?

No comment.

Mr. Chair.
Yes, Tamara.
Just for clarification on that one too, on

your original proposal you had proposed deleting

10

both the marketing and bus stops, and that was shown

11

as a $200,000 reduction from the Highway Fund.

12

was because of the detail that we had received

13

yesterday from the Budget Director in reconciling

14

the Budget Ordinance in the Budget Details, the bus

15

stops were shown in this line item.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It

Yeah, thank you, because I'm looking at my

17

old break out and it was under the Highway portion,

18

my bus stops and marketing elimination.

19

I'm glad to know that not only the Chair had

20

difficulty understanding where things was in this

21

Department's request.

22
23

Okay, well,

Okay, Members, at this time the Chair will
move forward the deletion of the $100,000 --

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No objection.

Any objections?
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COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, we shall move it forward at this

3

time.

4

line 772, please.

5

Let's see, we have -- Ms. Johnson, you have

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, and that one, I can clarify

6

for you, Mr. Chair.

Yesterday I had put in that

7

the line that says "add funding for community

8

services study - Planning" was one section and that

9

that is under Planning, but only the second part,

10

funds for bus service should have been included on

11

this.

12

what amount of funding that would be, I just wanted

13

to indicate my support for including some type of

14

funding to continue the bus service that we started.

And I just want it -- because I didn't know

So I had no dollar amount by it.

15

And I think

16

we had discussion yesterday with some potential I

17

guess switching of funds, which I think

18

Councilmember Tavares had outlined for us and we

19

were kind of waiting for you to come back so that we

20

could have this discussion.

21

expanding the amount of money that we can put into

22

providing a bus service.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I'm supportive of

Thank you.

Let me ask Ms. Tavares first, before I

24

recognize the other members, do you see that being

25

part of the five-year transit plan?

I would think
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we couldn't -- as my understanding of Ms. Johnson's

2

study for the bus service, that --

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, I think that

4

was -- that part, the study is going to go into the

5

Planning Department for community services studies.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Right.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It was in the wrong place here.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Oh, I'm sorry.
And Ms. Tavares is correct.

10

Because there were two separate items, but somehow

11

they were co-mingled on the original sheet that I

12

transmitted.

So it was put in

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Two places.

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

-- two places, both basically one

15

under Planning and one here, but they're two

16

separate

17

services is -- now I think been separated out in --

18

under Planning, so Ms. Tavares is correct.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

separate sections, and cost of community

Okay.

We can consider some language under

20

Planning, Ms. Johnson, and then provide for language

21

there, as well as funding consideration.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

We had discussed that yesterday, I

23

believe, under Planning and it had nothing to do

24

with buses, but it was just cost of community

25

services studies.

And when we get going in the
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1

second round, then we can go through that, because

2

it was just really a proviso.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, okay.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And Ms. Tavares had actually put

5

in additional funding that would cover that, and I

6

believe you were here when we had that discussion at

7

that point.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.

At this point the Chair

has no objection to leaving that there.

And since

10

at this time we have no dollar amount attached to

11

it, the Chair will then move on to the next line,

12

773, which is a shift of the marketing from General

13

Fund to Highway.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, Mr. Chair, this again was

15

another attempt to unravel the mystery of the

16

funding for this Department, and I think it was

17

everyone of us had problems with trying to figure

18

it out, just because of the way it was presented.

19

Information was there, but it was a little hard to

20

see.

21

Highway Fund so we would delete it from the General

22

Fund section.

So we moved the public marketing to the

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

24

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Pontanilla?

No.

Mr. Nishiki?
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1

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

No.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
No.

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Carroll?

Okay, we shall

7

delete from General Fund $100,000 for the marketing.

8

Line 774, as it regards to the bus replacement.

9

Ms. Tavares.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, thank you.

This is another

11

one that we moved from -- deleted it from here, the

12

$250,000, and added 197,000, you'll see on the next

13

page, under the Highways Funds.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Pontanilla?

No.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
No, except that I think that's the

22

amount that we were talking about, whether we need

23

to increase it or

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No, not that one.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Oh , it's not that one.
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All right.

2

that.

Then move it to Highway Fund.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I support

Mr. Kane?
We're on line 774, correct?
Correct.

Delete bus replacement matching fund.

7

And I just wanted to get clarification, because I

8

thought I heard

M~mber

9

deleting this.

There were two separate items, one

Tavares state that we're

10

for 400, which we minus 203, and that's represented

11

on the next page, and this one was a complete

12

deletion.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Right.

The other one for 400 down to 197,

15

that was specifically for the MEO bus replacement

16

for the Federal fund matching dollar, and that was I

17

think the high number that they needed or the max

18

number so they could get the additional 785,000.

19

these are two separate -- separate items.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

Yes.
Right.

Okay, so I have no -- no objections

to the request.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you for that.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah/ I stand corrected,
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1

Mr. Chair.

It was the other amount.

2

this was so confusing, but what it boiled down to

3

was the Federal matching funds was $197,000, period.

4

So we didn't need those other ones.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

Okay, thank you.

That's why

Mr. Carroll, comments?

Mr. Chair.

Yes, Mr. Kane.
Just one final comment.

You know on

this 250,000 that we're talking about right now, I

10

guess part of the issue is -- and I didn't hear the

11

Department of Transportation talk about this.

12

their intention to utilize this money to replace

13

whose buses?

14

somebody else?

15

can help us understand that, because it's listed as

16

a replacement fund for matching.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

We don't have a fleet.

Was

Was it for

Was it the Akina buses?

So maybe

Yes.
And yet -- so I don't know if that

19

was clarified to us on what that was going to be

20

utilized for.

21

provide some comment.

22
23

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, thank you.

during the
MS. KOLLER:

Thank you, Chair, if Staff can maybe

Staff, do you recall

pre~entation?

Yes, Mr. Chair.

I believe what they were

intending to do was to go out for Federal funds
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1

to -- for the public transit portion, not the MEO

2

portion, but for whether it's Akina or whoever else,

3

this would be the County buses and this would be the

4

share, the Federal matching share that would be

5

required.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
So when you say County buses, the

intent was that the County was going to get into

10

buying buses or was it existing fleet from somebody

11

that we have

12

we're all on the same page.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. TAGUCHI:

and again, just for clarification so

Lance.
I believe it wasn't directly stated by the

15

Transportation Director.

However, if you look at

16

the submittal from the Akina Bus Company, they talk

17

about the County should have the buses and the

18

contractor should just be contracted to operate the

19

transit system.

20

their bus replacement was only 197,000, and we see a

21

larger amount for bus replacement, we derived that

22

probably this would be County buses, because we had

23

no other indication of who would be putting the

24

going forward and trying to get grant monies for

25

these buses.

And because we know that MEO is --

So once again, I don't believe it was
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1

said directly by the Director of Transportation, but

2

it appears that that would be a logical conclusion

3

at this point.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah, and thank you for that, Chair.

5

Thank you for letting Staff provide those comments.

6

I just want to I guess make a brief comment in the

7

bigger scheme of things with this Department, that I

8

have yet to see or have -- or hear of a bottom up

9

approach to figuring out our public transportation

10

needs.

11

this body as a legislative body will cast ourselves

12

or if Administration is going to go out into the

13

public and figure out what the requirements of

14

this -- of this island at this point in time are

15

going to be for public transportation.

16

I don't know if the Administration or if

It seems like this is something that may have

17

been put together from the Administration to come

18

forward with the request here without really any

19

clear indication as to what direction has been set

20

for this.

21

because quite frankly all of us I think need to play

22

a role and getting out into the public and getting

23

the feedback from the public to understand what

24

really are going to be the needs of this County, and

25

specifically at this point, you know, Maui island

And this is not to blame Administration,
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1

for public transportation needs.

2

of that occurring yet.

And I'm not aware

3

So I agree with your general comments that

4

you've opened up the discussion, Chair, as far as

5

and with other members' comments, that until we do

6

that, I think it would not be prudent of us knowing

7

that this is going to be a tremendous expenditure of

8

taxpayer dollars, that we do the -- as you stated,

9

the shotgun approach, the hit and miss.

It's a lot

10

of money.

So we need to make sure going in that

11

we're getting the -- we're getting the buy in, the

12

support of the public in what we're going to come

13

forward with as -- as an approach to our public

14

transportation needs.

15

public in that, I think we're

16

setting ourself for a certain level of failure.

17

I don't think that's the prudent way to go.

And until we engage the
we're going to be
And

18

Obviously there's a large demand for public

19

transportation, and I think everybody in this room

20

knows how important it's going to be to have public

21

transportation.

22

buy in from the public who engages themselves as

23

well as we get them engaged in the early set

24

know, at the onset to set it up, we're going to be

25

fighting an uphill battle.

But until we have a plan that has

And to -- you know, just
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1

to add my previous comments -- and I made just one

2

comment about identity, that's only one of many

3

components of making this thing work.

4

So, you know, from the public standpoint and

5

maybe if they're following what's going on, cut,

6

cut, cut, wow, these guys don't support public

7

transportation.

8

approach is, and from my take on what we're doing,

9

is making sure that the Administration -- as well as

That's not it.

I think the

10

ourselves, and we got to look in the mirror too,

11

that public transportation is extremely important

12

and it's going to cost a lot of money.

13

the nation or even in the world doesn't subsidize

14

public transportation.

15

No place in

Honolulu, people grumble about how much money

16

they got to put into that fare box, but you know

17

what, that only covers approximately 30 percent of

18

the overall cost.

19

of the most successful bus operations in the 'nation

20

is 70 percent subsidized, 70 percent.

21

Mr. Chair, you've stated repeatedly that this is

22

going to cost a lot of money.

23

very deliberate in our approach, and that's going to

24

involve engaging the public.

25

TheBus, which is considered one

And so we need to be

And Ms. Tavares is right.

I'd probably be
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1

sleeping with my car too if my wife wouldn't let me

2

stay home, you know, and we all are -- you know, I

3

mean, that's -- it just got -- that's part of the

4

industrial age and the dependency on oil and all of

5

that, but here we are.

6

do, and we need to charge ourselves.

Again, no

7

blame to everybody except everybody.

We all got to

8

blame ourselves.

9

responsibility.

10

So that's what we need to

Everybody got to take
And the sooner that we identify

that and move forward, I think we'll be on our way.
So I just -- you know, I ask all of us, we've

11

12

got to all take some responsibility in this and

13

there's no finger pointing.

14

thank you, Chair, for letting me --

15

MR. AGSALOG:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's all of us, so

Mr. Chair.
-- make my comment, Chair.

Mr. Carroll, comments?

I would say,

18

Members, that our colleagues in other jurisdictions

19

have chosen the route to start with either a transit

20

authority or a transit type of an agency within a

21

department and as it matured and evolved to a bigger

22

program, then it eventually broke out to have its

23

own identity or place among other departments.

24

then to start off with a department with no policy

25

is an interesting, interesting way to do things.
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I think we will be saving money in the long

1

2

run in being able to provide something that works as

3

best as we can, but just throwing money at it will

4

not solve the issues and problems that we bring up,

5

people bring to us.

6

and I can tell you I'm surprised at comments or

7

calls I get regarding the empty buses.

8

what people look at or give comment to people like

9

us.

I mean, everybody's got eyes,

It's amazing

Interesting, interesting.
And so I can say there's more than just us

10
11

reviewing the program.

There's a lot of people out

12

there reviewing the program too.

13

I'm going to ask if there's no objections, we'll

14

move this forward and delete 250,000.

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So at this time

Let us look at line 775, which is

17

we already had some discussion regarding the

18

proviso.

19

Anything else, Ms. Tavares?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No, I think that will help us to

20

determine our direction, and I think it's important

21

to be at the grassroots level and work that plan up

22

from there.

23

be in the discussion right now as to whether or not

24

we want to continue what we have now, stop what we

25

have now, expand what we have now.

And, you know, we should really I think

I think I see
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1

those as three options or hybrids of one or more of

2

them.

3

evening, but I think that we need to do that before

4

we talk about what other kind of things we're going

5

to put into this or not put into this department.

6

And we had some of that discussion last

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares, I've already heard some

7

comments from other members, but everyone will have

8

another opportunity.

9

Committee that it be a bus program?

10
11

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Is it your suggestion to the

I think that would be my

recommendation.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I don't know if you discussed this

13

yesterday, so, again, you know, excuse the Chair

14

during his absence and so I'll just ask this, if the

15

Committee pretty much agreed that it will be bus

16

program?

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I really wanted trains, but, you

18

know, I'll be a realist.

I love trains.

19

think we have to start with a bus system, and a bus

20

system in a limited way till we get the quirks

21

worked out, that we get a gradual change in behavior

22

amongst the community members, and maybe the

23

initial -- I mean when they come up with the plan,

24

they may look at doing service in one area and then

25

limited service in another areas.

And I think as I
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1

was saying last night that when MEO first started

2

their transportation services, they didn't go all

3

over the place the first day.

4

and go through a lot of growing pains in the

5

process, try this, try that[ and try to respond to

6

the clients -- you know, the customers' needs.

7

have to do the very same thing with this.

8

it's no different.

9

And they had to grow

We

I mean,

I think what really confuses this whole --

10

not confuses.

What makes it difficult to attack the

11

real situation in this is that we have the MEO

12

special needs population transportation included in

13

this budget.

14

left them where they were in Human Concerns or in

15

OED or wherever they were before we had this

16

Department formulated or created so that we could

17

look at just the public transit portion of it.

18

Right now the budget is huge.

19

because it includes the MEO special needs population

20

transportation.

21

what's level, then you're coming to the meat of the

22

transit system.

And if it were up to me, I would have

It's a huge budget

So if we take those out and look at

23

So we have all those other figures floating

24

around out there and people saying, how can you be

25

spending $5 million on this program, you know, it
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1

just started?

And it's, you know, well, we were

2

spending 3 million something before, so it's not

3

that bad, but it is I think not helping us to really

4

focus in on what the issue is here for us at this

5

point in time.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mr. Pontanilla?
No comment.

Mr. Nishiki?
You know when the first $100,000

10

grant was given by a prior Administration, that was

11

basically how this bus transportation started,

12

Mr. Chairman.

13

to a company to proceed on with bus transportation.

14

Take it for whatever it was, that's how this bus

15

transportation got initiated.

16

Charmaine has stated, you know, MEO has tried to do

17

some and we've had other private companies also

18

initiate some sort of transportation, but they all

19

bellied up.

And of course it was a direct grant

And of course, as

20

And from that point I guess I've been

21

thinking about how I've experienced riding this bus

22

system.

23

the biggest critic because of how I saw it being run

24

and was very disappointed.

25

and these people came in, I told Don, you know what,

And as I said earlier last night, I've been

Then when Don Medeiros
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1

you better shape up because of my experience.

And

2

he said to me, well, I really have no control over

3

this $100,000 -- because it was given as a direct

4

grant to the company.
So here we are today now trying to decide

5
6

exactly where we want this alternative

7

transportation to go.

8

Charmaine today, well, what is it -- what should it

9

be?

And the question was asked of

And then the question is, well, it should be a

10

bus system.

11

of Transportation coming in, three people sitting on

12

it, and my question would be now is this, again,

13

going to be -- because all of you are concerned

14

about putting too much money in, using the shotgun

15

approach, and trying to do better.

16

bus replacements, the last goal.

17

percent, that's what Honolulu's doing.

18

that's what he quoted.

19

And so now we've got a new Department

We've taken away
And Dain said 70
I think

And so I think we all realize that this is

20

not going to be a money-making venture.

21

said, oh, well, this whole Department of

22

Transportation got initiated when we were having our

23

traffic snarls, and so maybe the general public said

24

in the Charter, okay, let's put this in here and

25

let's let these guys run with it.

And I guess no
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1

one can judge how much money we need to put in,

2

Mr. Chairman.

3

So I guess last night I -- I was quick to

4

jump and say, you know, we need to put in money, if

5

we want to see this go.

6

I can see it, because they don't have bus stops, you

7

know, we're talking about the kind of vehicles that

8

they put in -- put on there, some of them are not

9

handicapped equipped.

I mean, that's the only way

One day you see the big bus,

10

the next day you see the small bus.

Okay, all the

11

criticism.

12

Charmaine is attempting to put in called a five-year

13

bus transit implementation plan to be submitted by

14

no later than December of this year, I guess is this

15

what we're going to challenge this Department to

16

proceed with?

17

take and at what cost?

18

being put into this plan.

I guess when I see the proviso now that

And how long is this plan going to

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

50?

And so far I see no money

50.
50,000.

I guess my question is

21

in the meantime what are we going to do?

22

now the matching bus.

23

person running it is saying that we're losing money,

24

so we're going to put in a little bit of money in

25

here, then I guess the policy is are we going to

We cut out

In its -- if the private
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give it to this company and are they going to run

2

with it?

3

their needs that they need, and I think the biggest

4

was money.

5

And I heard them come in and say some of

They didn't specifically say how much.

And so now my question, Mr. Chairman, is what

6

is this Council going to do in the meantime while

7

this study is done?

8

it is and this private company's losing money, I can

9

just see it going away.

If it is allowed to go the way

They're going to quit.

And

10

I guess my question today to this Committee is that

11

if we're going to improve this bus as we've

12

we're going to accept that this is going to be a bus

13

system, then we got to put money in.

14

say

It's too bad we don't have this study to say

15

where things are going to go.

I've had to ride it

16

and talk to the people and they say, well, Wayne,

17

we're going to put in bus stops here, we're going to

18

increase the buses, and at the same time I know,

19

Mr. Chairman r that these buses are breaking down.

20

So, again, I don't think we're going to see

21

ridership if the company that's doing it now, or

22

whoever is running it, is not going to do better.

23

And so, you know, as much as I want to see

24

this get better, some of the things that we're doing

25

today is contrary.

I don't -- I need to find out
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how a company, if they don't have the basic

2

infrastructure, which one is bus -- bus equipment,

3

if they're going to continue.

4

right now occurring, in all honesty, it's not

5

getting better, Mr. Chairman.

6

the injection is.

7

meantime what are we going to do?

8

apart?

9

to deal with, in all honesty.

But from what I see

So I don't know what

This study is good, but in the
Let it fall

And I think that's the question that we need
I don't think it's

10

getting better, or it's going to get better unless

11

we give them an injection, which is money or

12

equipment.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think you raised multiple questions,

14

Mr. Nishiki.

One, I guess we could say that a

15

concern is whether or not we should continue with

16

specific grant to a for-profit entity without

17

competitive bidding.

18

I get from your comments.

19

question is, of course, the policy decision on

20

whether or not we should continue the program the

21

way it is going, or I would say if we

22

have the resources to ask other industry providers

23

for comment.

24

going to be a hybrid of

25

providing a service within a region or an area that

I think it's one of the things
I think the other

I think we

And who knows, maybe the answer is
~ultiple

companies each
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1

they feel they can do, manage, and provide a high

2

percentage of on time scheduled routes, instead of

3

one that is tasked with a very large area that, from

4

what I've heard, people are asking for a lot of

5

improvements or desire a lot of improvements.
So there's a lot of

6

differ~nt

questions and

7

different ways to approach it, and that is why the

8

nine of us sit in the chairs we sit in.

9

going to need to make that determination.

We are
So I

10

thank you for what I consider a friendly challenge

11

to all of your peers, including the Chair, of how

12

shall we move forward.

13
14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Mr. Mateo, any comments?

Mr. Chair, I support Member

Tavares's proviso.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Johnson?

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Because we've kind of had this

17

conversation, I'm not going to go into the same kind

18

of detail that I did on this subject, but if you

19

look at the Department from the perspective of what

20

are the responsibilities that they're charged with

21

or what did the Charter Commission, when it crafted

22

this particular Charter amendment, what did it

23

envision -- and I think that like some of the

24

problems that have arisen in the Department of Water

25

Supply, if we don't have a clear policy in place
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1

when we put out legislation -- regardless of what it

2

is, if we haven't thought it all out and figured out

3

what the different roles, the different functions,

4

areas of responsibility are and then what kind of

5

resources we're going to put into that, shame on us.

6

That's the way I look at it, because then it seemed

7

like, oh, well, let's just throw out this idea and

8

see what happens.
That is not

9

that's not good planning.

10

That's just trying to put out a fire in a way that

11

responds maybe to the outcry of the public, but it's

12

not really well thought out.

13

Mr. Kane had said, we bear some of the

14

responsibility there too because we need to give

15

direction.

16

that when Mr. Nishiki outlined how this all came to

17

be, it was because everybody was crabby about

18

transportation, waiting in lines.

19

doing?

20

was brought forward by a previous Administration and

21

everybody thought, get on the band wagon, at least

22

it's an attempt.

23

I think we bear -- as

The question I guess that I would ask is

What are we

Why don't we have bus system?

A proposal

Let's try it.

And I applaud everybody for that, because at

24

that point in time, we weren't able to do it.

25

didn't have a Department of Transportation.
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didn't have that capabilities to do it.

So we went

2

ahead an we took a chance.

3

matter what we do in anything because this is a

4

growing pain.

5

a challenge, and Mr. Nishiki spoke about that, that,

6

you know, when you have irregular service or you

7

have breakdown in mechanical equipment, do people

8

get frustrated and just say, oh, forget it, I can't

9

rely on that mode of transportation, so I'm going to

There are problems no

Even establishing ridership has been

10

go away.

11

going to find another way to get to work.

12

when they had the transit strike or the bus strike

13

over on Oahu, it was a really good illustration of

14

what do people do when they don't have a service

15

that they rely on.

16

because people relied on that service.

17

I'm not going to use that anymore.

I'm

I think

It was really challenging

So I would say what is our plan if we are no

18

longer going to provide the service to that?

19

public that we originally said, well, let's try it,

20

the ridership, albeit spotty, I think it's there.

21

So there is a need that's being served, maybe not to

22

everyone's liking~ but that's one thing we've

23

accomplished.

24

Department of

25

To the

N0o/ we have the bigger picture of
I

•

Tra~sportat~on.

If we takeiaway the responsibility, let's
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say, of running and operating a bus or

2

transportation system from wherever it is right now,

3

right now it's basically being a partnership with a

4

private entity in cooperation with a non-profit in

5

cooperation with government -- so it's kind of a,

6

you know, mUlti-supported program.

7

away and we change that whole mix, what do we have?

8

Akina basically has pointed out that they've lost

9

in just their participation they've lost over a

10
11

If we take that

million dollars.
No company can continue to do that without

12

risking the viability of the other part of its

13

operations.

14

an inefficient manner.

15

pulled off, but they've tried to do their best.

16

from that perspective I feel that, hey, they've been

17

willing to come out, MEO's been willing to come out,

18

we all have done as much as we can, but the brunt of

19

the problem has always been dumped on Akina's door

20

step, because they had no idea what it was going to

21

cost to operate.

22

Its buses are, you know, operating in
Different buses are being
So

So the fundamental question, as I see it, is

23

a business question, and that is if we just stop

24

everything, how do we see the role of government?

25

How do we see the role of private sector?
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see the role of government stepping in to operate or

2

ask somebody else to operate through a grant or

3

through some kind of request for proposal, a bus

4

system on behalf of the public to fulfill a need,

5

how are we going to do that and what kind of money

6

are we going to put into it?

7

\

So to me it's a lot of different questions,

8

but I -- I really believe that the public does want

9

bus transportation.

And if we just stop everything

10

right now with no other function for the Department

11

of Transportation, what are they going to do?

12

sit like bumps on a log?

13

actually, somebody could come up with a request for

14

proposal and probably do exactly what we've put in

15

maybe with a proviso and say, all right, for $1

16

million, what can you deliver, and have some outside

17

entity make the proposal.

18

challenge of what do we see as a role for our

19

Department of Transportation.

Just

You know, I mean,

That to me is the

20

If we want to go back and we want to just

21

remove the Department all together, then we have

22

to -- let's make a Charter amendment and disband the

23

Department, but we're the ones that have to set the

24

standard.

25

decision, it's going to be a lot of leader.

And if you look at it as a business
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it's unfair for us to continue to put Akina in that

2

position.

3

MEO's been great.

4

hairs and it's probably causing a lot of financial

5

concerns to them.

6

would sure be concerned about it.

They've been wonderful in corning forward.
It's -- it's giving them gray

If I were the business person, I

So I think the sooner we can decide if we're

7

8

going to go out for -- in a request for proposal,

9

then decide what the parameters are going to be for

10

that if we're going to go ahead on bus

11

transportation at all or just throw up our hands and

12

say, well, it was a great idea, but we really didn't

13

think it through very well.

14

point in time I would like to see bus

15

transportation.

16

the public has stated that that's what they want to

17

see.

18

I don't -- at this

That's my personal view.

I think

Now the question is how do we p'rovide it or

19

how do we provide the financial wherewithal so

20

someone else can provide it and what is the role of

21

our Department of Transportation if we just stop

22

everything now and where do they fit in?

23

in that Department right now, I'd be really upset,

24

because I don't know.

25

thought out a lot of things reel well, but we have

We just really haven't
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to figure it all out.

And the sooner we do it, the

2

better off we're going to be.
And it may not be to people's liking if we

3

I realize that.

I'm really

4

stop the bus service.

5

reluctant to do it, but in the same way that

6

Mr. Nishiki, Ms. Tavares other members have

7

expressed their concerns, I just really -- I want to

8

see us do something and set a direction for this

9

Department.

If we accomplish nothing else out of

10

this budget, at least let's do that, and let the

11

public know where we want to go and how we want to

12

support them.

13

to go on.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair, for allowing me

Thank you for your comments.

Upon hearing

15

all of you -- did I allow everyone an opportunity?

16

Excuse me.

Mr. Kane, did you have an opportunity?

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think I started.

You started, okay.

I just wanted to make

19

sure.

I would say upon hearing all of your

20

comments, Members, the bottom line will be listening

21

to all the information that has been presented to

22

you and taking into consideration whether it be from

23

the service providers, others in the Administration,

24

the public, the question will be can you justify an

25

expenditure for this program and at what amount we
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wish to put forward in appropriations.
I say that and take it into regards to the

2
3

initial $100,000 that some of us on the previous

4

Council supported the pilot project to start a bus

5

transit program for one year.

6

the one year, you will make an analysis and an

7

assessment.

8

of what was requested?

9

Where did they meet its goals?

And normally, after

Did it meet the goals and expectations
Where did they fall short?
Where did they

10

exceed?

If you want to move this to the next step,

11

what do you we need?

12

approach it accordingly, and we make those decisions

13

and then we move forward, or we terminate right

14

there.

How much money?

And then we

15

And so I can appreciate the comments of

16

members who -- who have provided comments, and I can

17

appreciate that -- to the Akinas's efforts a program

18

has been offered to the community for participation.

19

And whether or not the Committee uses it, I think

20

the key at that point was we should offer a service

21

and see if the community really wants it.

22

one of the main questions.

23

question, because we were not able to provide, the

24

answer is how much is it going to really cost us?

25

And we still yet do not have specific dollar

And of course the second
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amounts, because we have not decided to go forward,

2

at what level, and then what frequency and service

3

levels, because that will determine the amount of

4

the subsidy.
And so I think there's a lot of merit in what

5
6

I've heard from members saying that we need to

7

engage from the bottom up, and let's -- you know,

8

maybe we need to get the comments not only of the

9

ridership, but also those that going to need to pay

10

the bill.

70 percent subsidy is a lot of money when

11

you talk in the millions.

12

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And so --

Chair.

I just pose that as my questions to the

14

members for consideration.

15

Mr. Nishiki, I would say that I'm working with the

16

Staff and we will continue to discuss with

17

Corporation Counsel the language of the proviso as

18

provided here and to ensure that if this does move

19

forward, we word it in a manner that truly expresses

20

the intent of this Committee and does not create

21

additional hardship, either, one, in releasing funds

22

or how we'll appropriate any amount of funds for

23

use.

24
25

Before I recognize

Saying that, Mr. Nishiki.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:
'-

I _was just telling Joe, normally when

I have an answer, at least I have an answer and it's
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thought out and even if it's a wrong answer.

2

this one here I don't even have an answer.

3

know, I guess it's because what Dain just brought

4

out to me is like, why would even Akina, why would

5

they want to do this as a for-profit business if

6

they were going to lose money?

7

continue to give somebody something if they're going

8

to lose money.

9

think it's perhaps because they've got their other

Okay.

In
And, you

So you cannot

I mean, there's a point that -- I

10

business where they use buses that they can look at

11

it in this way.

12

down into just running public transportation with

13

what the government gives me, I'm only going to be

14

able to give as much as I can afford, but after that

15

I'm going to stop if I look at my bottom line figure

16

and I'm losing money.

17

But if you were to just break it

So similarly, now if we're expecting a

18

certain amount of service for the bang that we give

19

and we don't get it from a private person, they're

20

going to stop.

21

now, as you challenged us, Mr. Chairman, is what are

22

we going to get for the money that we put in in

23

regards to addressing a bid for public

24

transportation?

25

all honesty, I don't know how much money we gave the

So I think the big question mark

And I can tell you right now, in
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1

last time, but if I was a working person and had to

2

depend upon this bus system right now, I wouldn't

3

take it.
And so I'm just saying that unless we give

4
5

them more money, the system is not going to be one

6

that I can depend upon.

7

You know, the bus system there -- that's why people

8

take it.

9

talking to people that I know that were taking it,

10

the bus system, Mr. Chairman, if I had $100 that I

11

was going to make to catch a bus from here -- from

12

Kihei to go to work at Kapalua, I think I would be

13

fired, because I'd be running out of excuses.

14

that's the way it is.

In Honolulu, no problem.

But I can tell you in my experience and in

And

And so if it's for the visitor, no big deal.

15
16

You know, they have no time to -- they have a lot of

17

time, I mean, if they miss the business or if the

18

bus breaks down, oh, honey, we'll go do something

19

else.

20

have to work and catch this bus, that's why you

21

don't see that many working people catching it.

22

That's all I can say.

23

But if it's for -- aimed at those of us that

And I think that is something that we really

24

need to look at the way that the system right now is

25

being run.

And I think we need to really direct
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1

that to this new Department of three people.

2

maybe you're right, Charmaine, maybe this plan is

3

what we need, but seven months to gather this for

4

the 50,000, I mean, that's a big challenge, but if

5

you think that that's what it's going to take, then

6

fine.

That's all.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

And

Anyone else?

Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, Chair.

In defense of our

public transit system, somebody had tried.

Somebody

10

was trying and they're still trying, and it's a

11

whole lot better than throwing up your hands and

12

saying it ain't gonna work and we can't afford it.

13

But there's a reason why Akinas was the only company

14

that bid on this, you think about that?

15

other bus companies looked at it and said, are they

16

nuts?

17

Because

But I happen to know the Akinas and know that

18

they are passionate about trying to help their

19

community.

20

they were trying to do transit in Kihei and the kind

21

of stumbling blocks they were running up against as

22

private individuals to get the minimum cooperation

23

of the County of Maui was amazing, the lack of

24

cooperation that they were getting from our various

25

departments.

And before this transit thing came up,

They saw this I think as an
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1

opportunity to try something with some support from

2

the County.

And if -- and there are people that are

riding the bus, maybe not all of the routes at all
4

of the times have the kind of ridership that we

5

we should have, but maybe we should ask them to come

6

back with a scaled down version of routes, because

7

there are folks that travel from Kihei to West Maui

8

or up and down Kihei, or wherever they have their

9

more successful routes, maybe they should just focus

10
11

on that.
I mean, the other alternative is not to have

12

it at all, and I just wonder with us making a

13

decision like that, how many lives are we going to

14

impact by making that kind of decision?

15

thing I don't want us to -- or not to forget, but

16

the whole reason why transit exists in the first

17

place is because of traffic congestion and also

18

because municipalities, counties, and states or

19

whatever, we're trying to find ways to slow down the

20

building of very expensive highways.

21

just what it costs to run a transit system.

22

must balance that against what it costs to build

23

additional lane miles and stop lights and

24

roundabouts and bridges.

25

The other

So it's not
You

When you look at our Public Works budget, I
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think back when people looked at it and said, let's

2

try something else so we can delay the need for

3

another lane on the freeway or delay the need for

4

another route through some place else.

5

was the driving force behind why a lot of places

6

went to transit -- mass transit in the first place.

7

It was to try to do a less costly kind of a

8

solution.

9

building highways and roads.

I think this

There's land acquisition involved with

10

just take the one thing.

11

everything.

So, you know, we can't

We've got to look at

It's just as if we -- when we talk about

12
13

power and electricity, we only talk about the price

14

of oil.

15

and we know that.

16

more than the cost to operate a bus system and

17

maintain that.

18

that called, avoided costs?

There's more to it than the price of oil,

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It's likewise with transit, it's

We also have to look at -- what's

Yes.
The avoided costs, not having to

21

build highways at a rate, that we can slow down when

22

we have an opportunity.

23

two cents' worth.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So just kind of add that

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you.

Welcome, Mr. Molina.

Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA :We are under - - excuse me - - the Department

2

of Transportation on page 23 of today's version of

3

the budget breakdown.

4

bring you up to speed where we are.

5

currently line 775, which is the request to consider

6

a proviso or language under the General Fund portion

7

of the Department's request that a five-year bus

8

transit implementation plan be submitted to the

9

Council by December 31st of this year.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And Staff will be happy to
We are on

Thank you, Chairman.

And if you have any comments, the Chair

12

will be happy to provide you with your opportunity

13

to do that.

14

Anything else, Members?

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

Ms. Tavares really, you know,

15

brings up probably one of the best points of all,

16

and because I travel from Lahaina to Wailuku, I just

17

seem to recall we spent millions of dollars or we're

18

spending millions of dollars for a small little

19

section to move the highway more mauka, the

20

Puamana-Pali corridor, and it will eventually let's

21

say be able to handle maybe four lanes.

22

have even put in a fraction of that money into this

23

program and taken out a certain number of riders

24

every day along that corridor, I can guarantee you

25

the pressure would not be on to be going forward and
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1

going forward, other than the fact that the corridor

2

or the roadway is falling into the ocean at parts.

3

I mean, that's a separate issue.
But basically if the roadway were sound, and

4

5

albeit it would be to lanes, we probably wouldn't be

6

spending the money if we had buses that ran with

7

regularity.

8

roadways.

9

airport shuttle.

I have seen many times the buses on the
Another service that is operating is the
That has provided a valuable

10

service, and half the time I don't know if they're

11

filled either.
So, I mean, here you have people that are

12

13

traveling that route.

A lot of times -- you know,

14

every day if I travel, my car only -- you know, my

15

personal car only has space for one other

16

individual, but many times how many big huge vans do

17

I see?

18

day?

19

we're going to now have to pay for the improvements

20

on that roadway, millions and millions of dollars of

21

State, Federal, and County money to implement that,

22

and it will be primarily to serve the needs of the

23

people that drive in their own individual vehicles,

24

and now we say, you know, we don't want to put in

25

I guess we put in $100,000, you know, the first

How many County vehicles travel that every
If we provided bus service to the extent that
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1

experimental pilot project and can't recall exactly

2

how much we put in last year, but that's where I

3

say -- I thank Ms. Tavares for bringing that up,

4

because it puts everything back into perspective

5

about what does it cost per roadway mile to lay down

6

asphalt, and then all of the culverts and the

7

infrastructure and all of the years of disruption

8

while that project is going on.

9

So we hear people screaming now, but if we

10

don't do something, they're going to be screaming

11

worse, and particularly in West Maui, because we

12

can't continue on.

13

ask people to maybe corne up with firm decision right

14

now, but I would like the Council members to really

15

reflect on it and then figure out some numbers of

16

what we're willing -- if we want to put out a

17

request for proposal, what are the parameters of

18

that and do we want to continue to do this?

So I just ask people -- I don't

19

I don't think we can continue to ask Akina to

20

subsidize what should be a public function, if we're

21

going to provide bus service.

22

individual business owner, I would have to seriously

23

question that.

24

comments made that, you know, they're not delivering

25

this service, and I just think they've done what

If I were an

Because there's been a lot of
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1

Charmaine has said, and that's they've put their

2

heart and their soul back into the community hoping

3

that they could make a difference, not make a

4

profit, but just make a difference.

5

So thank you, Charmaine, for bringing that

6

out, and sometimes we just need to put everything

7

into perspective, and I think that's one of the

8

things that is really going to make a difference to

9

all of us is that cost analysis.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

Anyone else?

Thank you, Chairman.

Mr. Kane?
Final

final

12

comments.

I think the public's mandate -- the

13

public's perspective is found in the Charter.

14

page 28 there's eight sentences that are spread out

15

within three sections of the Department of

16

Transportation Chapter 14.

17

which talks about the powers, duties, and function

18

of the Director of Transportation basically points

19

out that the Director will be responsible for the

20

planning and implementation of all modes of

21

transportation in the County, including, air, water,

22

and land, and also be responsible for planning and

23

developing an efficient program to facilitate the

24

rapid, safe, and economical movement of people and

25

goods in Maui County.

On

One of those sections

Coordinate the transportation
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1

programs with other County departments as well as

2

with agencies of State and Federal government.

3

finally, perform such other duties and functions as

4

shall be assigned by the Mayor.

5

And

Now, the reason I read this is because this

6

basically outlines what this Department's

7

responsibility is, and more specifically what the

8

Director's responsibility is.

9

this, in my opinion, if this body is here today

So the bottom line is

10

talking about these deletions in a proposed budget,

11

then I would merely suggest that perhaps the

12

Director who has taken on this responsibility of

13

being our Director for this Department of this

14

County consider what is being talked about today and

15

understand that in order to get the appropriation of

16

monies from us, that he needs to come forward with

17

something that is being reflected here as a policy.

18

The policy is being asked to be created by

19

the Director.

And I think the confidence that we as

20

a body can have in a Director in his role is going

21

to be with his engagement with the public in

22

determining what's going to be the safe planning and

23

development of efficient programs for public

24

transportation.

25

think he's going to have a difficult time.

And until they engage the public, I
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By what we're seeing today and talking about

2

today with the deletions that are going forward, I

3

think the actions speak louder than the words, that

4

this body as a whole at this point seems to not be

5

confident of the direction that's being put forward.

6

And I say that to be constructive about it, because

7

we all are depending on the success of public

8

transportation.

9

briefly, we all accept responsibility.

So yes, again, to reiterate
I hope all

10

of us do, but in the end the Director has accepted

11

the responsibility of the job as it is stated by the

12

mandate of the public who voted for this creation of

13

this Department.

14

support of the body that is elected to appropriate

15

the monies for the implementation of that planning

16

and development, he needs to hear what the

17

representatives are talking about, and that's us, as

18

well as the pUblic.

19

And in order to get the full

Finally, Chair, we all want it to succeed.

20

We all want public transportation to succeed.

21

Because in the end, it's going to assist with all

22

the other points that were brought up about

23

redirecting our energies, what Member Johnson talked

24

about about that extra road.

25

hope we can get to that point.

So I just hope -- I
And I think the
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1

direction of this proviso about the bus transit

2

implementation plan, I think that was what we talked

3

about already and was part of the expectation that

4

we were hoping to see, and we still haven't seen it

5

yet.

6

asking them again, get it in front of us, get the

7

people involved so we can see what we're going to be

8

doing.

And so here we are having to put it in writing

We have yet to see it.
Yeah, it's painful.

9

We got to say no to the

10

proposal because, for whatever reasons that each

11

member has, but in the end we want it to succeed and

12

we will do whatever we can to support the Director,

13

and I hope that the language or the discussion today

14

would assist in them getting the guidance to make

15

this a success.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

MR. AGSALOG:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you, Members.
Mr. Chair, if I may.
Not at this time, Budget Director.
Chairman.
Chair.

Thank you.

Mr. Molina.

Thank you, Chairman, and thank you

23

for allowing me to attend a very important family

24

matter this afternoon -- or this morning and this

25

afternoon.

I just wanted to share my thoughts on
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1

this matter.

I think as I assess this whole

2

situation with public transportation and the

3

creation of the Transportation Department, judging

4

from what occurred last year, and maybe even the

5

year before, it was just a series of reactions.

6

People in the County and various public -- public

7

and private entities reacting to cries from the

8

general public about the traffic conditions of Maui.

9

You know, Maui has grown and it's become very

10

popular, obviously, globally, so in some ways we're

11

the victims of our own success.

12

reaction there about traffic and the road situation.

13

So there's a

Then you had the Charter Commission reacting

14

by recommending putting on the election ballot the

15

creation of a Department of Transportation.

16

then you have the voting public, a majority of them,

17

reacting by voting for a Department of

18

Transportation and many folks out there without

19

realizing the pros and cons as it relates to a

20

creation of a department.

21

And

To me, I look at these proposed cuts as a --

22

just a way of stepping back and catching our

23

breaths.

24

the public's need for addressing traffic and public

25

transportation.

We all rushed.

We all tried to react to

I don't fault the Director.
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1

think the Director's trying his best, and in some

2

ways may have been a victim of circumstance in this

3

case.

4

the job.

5

said, that maybe some direction was needed, not only

6

from this Council, but the Administration and other

7

people in the public.

The Department was created.

He was hired for

And like some of my colleagues may have

8

So I can support these cuts at this time.

9

think let's work on what we have now in terms of

I

10

what's working best as far as routes go.

11

know, step back, catch our breaths and just enhance

12

what is working right now and work/our way up.

13

it's like we've taken a couple steps forward, but

14

let's proceed slowly, maybe step back a little bit

15

and go at a slower pace.

16

grows, then we address our needs for public

17

transportation bit by bit.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Let's, you

So

And as this community

Thank you, Chairman.

Obviously this proviso has inspired many

19

many thoughts, many comments.

And I tell you, as

20

your Chair, listening to everyone of you, I can

21

appreciate and publicly state that I believe the

22

Akinas have may made a difference.

23

put forth a program to assist our community, which

24

they are a part of, is much appreciated by the Chair

25

of this Committee.

Their efforts to
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What is interesting, and that's why in

1

2

looking at this proviso, which is in one way a

3

directive to the Department of what this Committee

4

expects by December 31st of this year, it is for me

5

an interesting comparisons that the Akinas or

6

their -- through their entity the Akina Group did

7

provide a plan to this Committee.

8

mUltiple plan, a three-component -- or

9

three-alternative plan, a minimal service plan, an

They gave a

10

intermediate service plan, as well as a

11

comprehensive plan.

12

the Council would consider, would be looking at

13

subsidies between 1 1/2 to 3 1/2 million dollars a

14

year.

15

And depending upon which plan

You'll also note that in the Akinas' plan,

16

group plan, they have high marked three points.

And

17

in their plan their suggestion is that the County

18

should own the public transportation system, not a

19

private entity.

20

plan that the Akina Group could be considered for

21

contract services to provide this service, as well

22

as the maintenance and operations as specified

23

through our appropriate County Department.

24

third, as part of the plan that the fees for the

25

services shall be consistent with applicable market

They have also suggested in their
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1

rates.

So isn't it interesting that the service

2

provider has provided an option and a plan and our

3

Department did not.

It's that simple.

So I ask you to think about the things that I

4

5

have shared.

It is in their handout to each and

6

every member of the Committee, it is by the KAKU

7

group, and as far as your Chair's concerned, I wish

8

there was a little bit more nuts and bolts and nitty

9

gritty that I would hope that in the implementation

10

plan that this proviso goes forward would include

11

part of the technical details that can support

12

certain assumptions and premises for us to make the

13

better educated and informed decision.
So at this time, Members, I will ask upon

14
15

hearing all of your comments that if there's no

16

objections, we shall move this proviso forward.

17

objections?

18

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Any

Mr. Nishiki.
Yeah.

I would say to this Committee,

21

if there is one thing that is going to be necessary

22

for any provider for bus transportation is that we

23

insert money for bus replacement.

24

important thing that I have had to experience, that

25

we've got to give this company buses so that whoever

That's the most
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runs it has the most important part of the entire

2

system, which is buses that can operate without

3

breaking down.

4

then, you know, whoever runs it won't have to insert

5

capital.

And that when it does break down,

As you said, I think the low end was 1.5

6
7

million.

The high end was 3 1/2.

I mean, I can't

8

remember what one bus costs, depending upon the type

9

of buses that they use.

And there are in this day

10

and age a myriad of buses, but they can run on the

11

high end somewhere around couple of hundred dollars

12

I would say.

13

and look at what we're giving in this bus

14

transportation, they're going to need more for bus

15

replacement.

So, I mean, if you think about that

Thank you.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Any objections?

Ms. Tavares.

Well, no, I just was going to say

18

that the information that you were looking for

19

toward the end of your talk there about the report

20

that was given to us by Akinas, which was based on

21

the KAKU study, those answers need to be provided

22

through this study.

23

not a complete -- anywhere near complete transit

24

implementation plan.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because even the KAKU report is

That is correct.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So it needs to be built on -- and

2

though details that you're asking that we would need

3

before we made decisions, that's what we need to

4

get, and that's kind of what I was hoping the

5

Department would have been working on this year with

6

the funds that they have for their Department.

7

so I totally agree with what you're requesting.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

move forward?

And

Any other comments before we

Ms. Johnson.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I just had a question.

Yes, rna' am.
And that is, you know, because

13

we're basically, you know, at this point in time it

14

appears putting everything on hold, I want to find

15

out physically what will happen, you know, to the

16

Akinas, the MEO, and the program, how long will that

17

run?

18

operations tomorrow because there's no support from

19

the County?

20

answers right now, but I know that there'S also

21

money in for MEO's participation.

You know, what'S left?

It may not be that we have those

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

24
25

Will it just cease

Yes.
In this particular program within

this budget.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So I think it's important that if

2

we make this decision, that we know what those

3

dollars are that are attached to it.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We will be getting to that specific area

5

very shortly, Ms. Johnson.

6

page, on page 24.

7

finish up Transportation before the next break.

8

Would you like to continue working, Members?

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

On page -- the very next

Okay, Members, I think we can

Yes.

Okay, let us please do so. First of all,

11

Chair thanks all of you for your active

12

participation and all of your comments.

13

was very critical to have our comments expressed

14

through Akaku and through those that are present in

15

participating with us.

I think it

Members, the final area to review at this

16
17

time on page 23 is line 795, which is under the

18

heading of the grants and disbursements for MEO's

19

community transportation services, .$103,000.

20

Ms. Tavares, any comments?

21
22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Excuse me, I'm trying to get

regrouped over here.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, do you need a minute or two?

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

What line is it, Mr. Chair?

795, page 23, bottom of page 23.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chairman, that was just

2

merely moving that fund appropriation to the

3

Highways Fund, taking it out of General Fund.

4
5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Comments from the members?

Mr. Pontanilla?

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No comments.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Molina?

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

No.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
No.

Mr. Kane?
No.

Mr. Carroll?
No.

Okay, hearing no objections, we shall -Miracle.

delete this from the General Fund

22

portion and look at the special funds as the place

23

of appropriation funding.

24

next gray area is under special funds.

25

807.

Page 24/ let1s see, the
We had line

Let1s see, I had proposed to reduce the amount
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1

of the bus replacement under highway funds to

2

$197,000, and I believe that was the number that I

3

heard yesterday by the organization as what would

4

be -- assist them to maximize their matching for

5

Federal dollars.

6

197.

7

recommendation that Federal funds are not available

8

for the --

9

Are there -- and so you see the

And let's see, I did provide a language

MS. KOLLER:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MS. KOLLER:

Mr. Chair.
Yes, Tamara.
I believe that proviso may not be needed

12

because this money was -- is the match for the

13

Federal funds.

14

then, you know, it won't ever delete the Federal

15

funds.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So if you have the proviso in there,

Understood.

Understood.

Okay, then

17

just -- well, Mr. Pontanilla had some similar

18

consideration, so I'll ask Mr. Pontanilla for his

19

comments or any objections to the Staff

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No objections.

Okay, Members, line 807 by both your Chair,

22

Mr. Pontanilla has -- we have eliminated this

23

consideration, so let us move on.

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Before we move on, in this area I

2

know in the first draft of the -- the Committee's

3

consideration under column F, I know that you had a

4

deletion of 250,000 with 150,000 as a working

5

number.

6

made based on last night's discussion.

7

you were unable to be with us in that discussion, my

8

question is if you as our Chair have any objections

9

to what we as a body had preliminarily discussed

On this sheet we see an adjustment I guess
So because

10

last night with this 197 instead of the 150 that you

11

had in this area?

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I have no objections.

I think, again, the

13

information that you receive by the organization was

14

reasonable for the Chair and therefore the Chair

15

happily supports the rest of the Committee.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you, Chair.
Any other questions?

If not, let us

18

move on to the line 812.

In the Transportation

19

Services Highway Funds of the amount 3.074974

20

million, it is your Chair's understanding -- and

21

again, we had a difficult time ensuring that the

22

amount the Chair was proposing was accurate, but

23

upon also hearing testimony by the entity, the Chair

24

had recommended to delete 257 from that $3.07

25

million appropriation request, which is what the
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1

Chair understands would have been for MEO's public

2

transit share or portion of the program.

3

is how the Staff and I came up with this dollar

4

amount.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

7

And that

Comments, Mr. Kane?
Yeah, I'm sorry, Mr. Chair, I'm not

grasping your comments.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I believe that

t

you know

t

again, the Chair

8

believes -- is trying to recollect, but I believe I

9

heard in testimony that MEO said that they

10

specialize in their special transportation service

11

program and that that's where they want to

12

concentrate their efforts on and not -- and, you

13

know, not to be confused and that they would -- my

14

understanding is that they would be supportive of

15

eliminating the transit portion and not have them be

16

a hybrid of two services, but they want it to be a

17

proficient professional service provider under the

18

special categories, transportation category.

19
20
,21

And therefore, the Chair had asked Staff what
is the transit portion or dollar amounts under the
MEO program area?

And Staff had recommended to the

22

Chair that the amount is for 257,000.

23

got that number.

24

non-verbal comments I am receiving that we may need

25

to reverify this number, but that was the Chair's

Now, we may need to -- QY some
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1

intention, was just to eliminate the transit portion

2

from the MEO consideration and allow them the

3

remaining funds to be for the specialized services.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Chair.

And I can support

5

it subject to the verification or the reverification

6

of the dollar amount.

7
8

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Carroll?

Ms. Tavares?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, I believe thatls

10

the number that was indicated was included in the

11

3,074,974 was the 257,000.

12

look at it, Mr. Chair, is to look at their

13

operating -- or this part of the fund last year,

14

which was about 2.6 and a half million dollars, and

15

they had put in an increase for salaries, operations

16

as far as repair, maintenance, regular maintenance,

17

and small equipment and stuff for the -- plus

18

operations.

19

increase would be $265,000, which would bring it up

20

to 219 -- I mean 2.9 million something.

21

sure if you minus this out what it comes out to be.

22

It should be pretty close.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think the other way to

So, you know, even a 10 percent

It would be 3 -- oh, wait.

24

revised number.

11m sorry.

25

calculate that out for us.

I donlt have a

1111 have Staff
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I think, Mr. Chair, what I also

2

understood was that whether or not they're part of

3

the public transit system, they were still going to

4

run these routes based on demand.

5

understanding for consideration.

6
7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

The revised number,

Members, would be 2.817974 million.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

So that was my

One more time, Chair.

2.817974 million, if you subtract the

257,000 from the $3.074974 million --

11

MR. TAGUCHI:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. TAGUCHI:

Chair Hokama.
-- request.

Lance, please.

After discussing with MEO, it is my

14

understanding that the amount that is stated there,

15

the 257, is to subsidize a route between Kahului and

16

Wailuku.

17

program, but it existed prior.

18

that Wailuku-Kahului route, which stops at various

19

low income areas, is a highly utilized route.

20

eliminating the 257 would eliminate that route.

21
22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

According to MEO,

So

So can you inform the Committee what is the

transit amount without jeopardizing that route?

23

MR. TAGUCHI:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

It is incorporated into the public transit

My understanding -Or is the fund so co-mingled that we will

not be able to make an assessment?
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MR. TAGUCHI:

I'm not quite sure.

I think the full amount

2

is utilized for that, so they need the entire

3

amount, if that route is to continue to exist as

4

current.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Chair.

Yes, Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, I think I also recall the

8

Director telling us that they wanted to be out of

9

the public transit business next year.

They were

10

going to do it for one more year and then they were

11

not going to do public transit as the same kind of

12

public transit that Akina does for us now.

13

wanted to concentrate on the programs that they do

14

best, which is the special needs population housing

15

needs, transportation needs for special populations.

They

So I think they were already running this

16
17

route, because it serves along Waiale Drive to the

18

hospital, to the doctors' offices, and some other

19

places in this Wailuku area.

20

down to Sack-N-Save.

21

there.

22

running that anyway, and I think it was just they

23

were trying to coordinate the schedule so that

24

people coming from Kihei could jump on that one too.

25

So I think that's how they became part of that

I think it even goes

I'm not sure if they go down

Yeah, it's for shopping.

So they were
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transit system.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Other comments?

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Mr. Pontanilla.

No, no comments.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Mol ina?
No.

Mr. Mateo?

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

Ms. Johnson?

Mr. Kane?

No further comment.

Mr. Carroll?

Okay.

I will leave -- then

13

the Chair will leave that number as is for now and

14

we'll just move on.

15

round, Members.

16

consideration for the wireless communication

17

services, 202,000.

18

deletion.

19

the bus lift and there is another one for no changes

20

at all.

21

but to be fair I will start with Mr. Carroll this

22

time.

We need to reach the second

Okay, the next one is the

The Chair had recommended full

There was one for maintaining 40,000 for

So I will ask members for their comments,

23

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

Ms. Johnson?

I think that based on the
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presentation that we receive from Victor -- I

2

believe it was Victor -- when he was showing the

3

different areas that this will actually cover, I

4

believe it's more of a safety concern.

5

would be supportive of leaving that money in there

6

where it has to do with safety, and particularly if

7

somebody's disabled and a bus breaks down or there's

8

some kind of a problem, I just think that that's

9

insurance.

And for me I

So I think it's really going to be

10

critical to leave that money in there.

11

not be in favoring -- in favor of deleting the money

12

from that.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So I would

Mr. Mateo?

No.

Mr. Molina?
No.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
Thank you, Chair.

It was one

21

of those hard decisions that I had to do in regards

22

to your task in trying to balance the budget.

23

after the discussion on line item 80S, 806 under

24

reduction of $203,000, then what I want to do is add

25

the $202,000 back into the budget in regards to that
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1

wireless system.

2

Mr. Reyes of MEO had provided us with some

3

information regarding coverage, and their existing

4

radio system doesn't cover much island, so although

5

they have a communication system now, it should be

6

upgraded.

7

under your task to create a balanced budget it -- I

8

removed this $202 -- $202,000 to do that balance.

9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

As Member Johnson indicated,

Again, this is one of those items that

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair.

The

11

premise I was operating under last night was trying

12

to keep the Highway Funds portion of it balanced, no

13

more and no less, I think, and we got lost a couple

14

of times, so I don't even know if that's still true,

15

but that was the attempt.

16

after the presentation with the maps showing the

17

coverage of the wireless communication in the

18

buses -- and I guess we should probably say what

19

that was

20

coverage to provide for emergency situations.

21

And in that attempt and

it would help them to get proper

So in the process of balancing it out, it

22

turned out, just as Mr. Pontanilla is saying, that

23

there was 202,000 left -- no 203,000 left from the

24

400,000 that originally appeared on their budget.

25

So just trying to keep that in balance, no more, no
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less, so it was put back in.

2

what transpired last night.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So that was kind of

Okay, thank you for your comments.

Upon

4

hearing all the members of the Committee, the Chair

5

will retain the $202,000 at this time and move to

6

line 821.

7

Funds, Ms. Tavares.

8
9

Under Public Transit Program, Highway

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, this was another part of

keeping the Highway Fund balanced.

And according to

10

the figures I had, we could add to what was given to

11

the Public Transit Program -- and right now this is

12

provided by Akinas -- another 100,000, so that would

13

bring it to 421,756, but this is where I said we

14

have to make a decision about whether or not we're

15

going to keep everything the same, give them

16

something more, or what, and that would depend on

17

what we do with this particular funding, as well as

18

the funding that's there for the marketing and for

19

the bus stops.

20

guess from the body with your direction, Mr. Chair.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So it's kind of a policy call I

Okay, thank you.

The line on 820, the

22

$200,000 reduction, that was what the Chair had

23

proposed to delete for the marketing and bus stops

24

and that the Chair was going to recommend leaving a

25

net amount of 121,756 for this category.
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then I think Ms. Tavares is asking to add 100

2

instead of -- let's have the members provide some

3

comment.

Mr. Carroll?

4

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No comment.

Mr. Kane?·
Mr. Chair, just clarity.

7

section where Akina is getting funded?

8

where the money is coming from?

9

clarity.

10 . CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is this the
Is this

And if we can get

We'll ask -- this is what the Staff and I

11

believe, but we'll ask Mr. Agsalog as the Budget

12

Director if that is a correct understanding that

13

Mr. Kane has.

14

MR. AGSALOG:

Budget Director, please.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Yes, this is the --

15

it was 270 in the previous fiscal year -- I mean

16

this current year, 270 was.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

MR. AGSALOG:

19
20

Two, seven, zero?

Yes, sir, and there was an increase that

they requested.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And so, Mr. Chair, I'm just -- I'm

21

trying to follow your comments on the reduction of

22

200,000, having to do with bus stops,

23

or· -- can you again clarify?

24

it together.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm sorry,

I'm just trying to put

It was -- it is your Chair's understanding
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that the 321,756 made up of 100,000 for bus stops

2

and 100 for marketing.

3
4

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And then the balance was for the

actual operation subsidy to Akina?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

The balance that Akina will be able to

6

utilize -- or I guess unless we change the contract,

7

yes, I would say the service provider.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

MS. KOLLER:

Mr. Chair.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

MS. KOLLER:

12

If we can add something.

We thought the bus

,

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MS. KOLLER:

16

The bus stops and the marketing.

stops and the marketing was in that category.

13

15

They're not there.

And last night you folks -And last night we found out that it was up in

administration, so it kind of changed.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you for that update for the

17

Chair.

Okay, so from the Chair's point -- okay, I'm

18

sorry, I'm jumping between my proposal and this

19

revised one.

20

comments, I would say we need to eliminate line 820.

21

That was part of the Chair's original proposal.

22

Could that be accurate?

23

then, I need for you to look at this account or

24

amount as 321,756 and then take into account

25

Ms. Tavares's comments of an additional 100,000.

Okay, then upon hearing Staff's

Okay.

So at this time,
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So, Mr. Kane, I guess the question and comment the

2

Chair would ask all of the members is whether or not

3

you want to fund the program?

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6
7

Mr. Chair.

And this is where we're going to make a

determination.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane.
No, and thank you for the

8

clarification, just to make sure what this money is

9

going to be used for.

So my next question comes

10

down to whether the 321,756, or even Member

11

Tavares's proposal to add it in to make 421,756, my

12

question is, is this going to be a sufficient amount

13

for Akina to function?

14

going to walk away from this, then we need to

15

understand what is it going to take to have a system

16

running.

17

Because if they say we're

And that's I think the question that we need

18

to make a decision on, a policy decision on.

19

not willing to give them 321,700 or.421,700 if they

20

tell us, you know what, we can't do it.

21

we have, you know, close to a half a million

22

dollars, three, 400,000 dollars that is sitting

23

there for a reason that -- and as stated earlier,

24

and I'm just to go to tie it, I think there's some

25

correlation to the comments earlier that only that
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one company offered to come forward and provide the

2

service.

3

for me, I think this section -- for me I guess I'll

4

need to hear the comments and maybe get some

5

responses and see if what we're putting here is

6

sufficient.

7

And at that point make a determination on whether or

8

not we're willing to go or not, make the decision.

9

So that's where -- that's where I'm coming from,

10
11

No other company was willing to do so.

So

If it's not, what is it going to take?

Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

And, Mr. Kane, thank you for your comment,

12

and I've been requested we need a technical time out

13

by the service provider downstairs, so it's a good

14

time to break.

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

And we'll continue upon returning from the

17

recess for additional members' comments.

18

in recess for ten minutes.

We'll be

(Gavel) .

5: 29 p.m.

19

RECESS:

20

RECONVENE:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5: 41 p.m.

(Gavel).

Okay, thank you very much for

22

that technical recess.

Members, we are on page 24,

23

line 821, which is under the public transit program.

24

The current status is that the amount currently

25

under consideration is the 321,756, with
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Ms. Tavares's consideration and we ended with

2

Mr. Kane's comments.

3

her comments, if any.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So I will ask Ms. Johnson for

I would just -- you know, I was

5

just going over some of Akina's figures and I would

6

support Ms. Tavares' recommendation to add

7

additional money into the program, but instead of

8

doing the 421,756, I would put the County's

9

commitment at $500,000 even.

And the only reason I

10

believe that we should increase that amount is

11

because then if we go through a request for

12

proposal -- granted it's not what is going to be

13

done on Oahu.

14

wherewithal to do that.

15

through request for proposal, at least it's

16

sufficient money in there to allow a person to bid

17

on this.

Obviously we don't have the financial
But I think if we go

18

If we get no takers when we go out to request

19

for proposal, the program may end all by itself, but

20

my thought would be to just put sufficient money in

21

there.

22

additional sponsors -- because I notice that Akinas

23

actually helps to subsidize through sponsorship of

24

routes.

25

some of the other companies or the places where they

If the fares have to go up or if there is

When they stop -- Hilo Hattie's, I think
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1

do stop at do help out with that, and there's also

2

advertising.

3

it a chance to work without it totally going away.

So then at least this way it's giving

4

I just -- I look at all the work that's gone

5

into this just on the part of a lot of individuals,

6

MEO included, even the riders, and the people that

7

are doing advertising.

8

do regularly use the service, and they admit it's

9

not perfect, but they sure do like the fact, because

I know a lot of people that

10

they don't have a car, that it provides them with

11

that option.

12

would be my only recommendation.

13

So they're grateful for it.

And that

And again, whether that balance is there or

14

not in the Highway Fund, I can't answer that, but I

15

would just say look at an amount of money, and I

16

would say at least half a million dollars.

17

gonna really take this out on a request for

18

proposal, because as Ms. Tavares pointed out to me

19

in a side conversation during the break, look, this

20

has been a pilot project now for a few years.

21

have to -- it's gotten beyond the point where it's

22

not a pilot project anymore and so we have to go

23

out, then, in all fairness to go out to bid, which

24

is what Akina had recommended also.

25

Mr. Chair.

If we're

So we

So thank you,

That's my comments.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Mateo.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, thank you.

Member Kane

3

provided some really interesting questions with the

4

amount of monies that we're looking at regarding the

5

Akinas.

6

that we're placing could or could not be accepted or

7

mayor may not be accepted by the Akinas.

8

so, what do we do then?

9

I'm -- you know, for me, it's unfortunate that, you

And I'm concerned that the dollar value

And if

Where do we go then?

And

10

know, we don't have the crystal ball available

11

before us so we can actually have a better

12

understanding of what 321,756 plus the additional

13

100 will -- 100,000 will mean to this particular --

14

to the Akinas and the service they provide.

15

still have serious concerns and I'll just leave it

16

at that, Chair.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So I

Mr. Mol ina.
Yeah, thank you, Chairman.

I

19

neglected to compliment the Akinas for their efforts

20

in all of this, and I'm curious, like some of my

21

colleagues too, if this funding is still enough for

22

them to make a go at it, and I would hope it is, but

23

at the same time I can understand if it's not

24

realistic for them, that's -- that's what reality is

25

all about, yeah.

But I think if we -- maybe, again,
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I'm just trying to reiterate from the beginning when

2

all of this concerns about traffic came up, maybe we

3

bit off a little bit more

4

than we could chew, yeah, on this.

5

awaiting to hear comment from the Akinas as to -- if

6

they can operate with this appropriation, Chairman.

7

Thank you.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

maybe we bit off more
So I'm just

Mr. Nishiki?

No.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Pontanilla?

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

Am I to

12

believe that the increase would be for Akina or are

13

we going to go out on bid on this one here as far as

14

public transportation?

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Well, first I would say the 321,756, if I

16

heard the Budget Director correctly, was the amount

17

that Akina group requested for consideration.

18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20
21
22

That's their number.

That's their number

now.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

I can live with the

321,756, Chair.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

For consideration.

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, Mr. Chair, based on hearing

from the Budget Director that that's what the
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1

request was from Akinas, then I would move that bus

2

replacement 100,000 from the -- from the table.

3

Instead of adding, just delete that 100,000.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.
Mr. Chair, I also want to point

6

out overall in the big picture the Department of

7

Transportation's budget request this year was $2.3

8

million.

9

321,000, if we get things into perspective.

Of that $2.3 million, public transit is
It also

10

represents a 30 percent increase over Fiscal Year

11

'04.

12

quo, and I believe in the Akina report they

13

determined a per hour rate.

So I would much rather try to keep the status

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Correct.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And it -- whatever the monies are

16

available, they'll have to adjust schedules

17

accordingly if they can't make it, and we will

18

understand, if we can get that message across, to

19

them or whoever else may be bidding on this, but at

20

some point in time, Mr. Chair, and hopefully after

21

this budget implementation report is received by the

22

Council, that we will be able to look at putting

23

serious monies into this transit system, because we

24

all know and Mr. Kane pointed it out very clearly,

25

we all know bus transit systems do not pay for
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1

themselves and neither should we hope that they do.

2

There are very few things that pay for itself in

3

government.

4

today.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Anyway that's -- that's my piece for

WeIll thank you very much.

I will ask that

6

at this point we move the 321 1 756 forward to round

7

2.

8

looking close to $3.8 million, just for this

9

portion.

Just under this Department Highway Funds you are

OkaYI

we're not talking about all the

10

other things that we have under Public Works and

11

what not.

12

portion l you can add just as well as I can, we're at

13

$3.795730 million.

14

listening to all your comments I againl because

15

I'm -- we are not sure exactly what encompasses the

16

$321 1 000 1

17

Akina group company and we'll ask some questions to

18

get some verification.

19

things that -- if you recall in their plan was that

20

the County would buy the buses.

21

this 321 encompass

22

question to ask them before any final decision is

23

made.

Just under Highway Funds for this

But what the Chair will do upon

I will ask Staff to provide contact to

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

Because I think one of the

then?

And so what does

I think it's a fair

Mr. Chair.

Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Additional clarification.

On the

2

two $100,000 appropriations that we took out of the

3

General Fund on the bus stops and the marketing.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I think the intention last night

6

was to move that to Highway Funds, but you assumed

7

it was in the 321 and I guess it wasn't there, so is

8

that something that we need to include in here or

9

are we just -- or will we just not address that

10
11

until we get further information?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would like to make contact with Akina

12

group and ask what they had envisioned with the

13

money, and then I can report back to all of you and

14

we'll make an appropriate adjustment in round 2.

15

Any objections, Members?

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No objection.

Okay, thank you.

I think if we look

18

through, Members, under operations

19

to save CIP upon return after the dinner break.

20

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

I would like

Chair.

Mr. Carroll, I'm sorry, yes, sir.
Thank you, Chair.

Members,

23

yesterday I distributed memo, April 22nd dated, and

24

that is requesting an MEO bus for Hana with a

25

wheelchair lift.

The primary purpose of this bus
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1

would be to carry dialysis patients back and forth

2

from Hana and Keanae, if there's any over there at

3

that time, three days a week.

4

wouldn't be full, it could also bring the seniors

5

out.

6

come outside to do their shopping, but again, the

7

primary purpose is for the dialysis patients.

They would have more options and more days to

This is not a forever thing.

8
9

Also, since it

this for a two-year period.

I'm requesting

We are in the process

10

of building a dialysis center in Hana.

11

working with all of the different agencies, and I

12

feel that we can do this within a two-year period.

13

However, until then this is really a needed service.

14

We have had people that have passed on because the

15

transportation became so difficult that they

16

literally gave up.

17

consider inserting this $75 in -- $75 -- $75,000

18

into the budget at this point.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I've been

I would hope the members would

Thank you.

Thank you very much, Mr. Carroll.

20

you -- if you need, we do have a memo from

21

Mr. Carroll dated April 22nd.

22

Mr. Kane?

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Members,

Comments, if any?

No.

Ms. Johnson?
No.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Mateo?

2

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

No.

Mr. Molina?
No.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Chairman

l

however t on that

7

item before this one here

8

to make contact with the Akina group?

9
10
11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

you said you were going

Yes.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

I would hope that you would ask them

for their entire plan on times and routes also.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

t

321 t 756.

We will request
Now?

Under the current program?
No.

You said they're requesting

That's what they --

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That was their request.

18

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Right.

And what the Chair is asking what did that

20

encompass in the request to the County?

21

just to take care of their shortfalls in fuel and

22

maintenance and other considerations?

23

for --

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

Was that

Was that

That's for the public transit

program.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Correct, correct.

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

So that's why I would ask that you

3

would also ask them, as long as you're going to make

4

contact with them, that you ask them for their

5

routes and plans as they'are asking this for the

6

obviously for the next year of funding for this

7

program.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Any questions or

comments on Mr. Carroll's request?

10

takes that as a no.

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Chair

Mr. Pontanilla?
No comment.

Ms. Tavares?

Okay.

No.
Mr. Carroll, do you have some

15

assurances that if funding is provided,

16

implementation is doable?

17

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Yes, it is.

We already have a

18

person that has agreed to be a driver that is

19

qualified.

20

available.

21
22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And I have spoken to MEO; a bus is

So are you looking at having us consider an

expansion under the

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

778.

Page 23, dialysis transportation area, is

that where you are looking at?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

If it's under that area, I could

2

be -- that would be the appropriate place to put itl

3

I believe.

4

proviso or as a separate item over there.

5

againl this request is for a two-year period

6

might be better to put it out like that so the next

7

year when somebody looks at itl if heaven forbid

8

some of us aren't around, they realize that this is

9

a request for a two-year period.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We could add either $75,000 there with a

Okay.

And
l

so it

So for next year it will not be for

11

dialysis -- okay, wait.

12

dialysis transportation from East Maui to Central?

13

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I take it back.

It is for

Yes.

I'm sorry.

I was -- I was looking at the

15

part where it will not be operational until two

16

years after construction.

17

center is built in Hana?

18

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Yes.

OkaYI

I think it would probably be

19

more appropriate to be by itself.

20

much clearer.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24
25

Okay.

that is when the

That way it's

Mr. Chair.
Yes

l

Ms. Tavares.

Either way it will accomplish the

same thing.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, yes, yes, I was just asking
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Mr. Carroll if he had a preference, but I understand

2

what you're

3

you.

4

comments?

5

critical request, since we're dealing with people's

6

lives.

7

include it under -- Staff, you have a recommendation

8

either under Highway Funds or in General Funds?

9

your comment.

So thank

YOU J

both of

Let's see, did I ask all members for their

MS. KOLLER:

Seeing none.

Obviously this is a

The Chair will be at this time happy to

Mr. Chair, I don't bel ieve you can use

10

Highway Funds

11

public transit and you can't use it for a

12

specialized group.

13

year.

14

you wanted a proviso, then that could be added.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

because Highway Funds has to be for

We had the same discussion last

So I would put it on line 779.

Okay.

And then if

We'll include it under General Funds

16

portion, Members, 75,000, and then the Chair will

17

later recommend whether we do a proviso or a

18

separate line, but at this time add 75,000 for East

19

Maui transportation -- dialysis transportation.

20

objections, Members?

21

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Any

Okay, Members, we are at

23

that time I think some of us need a longer break,

24

get some nourishment, if rest is your choice.

25

Chair intends to go through all of the CIP areas
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1

that need to have a determination, as well as we do

2

have a few items at the beginning of the operational

3

side, such as Corporation Counsel, the same

4

consideration for deputies, as well as Mr. Moto's

5

consideration to relocate the total Department.

6

believe there are -- were some questions for the

7

Finance Department through the Director I believe

8

with some positions of expansion.

9

that after the dinner break.

I

So we'll take

And there's I think a

10

few provisos under the grants, particularly with the

11

Halauaola consideration and a few others, but we'll

12

do that after the break.
The Chair will ask whether you prefer one

13
14

hour or 90 minutes.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any comments, Members?

90.
Hour and a half.

Any objections, then?

I know for some,

18

like Ms. Johnson, who has a long way, it's another

19

half hour longer for her day, but hour half?

20

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Fine.

Okay, we shall return at 7:30.

Please be

22

prompt, Members, and then -- so we can conclude the

23

business as soon as we can.

24

till 7:30 p.m.

25

RECESS:

So we will be in recess

(Gavel) .

6:02 p.m.
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7: 32 p.m.

1

RECONVENE:

2

CHAIR HOKA.MA:

(Gavel).

Let us bring this meeting back to

3

order.

4

projects, page 26, under General Fund,

5

Wailuku-Kahului.

6

Community Center's acoustic improvements project for

7

$80,000.

8
9

We are now under capital improvement

We have the Thelma McWayne Santos

Comments by the members?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, thank you, Chair.

I had put

an add in there of $50,000 because the -- when we

10

were talking with the Department they had said that

11

they thought the money would be used to do things

12

such as the acoustical treatment for the Wailuku

13

community center as well as hardware for the doors,

14

windows, and improving or expanding the existing

15

parking lot, and I didn't think with all of those

16

things they could do it with the $80 J OOO.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

But, Chair, this is another

19

instance where if the monies are put in Countywide

20

Parks Improvements, that the 50,000 could corne out

21

of there.

22
23

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Carroll, comments?

Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

We talked about this one last

night too, and, Mr. Chair, is this going to be in
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1

conjunction with the item on 897 above it?

2

I know we had also spoken about that.

3

going to be taken up later on the second pass?

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Because

Or is that

That will be part of the second pass.
Okay.

I have no problem with

6

Ms. Tavares I recommendation, because this was one of

7

the recommendations that actually came out of the

8

Committee, and in fact I think it wasnlt this term.

9

It was actually the previous term, because we

10

received a lot of complaints about the noise in the

11

community center.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

16

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Mateo?

No problem in supporting.

Mr. Molina?
No.
No.

Mr. Nishiki?

Mr. Pontanilla?
No comments.

Okay, at this time weill add 80.

I will

20

put 50 on the side as an add and as well as a note

21

to review Countywide Parks Fund.

22

line 936, under General Fund, Countywide, we have a

23

request by Mr. Kane of $400,000.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, page 27,

Ms. Johnson.

Last evening I -- if I recall

correctly, and members can correct me if lim not
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1

stating this properlYt but in terms of deferred

2

maintenance t Councilmember Kane had a problem with

3

all of the deferral of maintenance.

4

parks t like so many other things t canlt waitt and

5

particularly on some of the repairs that are really

6

essential to keeping the facility safe t he had

7

recommended this t as well as these general other

8

increases in other areas.

9

add is that some of the improvements are actually

10

being made as a result of the study that was done

11

with regard to ADA accessibility.

12

things that are actually going to be included in

13

those recommendations could possibly be taken care

14

of by this fund or underneath.

15

was another area in Parks for ADA accessibility.

16

I donlt -- more than that I donlt have any specific

17

line items that he -- or items that he had requested

18

with this particular $400,000.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

OkaYt thank you.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And because our

The only thing I would

Some of the

I believe itls -- it

Mr. Mateo?

No.

Mr. Molina?
No comments.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No comments.

Ms. Tavares?
Yeah, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Kane was

4

referring to the Countywide portion of the budget

5

which showed that it's been 400,000 each year and

6

there was zero this year and 800,000 next year, and

7

I think Mr. Kane's concern, like a lot of us, was on

8

this deferred pushing things to 2006 with nothing in

9

'05.

10

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, he made his position very clear to the

Chair at an earlier meeting.

Mr. Carroll?

12

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Thank you, Chair.

13

concern was also

14

everything go one more year and putting everything

15

to the following year, for one thing it would be

16

it's going to be very difficult on next year's

17

budget.

18

anything this year seems totally inappropriate,

19

because one of the things we heard time and time

20

again is the condition of our parks, and we had some

21

demonstrations over here even about how bad some of

22

them are.

23

least add something in there.

a

concern of mine.

Mr. Kane's
By leaving

Having that amount of funds and not having

So I hope that if not 400 1 000, we can at

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

Chair, I'll yield for now.
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you, and sorry for being tardy, Chair.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Quite all right.

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla?

Thank you, Chair.

As far as

4

the Countywide parks, I do hope when they do their

5

ADA compliant that some of these maintenance stuff

6

is taken into consideration.

7

need to do a lot of ADA compliant in regards to

8

sidewalks, toilet facilities, and I believe there's

9

over $2 million that's already budgeted for that

I do know that they

10

type of work.

11

consideration in doing some of these improvements at

12

the same time.

13
14
15
16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I hope they take into

Okay, thank you for your comments.

Anything else?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane?
Mr. Chair, we're on the request for

Countywide Parks in line 934?

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, we are.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you very much, Chair.

As I've

19

stated, Mr. Chair, in the past -- past discussions

20

of this -- these series of Committee meetings, my

21

concern generally speaking for deferred -- and I'll

22

be referencing my -- the word I used last night,

23

maintenance in the context that I described last

24

night, but specifically to Countywide Parks and why

25

I was requesting for this, because I believe a
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1

deferral of day-to-day functioning and responding to

2

issues that concern our facilities, in this case

3

parks and with other facilities that are impacted by

4

this -- this deferred maintenance approach, causes

5

probably my greatest concern in this -- in this '05

6

budget request, Mr. Chair.
I think it's important that somehow we have

7
8

some communication from the Parks Department in this

9

particular case on what they think -- or what their

10

original proposal was to the Mayor and the Budget

11

Director to understand what the Parks Department was

12

requesting and if it is different than what is

13

before us.

14

better idea of what the Parks Department anticipated

15

as far as specific issues that they face regarding

16

replacements, installations, repairs, et cetera.

Because I think that way we can get a

This $400,000 figure simply reflects what it

17
18

is as far as the balance figured across the six-year

19

CIP program which is located on page 30-9 of the

20

Program Budget, with zero in '05, 800 in '06, and

21

then 400 across the board for '07 through the year

22

2010.

23

providing some level of funding in this area as well

24

as other Countywide areas that got zero, as well as

25

in the road surfacing items that we'll talk about at

I would hope that the body would consider
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some later point.
But I think we need to understand by

2
3

investing now, we1re going to be able to

4

long run be able to maintain a level of service to

5

the public that they expect from us.

6

it1s 400,000 or if it1s 158,000 or whatever the

7

number comes out to be, I hope that we as a body,

8

whether it1s in this round -- and I will just ask

9

the body1s consideration, and, Chair, yours as well,

10

for the whole body to consider a dollar amount other

11

than zero when it comes to Countywide requirements

12

for this County, and that way we can at least

13

provide the consistency that the public expects and

14

demands of the maintenance of their facilities.

15

Thank you, Chair.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

in the

So whether

Mr. Molina?

Chairman, thank you.

In light of

18

the consideration being made by Member Kane and some

19

of my other colleagues, I believe we still need to

20

provide some sort of funding in this area.

21

Initially I was in full support of going for the

22

restoring the full 400,000, but because of the

23

concerns with the amount of additions we1re making,

24

I think maybe it may -- it1s a little bit more

25

prudent for us, at least just in my opinion, to put
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1

the brakes on a little bit, but I can support at

2

this point up to 50 percent of that, 200,000, up to

3

that, as one way of slowing down a little bit,

4

Chairman.

5

the fiscally conservative side, so I think for me

6

that's a compromise that I can live with, if that's

7

the rule of this body, Chairman.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And I know you have a preference to be on

Okay, thank you.

Thank you.

Any other comments

regarding Countywide General Fund for Parks?

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yes.

Mr. Kane.
Thank you, Chair.

If I may,

13

Mr. Chair, so I'm not going to be redundant, because

14

there's several items in here that I've requested

15

consideration for that deal with the deferral, and

16

I'm already being quite redundant, but for the sake

17

of making my point, I'll give a sneak preview.

18

aware of what my requests are and the amount of

19

money that's being requested, and so I will share at

20

this time that I hope the body understands that when

21

we get to our second round and we need to deal with

22

the guidance that you're giving us in providing

23

relief to the County, that there will be many places

24

where I will be voting to not support additional

25

funding that's currently listed in our add side in
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1

favor of, Mr. Chair, in favor of what I believe is a

2

core function, the bread and butter, the -- to me

3

the very basic essentials of County government, and

4

that's going to be in these areas.
And that my

5

my request is going to be

6

favoring these areas over some of the other

7

requests, even in my own district.

8

can see, I think I've made it clear and it's -- I

9

think a significant -- a significant decision to cut

And as members

10

in my own district, because I understand that we

11

just need to make some hard decisions.

12

the hard decision is am I going to favor a big

13

project that's important to the community or am I

14

going to favor understanding what my responsibility

15

is?

16

think my responsibility is.

17

determines their own responsibility in this job, but

18

my responsibility is for core services, and that is

19

to make sure that we can respond to the day-to-day

20

issues that we face in our County when it comes to

21

our parks, our roads, our -- those things.

22

And for me,

And I'm not trying to bring anybody into what I
You know, everybody

So, Mr. Chair, I'll use this point to kind of

23

extend it to my other points and I'll ditto when I

24

get to those other issues that lies ahead, Chair.

25

Thank you for that extended time.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Anyone else?

I would say while

2

I can appreciate Mr. Molina's comments, I still

3

believe the intention of the member from Wailuku is

4

a good point, and although you know how I am,

5

Members, I've been consistent through the years, and

6

I will tell you I'm already at a level of great

7

concern regarding the total expenditure growth, I

8

will at this time -- I think maybe what we need to

9

do is instead of me continuing to harp that you need

10

to cut, maybe it's good to see exactly what the bill

11

will be if the amount of adds does go in so you can

12

see for yourself the total financial impact.
So at this time I would say let's keep the

13

I think the arguments of why that is the

14

400,000.

15

number being proposed is very valid.

16

round I would say upon listening to the members of

17

the Committee, this number is reasonable for the

18

Chair to ask you to move forward with no objections?

19

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay, thank you.

And for this

Under government --

Chair.

Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
Just because I'm a little bit nosy

24

right now, can you give me an idea on where we're at

25

with the figures?

Is the Staff keeping a running
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total?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I had wanted to give you a nice number

3

after CIP, so I will let you continue to have an

4

itch on that nose.

5

this evening, Members, of where we are in more or

6

less rough estimates with us going through a -- to

7

the dollar amount.

8

question, Mr. Nishiki.

9

curious where we are, and I have a general number

10

But I will give you a number

But I thank you for that
I'm sure everyone is kind of

but I'll -- I'll let that suspense

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Chair.

-- continue for a while.

Mr. Pontanilla.

Yeah, before we leave the

14

Parks, do we have any Park Assessment dollars for

15

the Wailuku-Kahului District?

16
17

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, we do.

We can provide a breakdown by

the districts.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

And the reason why I ask is

19

that, you know, looking at all of the funds that we

20

have available, I know last night we had included --

21

or utilizing some of the park funds, and maybe this

22

is an area that we can take a look as far as

23

providing dollars for park maintenance.

24

earlier

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

As I said

Mr. Pontanilla, just so that -- what I will
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1

share with the members, as I'm sure most of you are

2

aware, the Park Assessment fees is not for daily

3

operations for maintenance.

4

the expansion or new projects.

5

consider the Park Assessment fees as substitution or

6

that will help supplement some of the General Fund

7

requirements, I will say that that is a good

8

suggestion.

9
10

11
12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

CHAIR HOKAMA:

amount in the districts.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Assessment monies.

16

us, Tamara, please?
MS. KOLLER:

Thank you.

Because that is the purpose of Park

15

19

Yes, I'd like to suggest that,

And I will say we'll look at maximizing the

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

So if you want us to

Chair.

13

17

It's basically used for

So do you have that schedule for

Yes, Mr. Chair.

There's $86,293 for the

Wailuku-Kahului District.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, why don't you read out the districts

20

so that the members can see where we can apply it.

21

Why don't you go through all nine.

22

MS. KOLLER:

Okay, Mr. Chair, these are -- we'll have to

23

verify to see what we've put in and what the Mayor

24

had --

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, yes.
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MS. KOLLER:

-- suggested in his proposal, but for the

2

Hana district there was 9,352.

3

9,000 of that one, that I remember.

4

33,665.

5

wailuku-Kahului was 86,293; Kihei-Makena, 425,512;

6

Lahaina parks, 449,689; Lanai

7

2,873.

8

money from.

9

think the Kihei-Makena.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think we did use
Paia-Haiku was

Makawao-Pukalani-Kula had 127,614.

I

27,870; Molokai,

I believe several of those we have taken
I think both from the Hana, the Paia, I

Okay, thank you for that information.

And

11

I think your consideration is very valid,

12

Mr. Pontanilla, and we'll see where we can utilize

13

Park Assessment fees for replacement of General Fund

14

considerations.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

MR. AGSALOG:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you.

And, Mr. Chair.
Yes, Mr. Agsalog.
I can assist you with the places that we

19

have used Park Assessments in the Mayor's proposal,

20

if you need to.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, I will ask that you work with Staff

22

and I would like something prepared so the members

23

can have in front of their faces.

24

both Staffs to work together and prepare a matrix or

25

some type of a handout for the Committee members.

So we'll await
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But thank you, Budget Director.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Thank you, Chairman.

I'd like to

3

request via Staff if they can get for us a

4

three-year -- I guess the expenditures over the last

5

three years from the Countywide Parks, what their

6

expenses were for the last three fiscal years.

7

just want to see what their -- I guess a running

8

average over the last three.

9

my decision making as it relates to this.

10
11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

It would help me with

Okay, which we'll try to get that

information for you.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Chairman.

Okay, anyone else before we leave

14

Countywide General Fund for the Parks Department?

15

Okay, seeing none.

16

Facilities.

17

amount of 140,000.

18

Mr. Kane.

19

regarding deferred maintenance and what was in the

20

past annual consideration amounts.

21

Let us move to Government

The Administration did propose an
We have a consideration by

I believe we have heard his comments

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
And so I'll

22

just add to that why 210,000.

23

you take what is being requested of for '05 and '06

24

on page 30-6 of the Program, 140 for this request

25

proposal, for '06 it's 560, add those two together,

And simply put, if
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you get 700,000, which is consistent with '07,

'08,

2

'09, which is 350, which is half.

3

reflects an additional amount to equal the 350,

4

which would be a normal consistency of dollar

5

amounts that are put into the accounts to utilize

6

for the renovation of bathrooms, resurface roadways,

7

roll-up doors, air conditioning systems, interior

8

and exterior painting, et cetera, for Countywide

9

fire facilities, Chair.

10
11

12
13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares?

So this 210

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll, comments?

Mr. Pontanilla?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Can you come back to me when

everybody had a chance, Chair?

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Of course we can.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.

We can accommodate.

Mr. Nishiki?

No.

Mr. Mol ina?
No.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
I did have a chance to talk to

24

Neal Bal,

25

happen -- or what would happen if we just kept the

~nd

basically I asked him about what would
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1

figure at 140, and because of I gather it was the --

2

and I don't know if it was the district -- I think

3

it was this one, that there would be some projects

4

that wouldn't be able to be done, and particularly I

5

think we were looking at repairs, and one of them I

6

believe was the Lahaina Station with regard to some

7

of the rodent problems and the roof problems.

8

may not need the full amount, but I know that these

9

are really important repairs that it's going to mean

They

10

they're going to have to defer it.

11

supportive of any amount that we can put over and

12

above the 140.

Thank you.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

15

So I'm

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla?

Thank you, Chair.

As far as

County Government Facilities, on line 941.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

This is 938, this is specific --

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Oh, I'm sorry.

Okay.

-- specific to the Fire.

Okay.

No comments to that.

I would say you've already heard how

21

I at this point will go with the Committee.

I think

22

you folks wanted to approach it from the opposite

23

end of budgeting from the Chair's base for a

24

proposal, which was set revenues, then make

25

expenditures meet it.

I think this is obviously
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1

another approach to budgeting.

2

expenditures and then find out how youlre going to

3

pay for it.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Set your

Mr. Kane.
Mr. Chair.

I think we still can

5

accomplish your approach.

I think what welre doing

6

is taking a step to give us a reality check of where

7

welre going to be in order to fit in, and quite

8

frankly, I think when we get to the second round, my

9

interest is not to try and regain the revenue that

10

welve chosen as a body to consider working with.

I

11

think

12

can, try to make tough policy decisions on what

13

direction welre going to take, but still maintaining

14

what direction youlre setting for us, Mr. Chair.

and 11m hoping that we can, as best as we

15

So, you know, I ask you to perhaps hear that

16

perspective that I think we as a body are committed

17

to following your guide, but at the same time maybe

18

welre taking one extra step to get there, Chair, so

19

by us putting out what we as individuals think are

20

important, welre putting there for the add to have a

21

discussion, I hope that we keep the spirit that

22

youlre intending us to follow and we can -- weill be

23

able to get as close as possible to what youlre

24

asking us to do.

25

direction, Chair.

So 1111 be working in that
Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for your comments, Members,

2

Mr. Kane.

I believe, though

3

had a concern about the Lahaina Station.

4

did hear that comment in public testimony, I

5

believe, Ms. Johnson, we did check.

6

current budget will verify that all of the members

7

currently sitting did support in the current year's

8

budget -- I believe it's 150,000 for the West Maui

9

Fire Station improvements, and so if the Department

-~

I think Ms. Johnson
When we

I believe the

10

is saying they don't have money to address it now,

11

what are they going to do with that $150,OOO?

12

you have responded, Members, and I will go to the

13

very end and defend this membership that you have

14

responded very timely with sufficient resources.

15

And it disturbs me that I'm hearing the same

16

request.
Tamara, is that a correct assessment from the

17

18
19

But

Chair?
MS. KOLLER:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

There was 150,000 bond that

20

was submitted for the Lahaina Fire Station

21

renovations for the Fiscal Year 2004 Budget.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.
Mr. Chair, then, you know, I could

24

be -- I could be mistaken about what was said in

25

terms of the exact repairs, because I know we-were
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1

talking about a lot of subjects, and I know that

2

there are some other repairs, though, that are

3

needed, and I don't know if some of the more -- in

4

Kahului, Wailuku perhaps

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

They did have some requests that was
I think one was

-~

6

similar for all stations.

7

think it was either lockers or something for all the

8

station replacements, so there are some, I would

9

say, Countywide projects that they did present which

10

all the stations would benefit from a similar

11

consideration.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

I

Okay, thank you.

Okay, any objections to moving the 210

forward to the 140?

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, let us move to number 2 under

17

Government Facilities under Department of Police.

18

We have one from Mr. Mateo.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, thank you.

Keeping in

20

line with the discussion that has already been going

21

on regarding the deferred maintenance, Chairman, the

22

Police Department for the last two years had not

23

received or gotten any Countywide monies to take

24

care of their major repair and maintenance of their

25

existing facilities.

The -- the request for 140,000
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1

at this particular point, Chairman, would be able to

2

accommodate specific needs that the Department had

3

submitted internally, and this would take care of

4

their Wailuku area.
And like Mr. Kane was saying, deferring

5

6

maintenance provides -- you know, is definitely not

7

an answer.

8

and we need to take care of these items as soon

9

as -- as soon as we can.

It causes more problems down the line,

And I believe, Chairman,

10

to avoid situations like how the Police -- the Fire

11

Department had with that I can leaking roof, I think

12

it would be for us the better thing to do to address

13

the needs of taking care of our existing facilities,

14

and the Police Department does have a rather long

15

list of repair and maintenance requests, but the 140

16

will take care of their more immediate need right

17

now.

18

Thank you, Chair.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for your comment.

19

comments?

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Johnson,

No.

Mr. Kane?
No.

Mr. Carroll?

Ms. Tavares?

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Molina?
No.

Okay, let's move 140,000 into the

7

Countywide Police program.

8

line 951.

9

Highway Funds.

10
11

Let us go to page 28,

This is Hana District road improvements,
We have a request for $300,000 for

road resurfacing.
COUNCILMEMBER. KANE:

Mr. Kane.

Thank you, Chair.

Two points.

'05

12

is zero,

'06 is 600 cash, and '07 through year 2010

13

is 300.

This number represents just a consistent

14

line of cash available.

15

prior appropriation column there is also zero, and

16

apparently, according to this information, anyway,

17

one would be led to believe that no district

18

resurfacing has taken place unless it came out of

19

Countywide, based on what's in front of us.

20

again, the number represents a consistent amount and

21

policy decision from the body as to determine what

22

would be an adequate amount to have here other than

23

zero.

I also note that in the

So,

Thank you, Chair.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

25

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Mr. Carroll?

It is also my concern that we have
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something in there.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.
Ms. Tavares?

Yeah, thank

YOUr

Chair.

I think

4

that r you know r I would like to have you consider

5

that we do all the road resurfacing at one crack

6

after we find out how much of the Highway Funds

7

are -- have already been used up by the various

8

other projects and address this need for

9

resurfacing r which was put in sort of inconsistently

10

throughout in the proposal.
One of'the other things for consideration is

11

12

that I -- I sort of recall that road resurfacing for

13

Hana, Lanai, and Molokai was done on like a biennial

14

basis so that it would be a bigger fund that could

15

be expended -- instead of doing it every year and

16

having the expense of mobilization for contractors r

17

that it was kind of an every other year thing.

18

I'm not sure if that's still a policy in effect r but

So

.19

that's what I understood some time ago that they

20

would try to alternate years.

21

zero r the next year they would put in 200 r OOO, and

22

then alternate Molokai r Lanai r then Hana whenever it

23

fit in.

24

cost of contracts.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

One year would be

That was to help save money with t you know t

I would say your comments are quite right
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1

on the resurfacing once per term or every two-year

2

cycle to minimize, yes, the mobilization

3

requirements and then to stretch out the resurfacing

4

project for the remote rural areas as we were

5

considered, but again, yeah, most of the district

6

funds, Members, under resurfacing for Highway Funds

7

is basically generated by the fuel tax.

8

see for Lanai resurfacing is basically what Lanai

9

pays in fuel tax for purchases of fuel, and that

So what you

10

that funds that is generated in the district -- or,

11

as an example, that I'm using for Lanai is

12

maintained and used on Lanai.

13

transferred to another district, and neither does

14

your district funds get transferred.

15

practice.

16

consideration, but that was the practice, what you

17

generate in your district, you maintain in your

18

district for resurfacing use.

19

on line 951.

20

Does not get

That was the

I'm not sure how it is now with this

Mr. Pontanilla, we're

Comments?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

Along that

21

what Member Tavares had just mentioned, my curiosity

22

is in the -- you know, how many of the roads that we

23

do support here in Maui County will be resurfaced

24

because of major projects?

.25

I don't know if we have

any, if we can take a look at that also so that we
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2

don't duplicate.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I believe we made those concerns that you

3

share now with Public Works to coordinate with Water

4

Departments and other departments that have projects

5

that -- I mean we've all experienced a nice

6

resurfaced road in our district and then later in a

7

very short time have seen trenches and -- I mean we

8

all get the comments.

9

from all the districts.

I think I get it all the time
You just paved our road and

10

here you are putting one trench right across and

11

cold patching it back, and then the next rain and

12

you hear it, we hear it all the time, Members.

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Exactly.

I understand your concern, Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you.

Very valid.

And that's why we are asking

17

for better communication between departments.

18

Mr. Nishiki?

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

No.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina?
Yeah, Chairman, I'd like to preface

22

my comments first by saying if I had had a hat, I

23

would take it off to Mr. Carroll, who every day has

24

to come here from Hana.

25

resurfaced, there's many hazards along the way.

And that road, even if it's
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can you tell the good drivers are the Hana

2

residents.

3

everybody else is -- just crawls along.

4

have any district road resurfacing funds for this

5

upcoming fiscal year to me is a travesty, Chairman.

6

So I will more than support this, and I would hate

7

to see some pothole or some other type of problem

8

with the road cause an accident, and that I think

9

could really subject this County to some problems,

10

Chairman.

They know how to drive that road and

So I am very much in favor of this.

And

11

And to not

as well as the district I'm in,

12

Makawao, although we have funds already

13

appropriated, I would definitely like to see Makawao

14

Avenue, Chairman -- I've had people telling me on

15

and on when is Makawao Avenue going to be

16

resurfaced?

17

everything else.

18

thoroughfare.

19

Pukalani, and Kula that go through Makawao Avenue,

20

as well as people from Paia, so I would like to see

21

the Department step up their efforts in resurfacing

22

that major artery in the Upcountry area.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We've got potholes and bumps and
And as you know, it is a major

You have people coming from Haiku,

Thank you.

When we get to that district, Mr. Molina,

24

the Chair will be happy to entertain language, if

25

you have, to provide directives -- excuse me, some
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direction to the Department.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

Anything regarding the Hana consideration,

300,000 for resurfacing?

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

6

Chairman.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

9

Thank you.

Any comments?

I definitely support that,

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Mateo?

Chairman, I can support it, but just

wanted to perhaps make a comment.

We can put in

10

200, 300, and 400,000 in these specific categories,

11

what does it get?

12

two miles of road, three miles of road?

13

know what it gets insofar as the length that we're

14

going to accomplish.

15

enough to accomplish paving, you know, the whole

16

street, what are we're doing?

17

again.

18

That, you know, 300,000 will pave
I don't

Because, you know, if it's not

We're piecemealing

Thank you, Chair.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would say, you know, your question is

19

dependant upon a lot of factors we have no control.

20

When the industry is busy and we go for bids, the

21

price comes in high.

22

they're hungry

23

stretch the resurfacing.

24

all face.

25

recall when we talked about with Public Works and

I

When the industry is slow and

the price comes in low and you can
It's a cyclical problem we

And I think if you -- the members will
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1

Highways, I believe we have something like 600 miles

2

of County roads that are under our responsibility,

3

600 linear miles, and so a simple equation, which is

4

not

5

simple equation is if we are to resurface all our

6

roads once every ten years, then the Department

7

needs to come in to resurface 60 miles a year and

8

what does that cost?

9

prepared to pay for that kind of cycle once every

it's more complicated than that, but the

I think most of us may not be

10

ten years, although at one time it was the intent to

11

do once every seven.

12

you know, that's a good question and we can pump it

13

up.

14

eternal question, who's going to pay?

15

comments for the Hana request?

So I just share that that --

The question is, who's going to pay?

16

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

The

Any other

No.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson?

Just in general, what I try to

19

look at basically in the Hana area as well as some

20

of the other areas is there were some roadway

21

projects that are in the CIP.

22

involve resurfacing

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

roadway.

Some of them will

Yes.
-- pretty large sections of

So I -- you know, when I took a look back
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1

at, you know, even West Maui[ my own district, there

2

are a lot of -- you know, there's a lot of money

3

that's in CIP that has to do with roadways or

4

improvements in terms of transportation in general.

5

So I looked at that.

6

speed bumps.

7

put in a speed table, they generally will try to

8

make a roadway improvement by resurfacing a portion.

9

I notice they did that with Lahainaluna.

I also looked at sometimes the

Depending on where they are, if they

They

10

didn't do all of Lahainaluna, just the parts that

11

were the worst parts.

12

So I -- I think what we're going to have to

13

do is try to find some kind of balance.

14

Hana's case, because we're shifting one of the big

15

road -- one of the bridges -- I don't know how much

16

roadway is involved in those two large bridge

17

projects, but I think every district should have

18

something.

19

countywide and then I guess I've seen a priority

20

list that we have.

21

all the priorities, but somehow to provide for those

22

situations in -- something in each district.

23

And in

And if nothing else, to put money in

I don't necessarily agree with

So even if it's not the same across the

24

board, I -- I kind of recalculated taking the 1.4 as

25

a figure and then I reallocated based on looking at
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1

CIP and also shifting some of the money around so

2

that those districts that didn't have big projects

3

at least had a little bit more and those areas that

4

had maybe fewer projects got a little bit less.

5

that's the way I approached it.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So

Thank you.

Okay, thank you very much for all the

7

comments by the Committee.

Any objections?

8

move 300 forward at this time.

9

the next area.

Let us

Okay, let us move to

We're on page 29.

This is in the

10

area of the Wailuku-Kahului District Highway Fund,

11

line 984.

12

considerations for resurfacing.

13

Ms. Tavares and one from Mr. Kane.

14

district member first.

15

please.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

We have a consideration -- two
We have one from
I will ask the

Mr. Kane, your comments,

Thank you, Chair.

And forgive me, I

17

just want to get to that page.

Thank you, Chair.

18

600,000 represents splitting up the '06

19

appropriation of $1.2 million of cash, a zero-1.2 to

20

a six-six appropriation.

21

here, Chair.

22

Kahului District made it a point

23

was done three years ago -- made it a point to take

24

pictures

25

that binder -- took pictures of all the roads in the

I'd like to make a note

Last term my former colleague from the
and actually it

and I don't know if any of you recall
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1

Wailuku-Kahului District.

2

thick, Mr. Chair.

3

pictures that were taken by his office staff, and

4

made us aware of the dire need for redistricting --

5

resurfacing in the district.

6

And that binder was this

It was a very thick binder of

So I'll just make that brief reference.

And

7

if we take a fast forward approach to today, and to

8

make it easy for anybody who is here in this

9

building, if you take a ride down Kalua Road, which

10

is where Ichiban is, right behind us down here on

11

the road, Kalua Road is the road that comes off of

12

Kaohu Street, I invite any member to take a ride

13

down that road to give you an impression of many of

14

our roads in Wailuku, and for my colleague from

15

Kahului, many of the roads that are in Kahului that

16

haven't been paved.

17

And then we look at this.

So, again, that number, you know, represents

18

the level amount.

The zero represents that there

19

will be no resurfacing in Wailuku-Kahului if this

20

budget is approved as is until at least August or

21

September of 2005, because the next and final phase

22

of the redistricting for our district this year

23

currently -- and I have to commend the Water

24

Department and the Public Works Department for

25

working together to pave Alu Road, the old section,
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since that -- that

1

which hasn't been paved in

2

subdivision was created over 30 years ago, that it

3

was scheduled, if Members recall from last term.

4

got put off.

5

reason -- the primary reason is because Water

6

Department went up in there and had to do

7

waterlines.

8

but it is, you know, scheduled and ready to go as

9

soon as it's ready, so -- which is very soon.

Still hasn't been done.

It

But the

So the road is pretty bad right now,

That road, along with Puuohala Camp and one

10
11

of our cul-de-sacs down here in Wailuku are the last

12

roads that are scheduled to get done, and with this

13

proposal we would not see any more resurfacing in

14

Wailuku or Kahului except for maybe Countywide,

15

which, by the way, I think has some money until the

16

middle

17

you, Chair.

18
19
20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

later-middle portion of next year.

Thank you.

Thank

Mr. Carroll, comments?

Ms. Tavares?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No, not at this time.

wanted to see some monies put in there.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mr. Pontanilla?
No comments.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Molina?

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Support.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
Let's not forget traffic impact

7

fees as a source of revenue to help pay for some of

8

the more serious things

9

help lighten the load too a little bitl at least if

10

we create the funds where we can place those monies

11

when they were paid.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

I

then that I think would

OkaYI Members I we are on the

13

Wailuku-Kahului District l special funds.

14

we'll add 600 1 000 at this point.

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any objections?

OkaYI let's move forward to the

17

Kihei-Makena District special funds

18

1005.

19

considerations.

20

hers seems to be the median request.

21

I think

I

line 1005 /

We have a consideration -- three different
I'll ask Ms. Tavares first l since

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you

l

Chair.

It was just to'

22

put in monies because there were none earlier and

23

just thought that each district should have some

24

resurfacing money.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Nope.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Molina?
No.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
On mine I had added in something,

10

because we did have quite a bit in CIP, and then

11

later on I found out, you know, just through

12

reviewing my notes and also visiting with Public

13

Works and I believe it's Water that on Shaw Street

14

there'S a force main going in and there's also

15

the -- I believe it's a waterline.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We're in the Kihei District.

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

18

wrong one.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

Oh, I'm sorry.

I'm looking at the

1005.

Oh, excuse me.

No comment, then.

Okay, no problem.
I was looking at the wrong line.

Mr. Kane.
I was hoping
for a comment from the
I

district representative, but he chose not to, so
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1

my -- mine is for the reason that it's consistent

2

with my previous explanations.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah.

Thank you.

To be fair to my colleague, I notice

4

you folks took some of the Chair's suggestions on

5

the revisions.

6

the others, the Chair's going to ask you with no

7

objections let's move 300,000 forward.

I would say to be consistent with

8

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Page 3D, West Maui District.

Let's -- we

10

have two particular district resurfacing requests

11

first.

12

this time.

You know what, I'll take the higher amount
Mr. Kane.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Same as previous comments, Chair.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, thank you.

Ms. Johnson?

Yeah, and this was the one I was

16

talking about.

I think -- and I don't know where it

17

is in here, but anyway I had put in $100,000 I think

18

for -- I earmarked specifically for the lower road

19

that would go to the north of Napilihau, because

20

that is in horrible shape, so I put in 100,000 for

21

that.

22

did find out that those other projects are going in

23

on Shaw, and I believe that the Administration also

24

sent in another request as well for the Shaw Street

25

sidewalk, to do those projects all at the same time.

And then the Shaw Street sidewalk, after I
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm sorry, what was that $100,000 for?

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

The 100,000 -- and, you know, it

3

may just have been in my notes.

I don't have my

4

first sheet here.

5

Committee, but I don't know, it was just for the

6

$100,000 to be included for the Lower Honoapiilani

7

Road, which would be north of Napilihau, for road

8

resurfacing.

9

which would be Shaw Street.

I may not have transmitted it to

So I had that at 100, and then 200,
But I may have actually

10

talked about that when we were going through the

11

Public Works, and maybe that's where it came up.

12

I could have erred and just not sent it on to

13

Committee Staff.

14
15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So

Sorry if I did that, Tamara.

No, no, not a problem.

Okay, Mr. Mateo,

comments?

16

~COUNCILMEMBER

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

MATEO:

No.

Mr. Molina?
Chairman, like for every community,

19

I will support whatever amount this body decides as

20

it relates to road resurfacing, and that includes

21

Kihei, just like I will support whatever amount

22

there is for West Maui, but I will not settle for

23

zero r that's for sure, Chairman, because this is one

24

of the basic necessities every community needs and

25

it should be done every year.

And that's how -- I
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1

think whether you're an elected official or

2

department official, how the public perceives you

3

doing your work.

4

I know people look at is how are our roads.

5

can tell you I get a lot of calls -- a lot of my

6

concerns always have to do some issue regarding road

7

repairs.

8

some of you because I'm the Chairperson for the

9

Public Works and Traffic Committee, but it's one of

You know, one of the first things
And I

I don't know, maybe I get more calls than

10

the basic necessities that every community needs,

11

Chairman, the upkeep of our roads.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

·18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki?

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No comments.

Ms. Tavares?
Same comments.

Mr. Carroll?

Okay, anything else?

Mr. Kane?

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Nothing else.

Ms. Johnson, it's Lower Honoapiilani

22

Highway north of

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

It would be north of Napilihau,

24

because that's where Phase IV actually ends of the

25

Honoapiilani Road improvements.

It ends right at
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1

Napilihau, so I had asked Deputy Director Arakawa if

2

there was any money left after they finished the

3

paving or a portion of the paving on Lahainaluna, so

4

I just wanted to make sure that at least that money

5

was in there and he had said that there probably

6

would be no money left over after they got through

7

paving Lahainaluna.

8

and that may have been why I held off on referring

9

the one, but the lower road ends -- Phase IV ends

10

They had hoped there might be,

right at Napilihau.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

That was 100,OOO?

Yes, that would be 100,000, and it

13

wouldn't cover any improvements, just the -- just

14

resurfacing.

15

people that are responsible for the resort areas up

16

there to perhaps partner with the County and assist

17

us so that we could improve that section.

18

it's been horrible for years.

19

under consideration, let's put it that way.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And I have also approached some of the

Okay, thank you.

Because

So they have taken it

What we'll do is at this

21

time the Chair will recommend maintaining 200,000

22

for district resurfacing at this time for West Maui,

23

100,000 for the Lower Honoapiilani request, and

24

we'll add the Shaw Street at 200,000 at this time.

25

And again, I don't know where we are with the
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1

Highway Fund balances.

Any objections, Members?

2

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay, so that's a total of $500,000.
So, Chair, I'm sorry, just for

5

clarity, the redistrict -- redistrict --

6

resurfacing -- resurfacing amount is 200,000?

7

you.

8
9

10
11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank

Page 31, this is under the Countywide

projects, special funds, we have line 1040, under
the speed hump program.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, Mr. Chair, the

the speed

12

humps and the district resurfacing that I included

13

in the budget came from the cuts that I took out

14

from the Highways Fund, which was 500,000 from the

15

roundabout -- the permanent roundabout figure in the

16

CIP projects and also the 140,000 that we cut from

17

the garage services and highways.

18

monies came from that I distributed amongst speed

19

humps and the resurfacing in the various districts.

20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's where the

Okay, thank you for that request.

Mr. Pontanilla?

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No comments.

Mr. Ni shiki ?
No.

Mr. Molina?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Support.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
No comment.

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Carroll?

7

that 100,000 at this time.

8

from Mr. Molina, line 1041.

9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay, we can add

We do have a proviso

Yes, thank you very much, Chairman.

10

I've been again inundated with calls about the

11

safety impacts of people heading into Makawao Town

12

coming from the Kokomo side, and it goes nearby

13

St. Joseph Church, and there was a request for a

14

speed table to put in there to alert motorists of

15

pedestrians crossing in that area and it is near a

16

school and the speed limit is 20 miles per hour.

17

Some of you may have been reading some of the

18

letters in one of our local papers about people both

19

for and against the enforcement our Police

20

Department is doing as far as catching people

21

speeding in that area, and I do want to commend the

22

Police Department for putting safety as a priority

23

instead of speed.

24
25

Makawao Town is a historic walking town.
Maybe even a horse-and-buggy town.

Of course we
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1

don't see as many horses like before.

I think

2

Member Tavares can agree with me there, but the

3

church I believe once a year they have their

4

festival, and I think it's this weekend as a matter

5

of fact, and a lot of people do park across the

6

street, which means a lot of pedestrians will be

7

crossing.

8

occur at the church, so the basic premise for this

9

is to enhance the area and promote safety and

And there's also other functions that do

10

basically tell motorists to slow down.

11

to see a tragedy occur in that area.

12

I'm putting in this proviso to allot $8,000 for a

13

speed table, which I believe is a small price to pay

14

to enhance safety, Chairman, and I would ask that

15

the body consider it.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA.:

Thank you.

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA.:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA.:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I would hate
So that's why

Thank you.
Mr. Nishiki?

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Ms. Tavares?
Yes, I can support that

22

wholeheartedly.

Growing up I lived right below the

23

church, and it was always very much with caution

24

that we crossed the street, as, you know, I walked

25

to St. Joseph Church for a couple years.
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1

Makawao Town doesn't see very many horses anymore,

2

but it did have the distinction of having the only

3

place in the State that had signs that said please

4

keep your horses off the sidewalk.

5
6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I miss those times.

Mr. Carroll?

Mr. Kane?

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson?

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I support it.

Mr. Mateo?
I support.

Okay, why don't we move that forward.

13

Thank you very much, Mr. Molina.

14

district, Hana, we have Mr. Carroll.

15

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Under Bond Fund,

Thank you, Chair.

We discussed

16

this earlier when we had Shay over here explaining

17

the program that we have for self-help housing.

18

not sure if this is the right place for this, but

19

this I really feel strongly.

20

Hana that will never own a home in their life unless

21

we can get that program going.

22

something that we can really be proud of.

23

really worked hard on it.

24

heard her explain, we need this money so she can

25

qualify for the other funding.

We have 15 people in.

It's -- it's

As you saw

524-2090
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1

she can qualify for this other funding.

2

she's batted 100 percent in getting the funding.

3

But we do need this portion for the basic

4

engineering so she can qualify for these other

5

monies.

6

the members could agree to put this 225,000 in some

7

other placel and I will defer to them and the Chair.

8

It seems like Housing and Human Services would be

9

the better placel but I'll open the discussion up to

10

So far

I would hope that if not over here

l

that

the floor.

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Chair.

Use your mike.

Oh

l

sorry.

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Pontanilla.
In the Housing and Human

16

Services area there is $50 1 000 that is budgeted for

17

self-help housing.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

That is correct.
If we could add the 225 to that

area.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We are not in that area at this time.

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I will say two things regarding this.

24

the Chair does not consider this a CIP.

25

road project.

It is not a

It is a request for grant funds
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1

therefore, there is a more appropriate place in the

2

budget, but not in CIP, and until we reach that

3

portion back in either this round, if there's an

4

opportunity, by all means, Mr. Carroll, second round

5

the Chair would be happy to afford you your

6

opportunity to present it again.

7

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

Thank you, Chair.

Okay, any other comments on this one at

this time?

Let us move to 1058, Waiohonu Bridge -

10

replacement.

11

$800,000.

I have a request from Mr. Carroll for

Mr. Carroll.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
If I can just provide clarification.

15

I tried to work with Mr. Carroll on the priority

16

lists.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And I'm -- I'm at fault here.

The

19

number two and three, as you can see, are

20

different -- me and Mr. Carroll and my figures are

21

wrong that I submitted, and so my -- my numbers

22

would be -- would concur with Member Carroll's, so

23

just so that members know my third priority and his

24

second priority should be inverse, for me anyway.

25

I'm following what Mr. Carroll had.

Thank you.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

2

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Mr. Carroll?

Yes, and thank you, Mr. Kane.

As

3

you know, we have two bridges that we have

4

appropriated the money for.

5

these other bridges, however expensive they are to

6

the County at this time and how difficult it is, I

7

feel I'm obligated to bring them forward.

8

if all of these aren't done, we lose -- and I mean

9

we lose $7 million in Federal funds.

And I realize that

Because

It's gone.

10

It's unfortunate that this all happened one time.

11

don't know if we can -- we have the two bridges that

12

we're going to be working on and we're very

13

appreciative of that, but if there is any way we

14

could add another bridge or any more to the list, in

15

the long run it will definitely save us money,

16

because I don't know when that Federal funds will

17

be -- we'll be able to access that again.

18

you have to start over at the bottom of the list.

19

Thank you.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I believe

Mr. Kane.

Just to add to Member Carroll's

22

comments.

Because it was expressed to us by Public

23

Works about the

24

we being on the STIP for four of these

25

four bridges, and for my understanding, and please

the listing of STIP
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1

correct me if I'm wrong, this is the second

2

opportunity to be on that STIP.

3

was told to us that the Federal dollars would

4

expire

5

ending of the Federal fiscal year, September 30th of

6

this year, I have told Mr. Carroll that I will be

7

supportive of putting it on the table for

8

discussion.

9

And because of what

our opportunity would expire as of the

I think this body has already acted on

10

Papahawahawa over and above what the Administration

11

has put forward, you know, Kaholopoo.

12

where we end up in the end, then I'll -- I'll

13

address number 1062 at the appropriate time, Chair.

14

You know, this is a tremendous amount of money that

15

it's going to cost us to put this forward, and both

16

Member Carroll and I had some -- a few discussions

17

about this and we totally understand that, but the

lS

fact remains that these bridges have been listed

19

either with replacement issues, not just repairs,

20

but replacement, and even the ones that have been

21

listed for structural repair, it has been identified

22

as significant structural repairs that need to be --

23

need to get done.

24
25

And if that's

By losing the Federal funds, the County will
be strapped at some point in time, and it's not an
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if, it's a when, that we will be strapped to -- most

2

likely be strapped with 100 percent of the costs to

3

repair or replace these bridges.

4

be flexibility, because if we do not take the

5

Federal funds that we would be able to have more

6

flexibility in the design of the bridges, because we

7

wouldn't be confined or constrained to the Federal

8

guidelines, but that has also gone through -- as

9

Mr. Carroll has already stated in previous

Granted there may

10

discussion, has gone through extensive community

11

involvement in working out the design exception to

12

get the Federal dollars.
So I think these are worthy of discussion,

13
14

Chair, and I have not told this to Mr. Carroll, but

15

I'm -- I'm willing to abide by what the policy of

16

this body is, as long as we have it on the table

17

that we understand what the effects are of our

18

decision, in this case on the bridges.

19

you, Chair.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And thank

Ms. Johnson?

My only question would be if we

22

could find out from Public Works in terms of their

23

project management or the supervisory role that they

24

would be playing, because that's going to be four

25

bridges probably under construction at the same
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time.

And my biggest concern would be that if we

2

have the manpower to take care of it without

3

compromising other key projects, because you've got

4

some big roadway projects that are coming.

5

know, you have some in almost every district.

You

So I don't know if this would require any

6
7

oversight by County Public -- you know, Public Works

8

personnel, but that would be my concern is -- is

9

anything else not going to get gone or is anything

10

else going to suffer?

And if not, fine, you know,

11

it's either biting the bullet now or biting a much

12

bigger bullet later on, but my concern is always

13

going to be for what can we realistically

14

accomplish.

15

that something that the Public Works Department can

16

manage?

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And if we do these four at one time, is

Thank you for those comments.

I think

18

Mr. -- I can just see his face that joined us the

19

other week.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Lloyd Lee.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, wasn't Mr. Lee.

It was Krueger.

Joe.

I believe he said the four bridges were

24

past Hana town.

It was the Division's opinion -- or

25

position that all four could go.

It would have
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minimal impact on visitors going to Hana, but

2

anything past Hana of course will be impacted by the

3

projects.

4

construction management with consultants.

5

while we have civil, bridges takes structural

6

engineers, and that is not one of our strengths in

7

the departments.

8

comments are very valid, your concerns, Ms. Johnson.

9

We need to take that into consideration.

10

And I'm sure there will be some need of

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Because,

And so I would say some of your

Chairman.

Mr. Mateo.

Chairman, thank you.

I

11

share similar concerns.

And, you know, the

12

replacements just need to be done.

13

you look on the other side of the column and you see

14

what it will cost to get them done, and that alone,

15

you know, scares me as much as four bridges that's

16

in trouble.

17

get the bridges done.

18

could be done at one time, even if it's outside the

19

Hana area, Chairman.

20

and nonetheless still support the need that these

21

bridges get repaired.

Then, you know,

So, you know, I can support the need to

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

I don't know whether all four

So I still have my concerns,

Mr. Molina?

No comment.

Mr. Nishiki?
My question is understanding STIP.
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can't remember when Mr. Krueger was here whether the

2

question was asked about whether we indeed would

3

lose those funds or what would be the vehicle to

4

continue to work on these projects without losing

5

the funding.

6

me, then maybe I can make a decision.

7

don't have that answer, then I would hope that we

8

could get it so that this Committee really knows

9

what is the reality of losing those funds or not and

And if Staff or someone could educate
And if we

10

what are the alternatives to still keeping those

11

funds.

12

had projects and we were able to sit back without

13

losing the Federal funding.

14

question, Mr. Chairman.

15

to not lose the funding, then I would not want to

16

spend all the money at this time for those four

17

bridges.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because I've heard in the past where we've

Thank you.

So that would be my

Because if it is possible

Before I ask Ms. Koller for her

19

comments, I can tell you that I as your senior board

20

member on NACo have supported our other colleagues

21

to work with Secretary Mineta of the u.S. DOT.

22

Mr. Mineta, I can tell you, has an affinity for

23

local government.

24

Secretary currently do have a nice relationship of

25

having some shared experiences together, but T can

In fact, Mr. Kane and the
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tell you that NACo has pushed for and the Secretary

2

has been receptive that regarding STIP projects

3

that local governments where the project to receive

4

the Federal funds! depending on local government

5

match, not state match, that there is a movement on

6

the national level that the Feds will take input

7

from local government as it regards to --

8

specifically like this type of projects being

9

considered to be able for us to make the revision of

t

10

priority listing and the -- what I would say the

11

recycling of certain priorities for consideration

12

because there's no state matching requirement.

13

is just us and the Federal government to make it

14

happen.

15

It

And so I can tell you I continue to push that

16

on the national level with our colleagues.

17

need the Federal government to approve

18

currently the way Congress normally does things it

19

must go through a state funnel

20

is not advantageous at all.

21

as something we are working on as peers and

22

colleagues of one another! how to address concerns

23

like you just bring up to address the needs of the

24

various districts t

25

t

t

We will

because

which for most of us

But I just share that

including Hana's.

Tamara, comments regarding the ability to
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1

recycle or delay the loss of Federal funds for these

2

bridge projects?

3

MS. KOLLER:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I believe when the

4

Department came in, they did indicate that the funds

5

on several of these bridges are scheduled to expire

6

in September of this year, but the County can

7

reapply and the funds could be put on the STIP for

8

future -- a future year.

9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. ·Pontanilla.

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, question for Tamara.

You

12

said several of the bridges, not all of the bridges,

13

right?

14
15
16

MS. KOLLER:

That's correct.

It's on one of the handouts

that the Department provided.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Chair, I can support the

17

replacements of the bridge, because of the safety

18

factor, and the length it took to get these bridges

19

approved through the Federal government as well as

20

the County.

21

the funds to provide that match.

22

be a challenge.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

and 61?

25

The big issue here is trying to locate
So it's going to

Thank you.

Are you saying this for lines 1058, 59, 60,

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yes.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

OkaYt thank you.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares?

Yeah, thank you.

I -- I would

3

support the bridges being done now rather than

4

later, if it's at all possible t and I -- my

5

understanding is that with all Federal aid projects

6

there must be an inspector on site the entire time.

7

So that's part of all the contracts where Federal

8

funds are involved t and that is my understanding.

9

So it would be up to us if we don't have it in

10

house t we would have to hire it outside, but I

11

believe that's a stipulation of -- one of the

12

conditions of using the Federal funds.

13
14
15

CHAIR HOKAMA:
1058 t

59 t

So your comments t I can assume t is for
60, and 61?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes t Chair.

You know t

if we're

16

going to inconvenience anybodYt we might as well do

17

it all at once.

18

replace bridges t you know t every five years or so.

19

This is I don't know how many years t but if we're in

20

that same vicinitYt it might even work out to be

21

cheaper if one company were to bid on all of them

22

because of the distance that it is and the

23

mobilization costs to do one t two t three t or four or

24

five bridges.

25

consider that as one of the factors and take that

I meant it's -- it's not like we

I'm not sure, but I think we should
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2

into consideration.
CHAIR HOKA.MA:

Thank you for your comment - - comments.

3

Since through the discussion of the Committee one

4

bridge became a discussion of four bridges,

5

Mr. Carroll, any additional comments regarding

6

Paihi, Koukouai, and Kahawaiokapia?

7

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Just that I would like to confirm

8

what Councilmember Tavares said, that if we do do

9

all these at once, it might come in even cheaper,

10

hopefully, but the disturbance and the traffic, if

11

we do it one time, it's a lot better than stretching

12

it out over years and years.

13

lot of disruption no matter what, whether it's one

14

bridge or four bridges or how many, because they can

15

always coordinate the openings, you know, so all the

16

openings would be about the same time if there were

17

closures.

18

I know from the conversations we had before, the

19

funding lapsed, but if there is a bridge that can be

20

extended, I'm not sure which one it is.

21
22
23

CHAIR HOKA.MA:

There is going to be a

So that's just that point.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

And as far as

On the expansion of

just more than one bridge.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No.

Like I said, all I can say,

24

Mr. Chair, is I appreciate that you've provided us

25

this opportunity to discuss this.

Again, we're
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looking at County dollars, you know, from a bond

2

standpoint of over $3.2 million.

3

And it's just -- you know, just this little pocket

4

of this whole thousand plus entries that we're

5

looking at.

6

excruciating is an understatement.

7

So it's massive.

So, you know, I don't think an -It's tough.

You know, I talked to Mr. Carroll on the

8

side, that if the body doesn't feel comfortable with

9

moving that, the other option is realizing -- I know

10

Mr. Nishiki was asking the question and from -- and

11

I would ask him to consider talking to Mr. Krueger

12

on his own if he has the opportunity or talking with

13

somebody, whether it's Mr. Lee, but the indication

14

that was given to us is that this is the second time

15

that this was on the STIP list, not the first, but

16

the second, and if it expires, it is unlikely that

17

they will get back onto the STIP list.

18

was indicated in the discussion with Mr. Krueger.

19

That's what

So, you know, if there's any other option

20

that we have to look at, it's going to have to be

21

very creative options to try and get back on to some

22

STIP list or some sort of consideration for us to,

23

you know, stretch yourself like Mr. Nishiki is

24

considering, stretching it out somehow and getting

25

back on the list somehow.

But other than that,
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1

Mr. Chair, you know, this is a tough one.

And I

2

think the reality is we may have to look at two or

3

consider two and then the other two we just

4

know, we got to identify -- we got to just ask the

5

Department to identify the two that they feel based

6

on their expertise is going to be the ones that are

7

going to be able to be pushed up, because we just

8

don't have the resources to do all of them.

you

And Mr. Carroll is right, you know, fate put

9
10

us in this position where all four of them are in

11

front of us.

12

Kaholopoo plus Papahawahawa, you know, so six

13

bridges.

14

we already have talked about two and here's four

15

more.

16

there's three, you know, Members, and Member Carroll

17

especially, because it's his district, Mr. Chair, I

18

want to try to be a realist too, you know, try.

Five of them in fact,

four here plus

We're talking about six bridges, because

You know, so whether we go one more so

And so maybe that's how we'll have to look at

19

20

it.

We may have to look at it, go with one more for

21

the consideration.

22

you know, do whatever we can.

23

you've talked about your -- your position as the

24

Vice-Chair of the Subcommittee for Transportation

25

dealing in waterways up at NACo, you know, I'll say

The other three we just got to,
You know, Chair,
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1

it -- I'll say it to the members.

2

helped in the past, and I don't know what kind of

3

clout it has, but I can write a letter, you know,

4

posing our situation to -- to the Secretary and see

5

if that's something that he can respond to without

6

any expectation whatsoever, but whatever we can do

7

to be able to handle this -- this weighted situation

8

and keep everything else in perspective, obviously.

9

So thank you for allowing me my extended comments,

10

And it's -- it's

Chair.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

I believe that -- and I think it

13

was in the correspondence or either during the

14

deliberations with Public Works when we were

15

discussing this, there were a couple bridges that

16

the funds were not ready to expire on.

17

if it's any of these, though, or if they were just

18

not put -- if they're not part of this discussion.

19

It's getting late.

20

also seeing was the letter.

21

letters at least that had gone out from the

22

Administration asking if there could be any kind of

23

an extension, just simply to keep the funding alive

24

because of the extenuating circumstances that we're

25

facing right now, and also because the additional

The other thing that I do recall
I think there,were two
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1

effort had been made to look at a bridge design that

2

was not usually accepted.

3

There was so much that had to be gone through

4

just to get to this point, so I think that's why the

5

Administration was doing what they could to ask for

6

an exception from the Federal government.

7

don't know if Budget Chair could perhaps check with

8

the Administration, see if they've gotten any kind

9

of a response back on that.

And I

That might help us in

10

making the decision.

11

up there in terms of the amount of capital that

12

we're looking at.

13

safety is always a concern to all of us, but I just

14

want to see where we stand here and what we can do.

15

And if the Administration does have any feedback,

16

would really appreciate that.

17
18

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because this is really getting

And I have no problem -- I mean,

Thank you.

I

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Mateo, any other comments?

Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, Chairman, I think getting

20

this further assessment, I think at a minimum we got

21

to look at two.

22

public safety.

23

opportunity still to use some Federal funding.

24

Because I would hate to see we lose that kind of

25

money, Chairman, so it's -- we got to do it, public

Because, again, it comes down to
It's inevitable, and there's an
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safety.

And the old saying goes, pay now or pay

2

much more later, yeah.

3

that, Chairman.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

7
8

9

So I'll just leave it at

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki, any other comments?
I just added a total of the other two

and it's approximately $5 million for those bridges.
CHAIR HOKAMA:
you.

I would say that's pretty accurate.

Thank

Any other comments, Mr. Nishiki?

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

No.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla?
Thank you, Chair.

The only

12

other comment that I have is that I know we're

13

trying to look at part of our spending, and this is

14

one of those tough ones that -- that we need to

15

really take a look at.

16

we first started this budget process, when we look

17

at our bonding, you give us a total of I think it

18

was $14 million.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Because, as you said, when

Pardon me?
About $14 million in bond, so

21

it's going to be a challenge, but, again, you know,

22

we shouldn't compromise public safety for -- in this

23

case here.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Anything else, Ms. Tavares?

No, I can support one other or
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two.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I will -- I was going to give you a

3

recommendation, but since Mr. Arakawa, our Deputy

4

Director of the Department of Public Works, by

5

stroke of luck or curse of destiny has appeared, we

6

will utilize a recess so that members can discuss

7

with him and then we'll come back after the recess

8

and make a decision on this area.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair, before you call a recess,

very brief, point of information.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

The handout that was distributed to

13

us points out that -- and we've already made a

14

decision on -- for first round anyway, Kaholopoo,

15

which is I think the Administration's proposal

16

already.

17

Papahawahawa.

18

for Federal fund expirations are the first two that

19

are listed on 1058 and 1059, that's Waiohonu as well

20

as Paihi.

21

the members.

22

not -- I don't believe they're on the STIP, so, you

23

know, we can figure that one out at some later

24

point.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think we made a first round decision on
The two that are specifically listed

So, again, just point of information for
And rest of them are -- there is

Thank you, Chairman.
Okay, thank you.

I will still allow the
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1

members as part of the recess to touch base with

2

Mr. Arakawa/ as well as anyone who wants to use the

3

time to chat with Mr. Moto regarding the

4

Department's request.

Recess till 9:20.

(Gavel) .

9:04 p.m.

5

RECESS:

6

RECONVENE:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9: 29 p.m.

(Gavel)

We shall bring this meeting back

8

to order.

Members/ we are on page 31/ under the

9

Bond Fund, Hana District.

We were in discussion

10

regarding Waiohonu/ Paihi/ Koukouai/ Kahawaiokapia

11

bridge projects.

12

received comment that the Waiohonu and Paihi bridge

13

projects are the ones with Federal lapsing within

14

the -- toward the end of the current calendar year.

15

So at this time I'd say why don't we move forward

16

800/000 for Waiohonu and 680/000 for Paihi bridge

17

projects.

I believe prior to the recess we

Any objections?

18

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

20

time.

21

maintenance.

22

We'll add those two projects at this

Let's see/ Mr. Kane/line 1062/ bridge repair

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair/ this is/ again/ the same

23

principle.

I did have a note there that if we only

24

go with two bridges as far as the replacement/ in

25

this case/ Mr. Chair, you have moved forward -- I'd
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1

ask for a consideration of not the full 300,000 but

2

perhaps a reduced number to at least have some sort

3

of contingency in the event they need something to

4

provide some maintenance on any -- on any of the

5

bridges throughout the County.

6

the body if anything, consider a nominal amount to

7

be considered in this area other than zero, Chair,

8

but something minimal.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And so I would ask

Mr. Carroll?

Ms. Tavares?

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No comment.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Molina?
No comment.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
And I just would like a

21

clarification from Chair Kane on the last item,

22

which is on 1062.

23

minimal amount to be used Countywide, because this

24

is listed under Hana, did you specifically mean in

25

Hana only or to just delete this request and then

When you stated that you wanted a
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1

put it in the Countywide road repair?

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
Thank you.

It is

this particular

5

one is listed under Countywide bridge and repair

6

maintenance on page 30-13 of the program.

7

intent is that it is a Countywide fund.

8

appropriation -- or, excuse me, the prior

9

appropriation was $100,000.

This is

So the
Last year's

this year

10

or this fiscal year for '05 proposal is zero,

11

600,000 bond, and after that it's level at 300,000.

12

Realizing what we've done and what we have been

13

doing for Member Johnson, this is a Countywide and

14

not just for Hana, but obviously we know that the

15

vast majority of bridges -- thank you to our song

16

that's famous, we know, but this -- this number,

17

again, if the members have a consideration of

18

and, Chair, I don't know what nominal means.

19

could mean 50,000, 100,000, but something that's

20

significantly less than the 300, understanding where

21

we're at with the significant amount of work that's

22

already going to be considered for Hana.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

'06 is

It

The Chair would recommend,

24

then, deletion of line 1062.

And when we do reach

25

the Bond Fund consideration under Countywide, we can
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bring up the subject again.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

delete?

Thank you, Chair.

Okay, Members, 1062, no objections to

5

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MS. KOLLER:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MS. KOLLER:

Okay, that will be deleted.
Mr. Chair.
Yes, Tamara.
Just for clarification, on line 1060 and

10

1061, are those deleted or are you still considering

11

those for future round?

12
13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would

with no objections, Chair

recommends deletion at this time.

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you for that question.

16

Members, if we may move forward to page 33, we are

17

now under Countywide bond considerations, government

18

facilities.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I had the

20

opportunity on the 26th, which I believe was Monday

21

morning, to sit down with Mr. Lee and as well as

22

some of the other gentlemen in the engineering

23

division to discuss this particular item.

24

reference, members, building improvements right now

25

is listed at zero for 'OS and 2.4 million for '06
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1

and then 1.2 million for '07 and '08.

After

2

discussing this particular item, they requested a

3

consideration for an amount of 400,000 in bond, not

4

the 1,200 that I have here, but 400,000.

5

would specifically be used to consider the

6

replacement of the back-up chiller right now.

7

back-up chiller is ready to expire, and they felt

8

that that was, of anything, the major expenditure

9

that they would need to -- to have in order to be

And that

The

10

able to keep this building up and running with our

11

air conditioning system.

12

we have an old chiller that is -- that is used as a

13

back up.

We have a new chiller and

There are other issues that they talked

14
15

about, and I reference previous discussions that

16

we've had regarding our eventual work of the duct

17

system and the filter system, the AC specifically.

18

They have already identified that the elevators,

19

they have the money there, as well as the roof and

20

the exterior for Kalana 0 Maui, the monies are

21

available for that.

22

an 800 deduction and a consideration for second

23

round discussion of 400,000 in bond money.

24

you, Chair.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So from the 1.2 I would ask for

Okay, thank you for that revision,
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1

Mr. Kane.

2

Ms. Johnson.

3
4

Other comments?

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I'll start with

I have no problem moving 400,000

forward.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mr. Mateo?

No comment.

Mr. Molina?
No comment.
No.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki?

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Ms. Tavares?
No.

Mr. Carroll?
No.

Okay, let's revise line 1123, Countywide

17

government facilities under bond consideration,

18

$400,000.

Any objections?

19

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21
22

Thank you.

Under roads, now let's take

1131 first, drainage considerations.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Kane?

In both of these,

23

Mr. Chair, for the sake of brevity, is the same as

24

previous.

25

'OS, a thousand in '06.

Both of these are listed with zero in
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

(Inaudible) .

Yeah, thousand -- thousand -- that's

3

in thousands, so, I'm sorry, 500,000.

This would

4

this would just balance it out to what would be a

5

consistent across the board.

6

understanding that the current situation on I think

7

Wailea Alanui, the money that they are using for

8

that was specifically drawn from this account.

9

if we don't have something there, then a situation

I note from my

So

10

similar to that would not have money to respond and

11

that we would have to deal with some other -- which

12

obviously is available, but that's what this item is

13

there for.

14

other.

15

last two that I brought forward for my -- my round

16

of Countywide issues.

17
18

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So other than that, same reasons for the

And this, Members, thank goodness, is the

Thank you.

Thank you.
Comments, Members, if any?

Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

The only thing that, you know, I

20

would just ask the members to think about is that if

21

we're going to look at this area as just whether

22

it's going to be just improvements or if it's going

23

to be for emergency, then I'd ask people to think

24

maybe putting less in here and then relying, if we

25

have any money left, to put in our emergency fund,
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1

think about that so that we have a little bit in

2

here and then if need be, we could tap into the

3

other until we get some of these heavy -- heavier

4

projects out of the way.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo?

No comment.

Mr. Molina?
No comment.

Mr. Nishiki?

10

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

No.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla?
Yeah, just a comment on the

13

emergency fund.

14

anything happens to the -- any of our culverts going

15

under the road or if any safe -- major safety

16

(inaudible) up here, I believe that the emergency

17

fund can cover that?

18
19

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I believe this could be -- if

It depends what we define as an emergency,

and that it will take seven votes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

safety?

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Can you define emergency and

Well, emergency.
For me, because I -- if you're referring to

23

the emergency fund, I can tell you it will be so

24

hard to meet it's going to be very rare to tap those

25

funds.

Because mine -- is what I would look at a
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1

definition for that.

2

maintain that balance so that every year we don't

3

need to worry about how do we ensure that safety net

4

to satisfy bond requirements.

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Because the main purpose is to

Yeah, my only question was

6

that, you know, as far as the utilization of the

7

emergency fund.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And again, it would depend on what the

Council does in the enabling legislation

10

consideration that would be required to address what

11

an emergency is.

12

already prepared it.

13

draft already.

14

what we filed for notice?

15

Staff did provide the Chair is what we have prepared

16

for notice as part of the corresponding legislation

17

that would accompany the budget documents.

18

see, the purpose of the emergency fund is establish

19

for the purpose of funding a public emergency

20

threatening life, health, property or other

21

unforeseen economic concerns of the County.

22

not define it, but that is the main purpose.

23

Okay.

Well, thank you, we've

Thank you.

They read my mind.

We have prepared a
So at -- is this

Okay, the draft that the

Let's

We do

It's also, as a second point, in adopting

24

each fiscal year's budget and capital improvement

25

program t or the CIP, Council may make appropriations
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1

to the fund.

2

the end of the year shall not lapse but shall remain

3

in the fund accumulating from year to year.

4

Revenues of this funds shall not be used for any

5

purpose except those listed in subsection A of this

6

section, which is threatening life, health,

7

property, or other unforeseen economic concerns.

8

And while the Wailea Alanui was a major disruption,

9

the Chair does not see it meeting any of these

10

requirements.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any balance remaining in the fund at

Alternative routes.

There was alternative routes and there was

13

other funds that can be utilized within the budget

14

to accomplish those requirements.

15

my comments on that emergency fund, Mr. Pontanilla.

16
17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares?

Chair, while you're talking about

that bill --

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

Thank you for that

clarification.

18

20

So that will be

Yes.
-- proposed bill, it does not

reference the super majority that you talk about.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The super majority is part of the Charter.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It's in the Charter about -- oh,
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that's right about emergency funds.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

About emergency funds.
Okay, thank you.

And that -- how you would appropriate out

of that specialized fund.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

It talks about the super majority.

8

you.

Mr. Carroll, comments?

9

with Mr. Kane.

Thank

I believe we started

Okay, why don't we move this forward

10

at this time, and then we also add another line

11

under roads for the repair and maintenance of

12

bridges.

13

you utilize -- under the road repair and maintenance

14

of the bridges under Countywide I would at this time

15

recommend a number of $100,000.

16
17
18

And at this time I would recommend that

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Comments?

Which one was that, Chair?

One more

time, I'm sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Bridges, repair and maintenance of bridges

19

under Countywide.

It will be under the heading of

20

roads, and after safety improvements we'd add

21

another line for repair/maintenance of bridges.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

$100,000.

The only thing -- you know, I got to catch
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1

myself.

I don't know if this is the right place

2

either, Members.

3

maintenance is not normally utilized that way.

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Bond Funds for repair and

Should be in Highway.

So I would say that I think we need to go

6

back and relook at the special funds area first and

7

then consider, if that's not available, General

8

Funds for the request through Mr. Kane's suggestion.

9

So any objections to letting the Chair work with the

10

Staff and find an area where we would properly place

11

this request?

12

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MS. KOLLER:

Tamara.
Mr. Chair, just for clarification on the

15

previous two items, drainage and safety

16

improvements.

17

each of those categories be moved forward?

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MS. KOLLER:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Did you intend that the 500,000 in

Yes.
Thank you.
Okay, page 34, we have what we had

21

discussed earlier, equipment for parks and

22

recreation, the four tractor mowers at approximately

23

$60,000 each, a $240,000 request for Parks under

24

Equipment Bond.

25

discussions today by the whole Committee, so

I believe we had earlier
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1

therefore -- and, again, we will take Ms. Johnson's

2

comments and we'll ask the Department for -- if

3

there's a better terminology to provide the maximum

4

flexibility of the type of equipment for grass

5

cutting or management of the fields, we will do so.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

Chair.

Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, during our lunchtime I had

an opportunity to talk with personnel regarding the

10

tractor mowers versus any other kinds of flail

11

mowers, and it was pointed out to me that the

12

operators of these pieces of equipment are different

13

classifications.

14

any people that fit into that Equipment Operator

15

III, which would be required for like brush cutters,

16

and they would be at a BC-10, versus the BC-4

17

Tractor Mower Operator in the Parks Department, so I

18

would think that if we leave it at tractor mowers,

19

they have flexibility with mowers.

20

The Parks Department does not have

I can't imagine that we have so many parks

21

that would need that kind of mowing, but I would

22

hope that the brush cutters and that kind of

23

equipment that's in the Public Works Department,

24

that, some kinds of arrangement could be made where

25

if there is a situation where this kind of service
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1

is needed, that the departments, you know, through

2

the Administration would be able to work something

3

out to assist the Parks Department in situations

4

where they would need a flail mower or some other

5

kind of equipment that is not in the Parks

6

Department.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

Okay, thank you.

Any other comments?

Ms. Johnson.

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

The type of DP brush cutter is

10

just -- it's one that's really -- you know, you

11

don't ride on it.

12

that was the thing I was thinking of.

13

you require any special skill to operate.

You just push it.

You know, so
Nothing that
So

it's -- it's one that's powered and it goes, you

14
c

15

know, as long as you're directing it where it should

16

go.

17

because in some of the little gullies and, you know,

18

some of these areas, they're kind of hard to even

19

cut with people that are on riding equipment.

20

I'll just forward my information to parks, and I'm

21

sure that r you know r they'll decide whether it's

22

suitable for them or not.

23

So that was the only thing I was thinking of,

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Any other comments?

24

any objections to moving this forward for

25

consideration in the Equipment Bond?

524-2090

If not,

Hearing none,
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1

it will be moved forward as part of the inclusion of

2

equipment -- Countywide equipment bond

3

considerations.

4

we need to in this initial round for CIP.

5

move back to page 1.

6

regarding line 26, under license, permit, and

7

others, I will ask the Staff, Tamara, to -- has this

8

version of the budget taken into account the letter

9

from Director Regan and the adjustment to the

10

11

I believe that ends the areas that
Let us

Before I ask Ms. Tavares

certification of real property tax?
MS. KOLLER:

Mr .. Chair, no.

At the time we printed these

12

off this morning, we did not have the letter.

13

have made adjustments in the worksheet and I could

14

give you those figures.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I

Why don't you present it to the

16

Committee, and then of course, Members, we will

17

prepare another revised document once we get through

18

the initial round.

19

MS. KOLLER:

Tamara, if you would, please.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

If you go to the

20

estimated revenues on page 1, I've inserted a row

21

underneath the certified real property tax to be

22

called basically R -- real property tax adjustment

23

for additional appeals, and that is a reduction of

24

$19,913.

25

And then the second part, if you go to
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1

countywide costs on page -- page 5 of the documents

2

that you have, because of the change in the

3

estimated revenues, we have to adjust the allocation

4

to -- the transfer to the Open Space Fund, and

5

that's $199, a reduction.

6

under the transfer to Open Space would be -- let me

7

just check this.

8

sorry, I didn't give you a new total on the revenue.

9

The new total for the net estimated revenue for real

10
11

So that the new total

It will be 1,309,363.

Oh, and l'm

property taxes is $130,447,390.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you very much.

And again, Members,

12

we will prepare new revised worksheets for the

13

Committee.

14

MS. KOLLER:

Anything else under revenues, Tamara?

No other adjustments, Mr. Chair.

We do have

15

one item that was undecided, and that was on the

16

motor vehicle registration fee, under license,

17

permits, and others on line 26.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares, any comments?

Yes, Mr. Chair.

When I was

20

looking at the request that came in from the Finance

21

Department for additional personnel for the service

22

center to provide better service there and also

23

to -- not just the walk-ins but also the mail-ins, I

24

looked for a way to have this pay for itself, and I

25

think their total what they need for this year just
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1

comes under about $360,000.

2

vehicle registration fee, and this is very

3

conservative r because I base it on 120 r OOO vehicles

4

registered in the County of Maui

5

in $360,000 per year

6

the expansion positions that were requested by the

7

Finance Department for this particular division or

8

program.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

that would bring

t

so it would cover the cost of

t

Thank you.

And if we raised the

Now t Staff t

I did see Mr. Regan

10

earlier.

11

aware of as it regards to this area?

12

MS. KOLLER:

Did he provide any comments that you're

NOt

Mr. Chair.

He was going to be available.

13

I'm not certain if he's still here.

14

he could be available, so I think the members had

15

some questions.

I believe he may have met with

16

Councilmember

he was going to try to meet with

17

Councilmember Pontanilla

18

you look on line 112 and 113, those were the

19

additional reductions.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

t

We had asked if

because I think that

Mr. Pontanilla
Yeah t

t

if

any comments?

I talked briefly with

22

Mr. Regan in regards to line item 112 and 113

23

basically what -- what I told him was that by --

24

when you tasked us to come out with a balanced

25

budget t this is one of the items that I looked at
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1

and made -- made one of those hard decisions again

2

as far as reducing the number of personnel for that

3

particular department.

4
5

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Did the Director share anything that you

could share with us at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, what he told me is that

7

they're swamped at the DMV area, office, and that

8

the manpower requested would alleviate the problem

9

at the service center.

And I told him my

10

recommendation was that the expansion position of

11

two and then making the two LTAs as full-time

12

employees that could supplement the front office as

13

well as supplement the outreaching areas, Makawao

14

and Lahaina, and that the one examiner was left in.

15

So a total of three and making the two LTA full-time

16

positions.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, taking that into consideration, as

18

well as on page 1, line 26.

19

his recommendation, any other comment?

20

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Before the Chair gives

No.

Mr. Molina?
No.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Is this also the area at some ,

2

point where we're going to talk about ORAP or are we

3

going to do that tomorrow?

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

8
9

I was -- let's see, ORAP would be under

Right.

It would be under 26, 27.
I would say this would be the area,

and once we get through with line 26, Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah, I have no problem with line

26, but as far as deleting those positions from 112

10

and 113, part of the reason is that we really need

11

the back-up people so that additional personnel can

12

be trained and whenever there's a vacancy or

13

anything -- I just think we should give the

14

Department of Finance an opportunity to reduce

15

that -- that long line of people that are waiting

16

there, and I'll soon be one of them, because I have

17

to renew my license.

18

and just address the concerns that the public has

19

been expressing.

20

save us all a lot of time if we don't have to answer

21

those complaints.

22

those are my only comments, Mr. Chair.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

So anything we can do to try

I think sometimes it may actually

Thank you.

So give them an opportunity.

So

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Chair, with respect to number 26,

I'm gathering that the current fee for motor vehicle
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1

registration is currently $14.50.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

5

That is my understanding.
And that increase would be $3, to

$17.50, and I can support this, Chair.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll?

6

comments, Members?

7

forward at this time.

Any other

I would ask that this move
Any objections?

8

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, we shall move this forward, which

10

will be an increase in revenue of 360,000 as our

11

working estimate at this time.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

Yes, Mr. Chair, before we get into

13

the other fees, this is the area that had the fees

14

that we -- I had talked about, eliminating the fees

15

in the building permit side.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

energy.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

That had to do with any kind of

Yes.
Alternative or renewable energy,

21

and I was wondering if Staff had an opportunity to

22

get any response from Public Works about the impact

23

of those fees?

24

to do for the last two days, but I just was

25

wondering.

I mean, not like theY've had nothing
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MS. KOLLER:

Thank you.

Tamara.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

No, I'm sorry, Staff,

3

that kind of slipped our minds.

4

Deputy Director Arakawa to look into that and have

5

an answer for you tomorrow.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

I can -- I can do that,

7

Tamara.

8

You folks have enough to do.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We can ask Mr. --

I'll go ahead and contact the Department.

Thank you, Ms. Tavares.

I can tell you,

10

Members, the Staff has been tasked by the Chair, and

11

they are on seven days a week work.

12

things before I recognize Ms. Johnson regarding the

13

ocean recreation consideration?

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Any other

Ms. Johnson.

I had -- I had one question, and,

15

you know, I got distracted for a moment and I forgot

16

to ask it, and it was in regard to the subject of

17

the emergency fund, when we were on that subject.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

19

COUNCI LMEMBER JOHNSON:

And my question would be, because

20

somewhere I came across it, when you use emergency

21

funds in that little area and it's segregated funds,

22

can you use that as carryover savings?

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

Yes.
So that it doesn't -- because we

can move that forward from year to year, it doesn't
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2

have to have a requirement that it lapse?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

The Charter allows us to create special

3

funds that can accumulate each year and will not

4

lapse, but we need to set the parameters, the

5

definitions.

6

create an emergency fund as well aS r two, a special

7

capital improvements project fund, and that the use

8

is very specific and detailed, and use or

9

adjustments as required by the Charter will require

10

11

The Charter does allow us, one, to

a minimum of seven votes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And the only reason I ask

12

that is when I look at carryover savings -- and I

13

guess I look at the definition, the traditional

14

definition of it, I wasn't sure if it fit into that.

15

Because you're -- it's really a fund that's there

16

for emergency purposes, like a rainy day fund.

17

was just curious as to whether that would meet that

18

definition or not.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I

The closest I can maybe present another way

20

to look at it that most people can appreciate is

21

let's say now the banks that offer free checking

22

with a minimum balance of let's say a thousand

23

dollars, so you put your thousand, you don't want to

24

go below because you don't want to pay for the

25

checking, but you know it's -- you have a thousand
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1

dollars there nonetheless, but you always try to

2

stay above a thousand dollars and one cents, so I

3

would say that may not be the best example, but it's

4

there, but you don't really use it.

5
6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
fund.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

It would be like a contingency

In other words, yes.
Okay.

Okay.

I just was a little

bit unclear about that, because when I looked at the

10

definition for carryover and then this would be a

11

little bit different animal, I just was curious as

12

to whether that would meet the definition of

13

carryover.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think part of the attempt by this

15

Committee this year was that as every year in the

16

past we've grappled with the carryover because we

17

understood the -- the bond side and the bond

18

agencies.

19

the rating and yet not ask the taxpayers to pay more

20

than required.

21

up, unless it's touched, you wouldn't need to worry

22

about in the next budget how you're going to reach a

23

cushion or a contingency, per se.

24

there already, so ...

25

It was always a battle of how to protect

This way I would say once we set it

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

It's going to be

Thank you for that, Mr. Chair.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

3

Yeah, thank you.
And then now do you want to go to

ORAP?

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, please.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

This has been the subject

6

of many, many Committee meetings in our Parks and

7

Recreation Committee.

8

and also when John Buck, Deputy Director -- you

9

know, just looking at our -- I guess our event fees

Because I visited with Parks

10

and looking at what structure already existed, I

11

think he was -- he was throwing it out there saying,

12

well, okay, if we're charging this much for use of

13

public facilities, if you look at things that are

14

fair and equitable, you know, shouldn't everybody be

15

paying that?

16

So I don't think he -- his real intent was to

17

necessarily have that be cast in concrete.

18

sort of like, well, this

19

and take into consideration that that's what we

20

could charge you, you know, if we wanted to.

But he realized, well, no, we can't.

It was

I'm going to throw out

I think that there is at this point in time,

21

22

in my view, no justification that I can find,

23

there's no basis for us to establish the fee until

24

the function actually begins to be performed by

25

Parks.

Because we have no I guess budget totally
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1

framed yet and we have no working idea, because

2

Parks has not had this function as yet.

3

in Finance, so we have a general idea what the costs

4

are going to be, but it's my understanding after

5

visiting with Tamara and also others that when

6

you're looking at setting a fee,

7

to cover at least the cost of the issuance of the

8

permits and any kind of I guess monitoring or any of

9

the services in conjunction with issuing those

10
11

It's been

it should be enough

permits.
So what I would like to focus on is something

12

that is an interim measure.

It's not going to be

13

what's going to be forever.

We had sent out a

14

just a memo illustrating -- currently there's 55

15

permit holders for the ocean rec permits.

16

currently pay $250 a year, which produces $13,750 in

17

revenues.

18

will renew again.

19

which I spoke of the other day which is the fact

20

that we've got to also develop transitional language

21

because we have not yet completed the EA.

22

aside, I don't expect that we're going to be able to

23

pay for every single thing within these permit fees

24

right away, because we actually don't know exactly

25

what those permit fees are going to be.

They

All of those people as of the end of June
We have the other complication
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But just to give an example -- and if -- I

1
2

we had illustrated, okay, if you took a thousand

3

dollars times 55, it would be 55,000.

4

the range up there.

5

could be a multiple of that.

6

people, you know, on the Council and in the general

7

public an idea of what it was that would at least be

8

generated in order to cover some of those costs.

9

know that we're going to need some kind of permit

Then we put

It could be half of that.

It

And just to give

10

personnel, we're going to need the issuance of the

11

actual permits themselves, tracking them.

12

have to probably do some maintenance on the KIVA

13

system.

14

We

We'll

So I don't know what those costs are at this

15

point in time.

16

people to check the permits to make sure that we

17

have people who are permitted on the beaches.

18

don't know whether that's able to be actually taken

19

into consideration when you're looking at the cost

20

for issuance of the' permit itself, but these are the

21

considerations that we had.

22

I know also that we're going to need

I

We had also looked at trying to tie the

23

permit fee to the impact that both a small operator

24

would have versus a larger operator.

25

principally the larger operators operate at more

And
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1

parks.

The smaller operators, we felt that by

2

giving maybe three park locations, they don't

3

necessarily even use each one of them every day.

4

Because if it's one or two people in the firm, they

5

might use one day one park and then depending on

6

weather conditions another park.

7

fair.

8

whether it's a thousand or more, to try to at least

9

just generate some kind of revenue so that we would

10

be able to at least cover the cost of this transfer

11

over to Parks.

So we tried to be

And whether it's $500 for that issuance,

The issue of the EA has come up, and this was

12

13

another way that we thought we could perhaps

14

generate

15

money in here, but I don't know, again, if that's

16

appropriate to put into a permit fee.

17

the permit fee really to run the program, manage the

18

program, or is it to actually cover the cost of the

19

permit?

20

struggling with.

21

because it is a program, generate enough

Because is

So these are the questions that we've been

I believe we had a recommendation from Rene

22

Umberger today.

23

complex than I wanted to get into because I believe

24

that when Administrative Rules and the Parks

25

Department goes out to public hearings, this is the

Her formula is a little bit more
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1

type of input that they're really going to seek.

So

2

what I would ask the members to consider at this

3

point in time is what kind of a formula -- if you

4

want to make it very simplistic and just say, okay,

5

charge a flat fee for everybody for the time being

6

to generate some additional revenue, that's fine.
If you want to charge a flat fee, give three

7
8

locations, and then charge some fee

9

necessarily have to be $500.

it doesn't

It could be, as

10

Ms. Umberger suggested, maybe $50 for each

11

additional location, but some way to try to tie the

12

permit, the cost of issuing the permit, and then try

13

to alleviate some of the financial burden on the

14

smaller operators and not put everybody in the same

15

boat.

16

you've got somebody that has very large operation to

17

pay the same fee as somebody who has a much smaller

18

operation.

19

Because I think it is a little unfair when

So that's it.

Whatever the body wishes to

20

do, we can calculate and Staff can calculate what

21

that would be, but I would suggest at the minimum at

22

least doubling what the fee is currently.

23

members feel they want to go greater than that,

24

that's up to them, and then I would also suggest

25

giving that permit fee tied to a maximum of perhaps
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1

three locations and then charge some amount --

2

perhaps if you want to do it in increments of three

3

additional locations, that's fine, but tie it

4

somehow into the number of locations, and we also

5

may see many of our people who don't use every

6

single park location.

7

down, which would help us on the EA too.

8

people eliminate places that they aren't going to be

9

doing business, that might lessen the cost for the

10

11

EA.

Because if

Thank you.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for your comments and

12

suggestions.

13

Mr. Mateo?

Members, comments at this time?

14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

We may actually see that come

No.

Mr. Molina?
No.

Mr. Nishiki?
Yes.

So we initiate a temporary fee

until when?

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Johnson.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

It would be in effect until the

22

Administrative Rules were actually taken out to

23

public hearing.

24

not have enough time to do the Administrative Rules

25

and take them out, but they wanted to get an idea of

Because Mr. Buck and Mr. Correa did
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1

how they might structure the fees.

2

that commitment and we did defer this in Committee,

3

so I would suspicion that this fee would probably be

4

in effect -- and Administrative Rules, I'd say

5

probably it's going to take till the end of this

6

year just to go out, just because it is a public

7

process and it would take a while, but these people

8

would be paying the fee that we set now as of June

9

30th.

10

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

14

Parks?

15

They did make

Okay.
Or July 1st, rather.

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki.

What was the recommendation from the

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

The recommendation from Parks was

16

to charge I believe based on whether the person had

17

a monthly permit or whether they had an annual

18

permit.

19

say, in a -- an event -- and I don't know if that's

20

Type V permit holder would have to pay for use of

21

County facilities.

22

day and I believe 100 -- oh, Tamara has it right

23

here.

24

non-refundable, was $150.

25

charge would be $200 a day.

50 percent of what the -- what -- like,

So I think it was set at $200 a

The application fee, which would be
Monthly permit everyday
If you had a yearly
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1

permit, it would be $150 a day.

And then they had

2

suggested fines, but we were not dealing with that

3

in this particular section.

4

the fees.

Welre only dealing with

So that is what, you know, people were just

5

6

up in arms about because some of the people donlt

7

make that amount of money.

8

would only be charged on the days when somebody went

9

out.

And 11m assuming these

So those are the fees that were recommended.

10

Or I wonlt say recommended, but the fee structure

11

that had been thrown out for discussion.

12

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

And I guess my question is why -- why

13

are we running away from what the Parks Department

14

had determined?

15

people that were cast to come up with some kind of a

16

fee structure, and yet welre listening to the

17

commercial people.

18

I mean, herels -- herels the very

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

If I might, Mr. Chair.

I had a

19

long discussion with Mr. Buck and also people that

20

were park users, people that are in the commercial

21

industry, and the one thing that Mr. Buck had agreed

22

to throughout this whole process was that when they

23

did Administrative Rules, they were going to

24

actually consider all of these items in the

25

discussion.

When theylre drafting Administrative
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1

Rules and actually looking at it industry by

2

industry, there may be a situation where if a park

3

or particular industry overcrowds an area too much,

4

they might limit the actual number of students that

5

would be permitted at that park.

6

So if you set the fees right now at a point

7

where somewhere down the line you're also going to

8

be severely limiting the number of people or number

9

of vendors or number of students that can be

10

operating at that park, what -- you're doing it in a

11

vacuum, because we don't know yet what's going to

12

come forward in terms of those recommendations.

13

that's why Mr. Buck said that -- he says in all

14

fair -- fairness to the public, he felt that -- he

15

was throwing the idea out there because that's just

16

what, you know, the charges are for every other park

17

user and commercial basis, but that he also saw that

18

through Administrative Rules they were going to be

19

limiting the ability for people to do business with

20

just unlimited numbers of people or students.

So

21

that's why he wants to take it to the public.

Not

22

just the commercial operators, but the public as

23

well for their input.

24

this particular thing be deferred until he can get

25

feedback from all the parties.

So that's why he asked that
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Nishiki?

I'm done.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Ms. Tavares?
Yes, Mr. Chairman, I was happy to

7

actually see a proposal from somebody that had a per

8

head fee.

9

to determine what impacts are going to a park.

10

Because I think that is the fairest way
And

. while it might be not the easiest way to monitor

11

something like that, I think it is a fair and

12

equitable way.

13

have a per head count, I think that would be

14

would be fair.

15

Ms. Johnson's suggestion and put forward the $500

16

per year -- for the permit per year for up to three

17

locations with $100 per additional location.

18

like to put that on the table for consideration.

19

And it's for until we change the fee, actually,

20

through this -- through this process or through a

21

budget amendment.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So if they start with a base and

I would like to take up

I'd

Okay, Ms. Tavares, if I understood it

23

right, 500 per year, up to three locations, $100 per

24

additional location?

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And anything else?

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

I didn't want to do the per

3

head thing, but I was just happy to hear that it

4

came out.

5

process with the hearings from the communities and

6

the like, that some sort of version that Rene had

7

offered for us would be as -- would be what they

8

present as a final recommendation.

9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And perhaps as they work through the

Okay, thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And when I say they, I'm sorry,

11

they meaning the Parks Department, not they meaning

12

Rene.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, yes, yes.

14

any comments?

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll,

Mr. Kane?
I'm willing to support Member

16

Tavares' proposal to second round for further

17

discussion.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

I too prefer an annual permit

19

fee with a per day head count, and I will tell you

20

that in my former life in private sector on Lanai,

21

when we ran the Hulopoe Beach Park completely under

22

private before we agreed to the development, we had

23

a commitment to maintain the private park but for

24

public use.

25

Of course our community and island

j

We did maintain it as a private park.
resident~
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1

had free and open use, but we charged everybody

2

else.
All of the boat visitors were charged and we

3

4

had a per day fee, $5 per person per day.

You

5

wanted to go to Hulopoe Beach Park, that's what you

6

pay and we had contractual agreements and we

7

all that money back into the park, paid for

8

personnel, park improvements, grills, tables,

9

maintain the rest room facilities.

used~

And again,

10

though, it takes personnel to be there every day to

11

ensure head count.

12

And, you know, that's how we ran it, and I

13

thought we did a pretty good job in improving the

14

park and also minimize the potential conflict of

15

your resident user versus your commercial user.

16

Because unless there's a program, even on Lanai, we

17

did have very -- I'll state it has active

18

disagreements, and I'm sure we all know what I mean.

19

So I will support the suggestion at this time that

20

Ms. Tavares put forward.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

"

500 per year --

Yes.

-- as an annual permit fee that allows up

23

to three locations and an additional $100 per

24

location.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Additional location.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Additional location.

Members?

3

COUNCIL MEMBER VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

4

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Chair.

Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
I'll just say from the onset I think

7

it's a give away.

8

EA going to be done?

9

Any objection,

CHAIR HOKAMA:

My whole question is when is the

That will depend, one, of course the scope

10

of the work, the amount of -- that it's going to

11

cost; and whether or not we provide that sufficient

12

funding to proceed and complete an assessment,

13

Mr. Nishiki.

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

And I'm just concerned from

15

the fact that the community gets a bum deal in usage

16

of a lot of parks.

17

about looking at the impacts of the commercial

18

users, our parks get lost to these people.

19

either t0e parking, because they're going to get

20

there, they're going to take the parking from us,

21

and then -- and then it's the real beach users are

22

the ones that need the time out to get to the beach

23

and relax that don't get to use these facilities.

24
25

And unless we really are sincere

It's

And I just hope that the Parks Department or
whomever that is in charge, or even this Council,
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1

will fund an EA.

Because if we don't look at the

2

impacts as a way to say we've got enough -- well, we

3

need to get the public to use it and then these

4

people are totally taking over the parks, we create

5

a special business zoning for these people.

6

conduct their business on park space that is meant

7

for the general public to use to recreate, relax,

8

and enjoy.

They

And that is what I'm -- I'm worried about,

9

10

unless we move ahead and get an assessment done.

11

Otherwise how else is the Parks Department going to

12

determine whether it's a takeover that we give to

13

the commercial people?

14

zoning, in other words, and they pay $500 for it to

15

use prime beach front areas for their use to make

16

money, business.

17

thought.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We give commercial people

Anyway, that's my personal

I just
No, the Chair appreciates your comments,

19

Mr. Nishiki.

20

I think we shall --

21

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You bring up some very good points and

We need to get the EAs done.

I would agree with you there.

I would

23

agree with you there.

Okay, Members, we shall move

24

forward the proposal to the next round for further

25

discussion and a decision.

I will ask you to please
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1

move to page 3, under the Department of Corporation

2

Counsel.

3

Attorney, which I had asked you to leave alone at

4

this time and allow the Chair to present a

5

recommendation, I have yet to feel comfortable to

6

present to you one.

7

my recommendation will be based on maintaining at

8

least that the three agencies, Corporation Counsel,

9

Prosecuting Attorney, Council Services, will not be

As with the Department of Prosecuting

I will tell you, though, that

10

in a raiding bid or raiding war of each other's

11

attorneys.
And so my recommendation will be to minimize

12
13

or eliminate that.

It doesn't serve any agency,

14

because to take one away, you just gave Paul what

15

Peter had.

16

gets, which was from him, so you just maintain that

17

cycle and no one really benefits.

18

proposal for you on that one this evening.

19

will ask, though, that we may need to discuss is

20

line 92.

So now Peter doesn't have what Paul now

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So I don't have a
What I

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
I'm sorry, before we move to line 92,

24

can I just make one brief comment about -- about

25

your -- your just finished comment?
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And very brief t Mr. Chair.

Although

3

I agree with you about the raiding component t

4

ultimately it may be to the County's overall benefit

5

that the individual as an attorney who is looking

6

for their optimal position in the field of law in

7

the public sector I think needs to be considered as

8

well.

9

fields are different t you know t for legislative or

So if somebody was -- because the three

10

for litigation on the -- or t excuse met for

11

prosecution or for civil t all three very different

12

and distinct.

13

going into one and then when they're there t they

14

kind of realize, wow, maybe this is not what's for

15

met and so they -- you know t they look obviously at

16

other places.

And sometimes somebody feels like

17

So I agree with you about the raiding part or

18

some active pursuit by directors or t you know t upper

19

management within those areas to actively pursue.

20

think that's something that we need to have

21

discussions with t butt you know t ultimately it comes

22

down to the employee and what they want to do.

23

meant you know t we have one situation where we had

24

an attorney go from Prosecutor's Office, came over

25

to Corp. Counselt and then went back over.
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1

know, Mr. Rivera, and he's a dynamite guy and we all

2

know, you know, Mr. Rivera has provided some

3

tremendous service to this County, but ultimately we

4

term it as raiding or not, you know, he's -- he went

5

ultimately to where I think he's happy with being.

6

So anyway, Mr. Chair, I just wanted to make that

7

comment.

8

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, and my

in my consideration that I

will present to you in no way limits the employee

10

his ability to change positions, but it will not be

11

a bidding war type of consideration.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Chair.

On line 92, under Corp. Counsel, the

14

Corporation Counsel did present a consideration for

15

office rent.

16

transmittal properly, we were looking in the area of

17

approximately $250,000 annually for approximately

18

7,000 square feet of rental space and associated

19

requirements, maintenance, and a few others.

20

might be a little high, but at least the Counsel did

21

present us with his estimates.

22

I believe, if I recall reading the

That

I will say, since the Counsel is present,

23

that it has more than, again, continued my

24

motivation to secure a facility for purchase

25

considerations that the County would own and to
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1

allow the expansion of our various departments.

2

One, I will say that I can support for the long term

3

the Council's consideration to relocate the total

4

Department.

5

have our growing pains.

6

I think it has merit.

Obviously we all

Although each of us has some ideas of what we

7

would view this building as, your Chairman always

8

for the long term viewed this as an administrative

9

building, no operational functions.

Operations will

10

be moved to other areas in Wailuku or other

11

appropriate areas, but this will be our main

12

administrative headquarters.

13

of moving the Council members' offices to another

14

location but maintain the chamber here.

15

required to stay in the same place with the chamber.

16

Imagine Congress being in that one building.

17

be done with 434 Representatives and 100 Senators.

18

It cannot be done.

19

to address their growing needs.

20

And I've even thought

We're not

Can't

So even Congress has found ways

But Mr. Moto is here.

The Chair, since he is

21

here, will allow if the members have questions

22

regarding his request for additional space or if you

23

have a question regarding his view regarding

24

potential increase for deputies.

25

Mr. Moto, thank you for joining us late this
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evening.

2

share with the members?

3

MR. MOTO:

Any comments at this time you wish to

Good evening

t

Mr. Chairman and Members

t

I'm

4

prepared to answer any questions that the Committee

5

may have on either of the two subjects just

6

mentioned by the Chair t and I'm prepared to give

7

some brief overview on either or both topics as the

8

Chair might wish.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

First, then, Mr. Moto, just so we have a

10

general understanding of your current parameters you

11

work with, can you give us an -- do you have an

12

estimate of how much space you currently occupy as a

13

Department?

14

MR. MOTO:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

We -- our Department

15

submitted to the Committee two memoranda, one dated

16

April 23rd

17

then a second one dated April 26th.

18

subject a preliminary budget for proposed new office

19

space for the Department of the Corporation Counsel.

20

And for purposes of both memoranda, we assumed that

21

the new space would be One Main Plaza, since that

22

was the one that had been suggested for

23

investigation earlier.

24
25

t

and I'll note that for the record, and
Both are on the

We did take the time to investigate our
current space, and I want to begin by saying that
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1

many people helped me to research the matters that

2

are covered in the memoranda, and I do thank them

3

for their assistance.

4

of eye opening.

5

by our engineering division, we discovered that we

6

currently occupy a space of 2,580 square feet.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MR. MOTO:

9

What we discovered was kind

Based upon an estimate provided us

Once more, please, Mr. Moto.

That's 2,580 square feet.

And in that space we

have roughly -- I think it's 25 employees, so that's

10

roughly 100 square feet per person, but then you

11

have to add in books and lots and lots of files and

12

desk draws, and et cetera.

13

Mr. Chairman, I'll cite some statistics.

14

alIt we were advised by a representative of the

15

landlord of One Main Plaza, who is also the former

16

Managing Director for the County of Maui, that an

17

office of our size is actually supposed to have a

18

space of approximately six to 8,000 square feet, so

19

about three times the space that we're occupying

20

now.

21

office operations.

22

By comparison,
First of

That -- that's if you compare it to other law

Also, we took a look at the original floor

23

plan for the 9th floor, and that was very revealing

24

because the original design of that floor and the

25

original construction of that floor had Corporation
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1

Counsel occupying the entire mauka side of the

2

floor.

3

Mr. Agsalog and his predecessors, the Budget

4

Director have sat in, that office is actually

5

supposed to be the First Deputy Corporation

6

Counsel's Office.

7

So if we still had that space today, that's where

8

Traci Villarosa would be.

9

and

And in fact the space, for example, that

SOl

That was its original function.

And everything between

you know, where Mr. DeLeon sits, that would

10

have been an attorney's office.

Where -- where

11

Cindy Young sits, that used to be the coffee room

12

coffee break room.

l

And everything between Mr. Agsalog's office

13

14

and actually Traci Villarosa's office, which is

15

right next door to mine

16

secretaries, and a conference room.

17

happened over the years

18

terrible thing for the Department because you have

19

many

20

than was originally designed.

21

for the floor had a space for a maximum of six

22

attorneys.

23

paraprofessionals and eight secretaries and all

24

crammed into space that's only about two-thirds the

25

size of what was originally constructed.

I

l

l

was space for a library,
And what has

Mr. Chairman, is a very

many people crammed into a much smaller space
The original design

We now have 12 attorneys and two
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Another comparison is that -- and I mean no

1
2

slight to these other offices that I'm citing.

I'm

3

just trying to give you a sense of where we stand.

4

The Department of Transportation -- the County

5

Department of Transportation, which I think consists

6

now of three employees, they rent space at the Trask

7

Building.

8

feet for three people.

9

60 percent of our floor area but only three people

They rent a little more than 1,500 square
What that means is they have

10

in them.

11

in that we have crammed 25 people.

12

there has been interest expressed in adding an

13

attorney, and we just cannot do it under our current

14

physical conditions.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We have a space of 2,500 square feet and

Thank you, Mr. Moto.

And I know that

So let's say roughly

16

the original plan for the 9th floor was about 4,000

17

square feet for Corporation Counsel, plus or minus a

18

few?

Would that be --

19

MR. MOTO:

I think that would be a fair, rough statement.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MR. MOTO:

Yes.

Fair statement?
I think our modern needs would be the

22

equivalent of an entire floor of this building, if

23

it were possible, but that's not possible.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And that would include of course research

and library capabilities?
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1

MR. MOTO:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

4

Yeah.
Mini conference rooms for confidential

meetings.
MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman, in my memorandum -- excuse me --

5

for the estimate for One Main Plaza, I did factor in

6

space for a library, a central filing system, and a

7

conference room.

8
9

10

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

How often does your attorneys

utilize the resources and material at the judiciary
or the judiciary provides across the street?
MR. MOTO:

I would say only occasionally.

Now that we are

12

on line we have much more ready access to electronic

13

data.

14

you still do use and store many reference materials.

15

Because we have no library, all of these materials

16

are scattered.

17

books might be in my office, another in Traci's

18

office, another in the Chief Litigator's office.

19

have things stacked a long the hallways, and

20

that's -- that's the library.

21

scattered wherever we can put them.

22

However, a library's still necessary because

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

For example, a set of treatises and

We

It's -- it's books

Does your 7,000 square feet proposal

23

of new space provide you with some additional future

24

expansion considerations?

25

MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman, that 7,000 square feet of space
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1

we believe would accommodate an additional attorney

2

and another secretary.

3

depending upon how one configured the interior

4

spaces r we could also possibly end up accommodating

5

additional staff.

6

constricted we want to be in providing space for

7

individual users.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It probably -- just

It depends on how generous or how

Wellr I think the

all the members can

appreciate constricted use of space.

We understand.

10

All the members understand r so we can understand

11

your comments.

12

for Mr. Moto at this time?

Let me ask r Mr. Kaner any questions

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:· I have no questions.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

16

Ms. Johnsonr any questions for Corporation

Counsel Moto?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I know r Brian r that we've talked

17

about this before, but in certain buildings r

18

particularly when they're older buildings like this,

19

when you have like fire inspectors or you have OSHA

20

standards and, you know, a lot of the code things

21

that would ordinarily be required in a new building r

22

how do we actually in

23

example r how do we fare?

24

with any Federal or other agencies in terms of

25

violating any kind of standards or any kind of rules

use your Department as an
I mean are we in trouble
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and regulations regarding safety or health?
MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman! I -- you know! frankly! I've

3

often wondered that myself.

I'm not sure how we

4

would fare if we had a fire inspection.

5

be honest and say we've never been cited.

6

inspection we got was some people from the

7

Department of Justice who were inspecting the County

8

building for wheelchair access! looking at door

9

widths and the like.

I have to
The last

I do know that compared to

10

other professional offices we are very cramped!

11

other attorney offices.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So would it be better that we not

13

ask if we're in violation or is it -- is it

14

sometimes I know in older buildings there's

15

exemptions! but you still keep putting more and more

16

people into these crowded conditions.

17

don't want to be in violation of anything! but I

18

can't

19

citation or a specific rule or regulation.

20

it's been alluded to! but it really concerns me

21

that! you know! we're doing this to own our

22

employees.

23

MR. MOTO:

And I just

I've never been able to see a specific
I know

The only other thing that I can add is if this

24

were a new building! it would have to be

25

sprinklered.

The only reason it's not right now is
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because of its age.

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo.
Thank you.

Mr. Moto, good evening.

5

Other than One Main Plaza -- and I guess the

6

landlord gave you information that kind of like

7

stopped you in the tracks at that particular point.

8

Did you continue to look for another location?

9

MR. MOTO:

Mr. Chairman, I had time and opportunity only

10

to investigate one other place, and that was the

11

Trask Building, which is owned by HGEA on Kaohu

12

Street.

13

there.

14

can't be certain.

15

much smaller, as I noted.

16

already there.

There are four departments that have

17

offices there.

I know that the three smallest

18

operations, Transportation, GIS, and Planning, if

19

you were to add up the spaces that they use in that

20

building, they use about 3,200 square feet and pay

21

$90,000 a year total in rent.

22

They're full up.

There are no vacancies

Their rents look roughly comparable.

I

Their spaces are -- tend to be
There are County offices

One reason why I think departments like to

23

locate there, if -- when they need spill-over space

24

is that it already has a fiber optic connection to

25

the County building, so it can -- one can receive
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1

and be part of the computer network for the County,

2

and that's important because if a building does not

3

have that connection, you have to lay it in if

4

you're going to move there, and that can cost

5

$10,000, $15,000 just for that.

Also, if you have government offices, in

6
7

order to be part of the County telephone network

8

system, you have to have a telephone switch.

9

switch was installed by our procurement office for

That

10

our purchasing department -- division for that HGEA

11

building because there are so many government

12

tenants there, but a switch like that costs anywhere

13

from 25,000 to $30,000.

14

are only a limited number of offices here in Wailuku

15

and only two I think that have -- that we know of

16

that have fiber optic connections.

17

another space, you might have to lay that in, and

18

you might also have to -- you almost certainly would

19

have to put in a telephone switch and equipment,

20

which is another 25 grand to 30 grand.

So the point is that there

If you go to

One Main Plaza has the advantage of having

21

a

22

fiber optic connection, but not the telephone

23

switch.

24

briefly about -- with someone about the Maui Reality

25

Building, the pink one down the street.

The Trask Building has both.
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1

disadvantage of being further and then being down

2

hill.

3

infrastructural improvements.

4
5

We're not sure whether it has either

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Moto.

Thank you,

Chairman.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Yeah, thank you, Chairman.

Good

8

evening, Mr. Moto.

This topic for some reason is

9

bringing back memories of my days in the public

10

school classroom, both as a teacher and a student.

11

And we both went to school together.

12

the real high intellectual classes and I was in just

13

some of the other classes.

14

Mr. Moto.

15

what the conditions are like, and they still are

16

like that today, crowded classrooms, lack of

17

resources, lousy learning environment.

18

like to ask you point blank, with the crowded

19

conditions your staff 1S facing, any issues on

20

morale and possible impacts on productivity from

21

your staff because of these conditions?

22

MR. MOTO:

You were in

You're a brilliant man,

I can tell you that.

And we all remember

And I'd just

Mr. Chairman, I think the answer is yes.

And

23

to make my answer as short as possible, you know, to

24

be honest, the thing that makes me saddest is I

25

really think the biggest impact over the long term
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1

has been upon our secretarial staff, because they

2

suffer the most and they're in the most cramped

3

spaces.

4

to -- you know, a legal secretary, you're dealing

5

with huge numbers of documents and files, but they

6

have to operate on a desk that's not bigger than the

7

space that you have in front of you, and they really

8

suffer as a result.

9

all the people that have the hardship, they're the

10

11

They have no privacy at all.

They have

And I think that's the -- of

people who get hit the most.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And I ask that question about

12

productivity because as the average citizen out

13

there, if we consider moving your office, there will

14

be some costs incurred to the taxpayers.

15

why I wanted to get a response like that from you.

16

And, you know, I know you do have a tremendous work

17

load in there and you do a good job.

18

this moving into a bigger space also as a lure to

19

attract over the long term more I guess -- more

20

attorneys to apply to work for the County as well?

21

And also, have you ever had people tell you I'd like

22

to work for County government, but because of the

23

conditions that you have, it's sort of a deterrent

24

for them for applying for County positions?

25

MR. MOTO:

So that's

Do you see

Mr. Chairman, to be honest, no, I've never had
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1

anyone say that to me.

I will be honest in saying

2

that I've sometimes felt embarrassed to show people

3

our work space.

4

that, but that's what I'm feeling.

5

address an earlier part of your statement, which is

6

to say that if we were to move, I would view it as a

7

permanent move.

8

temporary.

9

for the Department.

I mean, you know, maybe I don't say
I -- I will

I would not see it as something

And I frankly feel it would be very good
I'll even say that I think it

10

might be useful and a good thing in the long term

11

that there be some distance between our office and

12

certain other offices.

13

work out for everyone's advantage.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

15

MR. MOTO:

You know, I think it would

Okay.

And then my hope is that as soon as we get out,

16

other people who are cramped for space -- and I know

17

there are many others -- will take over our space.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Moto, for

19

your candor and honesty, and I think you and your

20

staff are very resourceful considering the

21

conditions that you have.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
Yeah, I can sympathize with
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1

Mr. Moto.

I've been in the office.

2

cramped, and like you said, you know, privacy's an

3

issue, especially in the front.

4

do to help the Department in relocating, I can

5

support that.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It's real

So anything we can

Ms. Tavares?
Yeah, I just related to the

8

budget.

Mr. Moto, I think you probably realize that

9

I had offered a proposal to increase your Staff by

10

one civil attorney, and is there -- would you like

11

us not to do that because you don't have the space

12

for that person right now, or is there a portion of

13

your people that could maybe join some of our folks

14

at the Trask Building?

15

what your investigator -- you have an investigator

16

and a paralegal or two paralegals?

17

MR. MOTO:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

MR. MOTO:

Let's say -- I don't know

We have one of each.
One of each.

The investigator does not have an office.

20

sits at an open desk in a space that's really

21

supposed to be for a secretary.

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

He

Okay, so just let me ask that

23

first question, then.

Are you suggesting that we do

24

not consider another civil attorney at this time

25

until you have a better working space, or is there a
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closet somewhere that's not being used?
MR. MOTO:

Let me -- I can begin by saying that I think

3

the Council shows a lot of leadership and foresight

4

in identifying the need and usefulness of another

5

attorney.

6

think that at some point we do need to add another

7

attorney.

8

and be allowed to move, then we would provide a very

9

good environment for that new attorney to work in.

I completely agree with that.

And I

I think if we were to prepare for a move

10

Without a move, we'd have -- we'd have no choice but

11

to find some outside space for that attorney.

12

couldn't put that attorney in the Trask Building,

13

because, as I said, it's already full.

14

that might mean One Main Plaza or some place else.

15

We

So I guess

And then we'd also have to -- I should point

16

out that my secretaries, the one hesitation they

17

have about a new attorney, and they were blunt with

18

me with this, is that they feel, oh, that means a

19

lot more work for us.

20

already -- some of us already are assigned to more

21

than one attorney, and then we have to fill in for

22

each other when people go on vacation or are sick.

23

My personal secretary actually probably does more

24

work for one of the litigators in the office than

25

she does for me.

You know, we're already -- we

So my secretaries, their position
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1

is if you give us another attorney, then please ask

2

for another secretary.
So what ends up happening is that, gee, you

3
4

realize it's not so simple just to add a body,

5

because you have to add the infrastructure that goes

6

with that person.

7

find space.

8

and then it starts turning a lot more expensive and

9

complicated than you realize.

Have you to get -- you have to

You have to get a back up, et cetera,

And then -- and then

10

when you get -- realize that then you kind of fall

11

back and saYI weIll if you have to go through that,

12

then what about moving the whole Department?

13

know, so it's kind of frustrating.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

You

Yeah, thank you for your

15

forthright answers to those questions.

And, you

16

know, we have been trying' to assist the entire

17

county by making sure that the most important

18

work -- or the important work that you do in your

19

Department is for all of us in Maui County, and we

20

need to provide you the tools and the resources in

21

order to do that work, because we all benefit from

22

it, and thereby the community benefits from that

23

work.

24

an outstanding job, and we really appreciate the

25

work that you '. re doing.

Your staff, there's no question is doing such

Somehow we have to wrestle
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1

with the space problem and also with the personnel

2

problem, and you're absolutely right, if we look at

3

adding a position, we do need to look at adding the

4

clerical support for the position.

5

ratio of secretaries to attorneys?

6
7

MR. MOTO:

We have 12 attorneys, a paralegal -- a

paralegal and we have eight -- eight secretaries.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

MR. MOTO:

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

MR. MOTO:

doing -COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MR. MOTO:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

Oh, the private secretary.

The private secretary, but who actually ends up

13

16

Eight secretaries.

One of whom is actually a personal secretary.

10

12

So what is your

So it's only seven, then.

all the other work too.
Okay.

Thank you for that

information.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, I'm sorry, Members.

Thank you for

18

your comments, Mr. Moto.

We can definitely

19

sympathize with you as regards space.

20

also here, I will utilize the opportunity.

21

know if you have a copy of what we're working from,

22

but on page 3, under your Department, there is a

23

line, number 93, which considers moving the ADA

24

litigation -- or litigator, I would assume, to be

25

considered relocated from management -- Department
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1

of Management to your area.

2

what I understand your proposal to be,

3

Mr. Pontanilla?

4
5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

It's not a person.

The program.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

It's just a program.

Mr. Chair, microphone, please.
I'm sorry.

It's just a

program.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Move the program into the -- ADA

14

litigation --

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

Yeah, it should be Corporation

Microphone.

10

13

Is that

Counsel rather than the Managing Director.

6

12

Any comments?

Yes.

-- from the Department of Management to the

Department of Corporation Counsel?

18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. MOTO:

Yeah, uh-huh.

Mr. Moto, any comments?

Yes, Mr. Chairman, if I may, I've been brought

21

up to speed by my Deputy.

My understanding is that

22

this particular line item on your Budget Details may

23

relate to a contract relating to ADA compliance.

24

frankly hadn't thought about this subject before

25

coming here.

I

I can, if you give me time, come back
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1

with more of a specific recommendation or comments.

2

One -- I guess historically why it has been with the

3

Managing Director's office is that essentially the

4

task and the responsibility for ensuring that County

5

line departments create facilities and maintain

6

facilities and run operations in a way that is

7

consistent with the Americans with Disabilities Act

8

is -- is at least as far as I'm concerned, and I

9

think others have perceived, to be a management

10

function.
And because Corporation Counsel is not a --

11

12

is not a line department, because we are a -- we are

13

legal advisors and we don't manage departments in

14

the regular sense, I believe that's why this

15

particular matter has been under the direction

16

the office of the Managing Director.

17

do work closely with them on the - - on all the legal

18

aspects and court aspects of the case.

Our attorneys

If you will allow me, Mr. Chairman, a day or

19
20

two to talk with my attorney who's working on this

21

to get a better sense of what she thinks might be

22

done with this contract and where it belongs.

23

in

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Moto.

24

what he will give the members.

25

to think about it.

The Chair will give
You have overnight
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You have six hours.

Mr. Chair.

And we will ask if sometime tomorrow you

4

could give us -- even if it's an informal comment,

5

any comment would be appreciated.

6

MR. MOTO:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kane.
Thank you, Chair, and very briefly I

question, if granted this request, there's going to

10

be a one-time cost for move, which there's a range

11

that has been presented in the -- in the memoranda,

12

and then the annual cost.

13

Mr. Moto, what kind of time frame are you looking at

14

being able to move out of the office and into the

15

other office and be functioning?

16

MR. MOTO:

If that is granted,

Mr. Chairman, our office would be very happy to

17

leave and anxious to leave and we would do

18

everything we can to immediately start working on

19

the project.

20

engineering assistant division chief that the entire

21

project would take, if everything went well,

22

approximately six months.

23

to design the project, procure contracts, do actual

24

construction work and move in.

25

ambitious, but I'll say at least within the -- try

I have been given an estimate by our

That would include time

That sounds
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1

to do it within a year, because no one wants to be

2

in a new place faster than we do.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Sounds like there's a high level of

4

enthusiasm, Mr. Chair.

5

responses.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you for those

Mr. Moto, I will talk to you

7

individually regarding potential increases for

8

deputies.

9

Ms. Tengan all at once and get your comments, or

Maybe I'll have you, Mr. Fukuoka, and

10

individually.

11

members.

12

you will need to work very hard tomorrow and Friday.

13

So at this time let me share what we have.

14

MS. KOLLER:

But we will not do this tonight,

I'm aware of the time.

Tamara.

Mr. Chair, I just wanted to check on one

15

thing.

16

revenue for the --

Since at this point in time we're adding the

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

MS. KOLLER:

19

I am aware that

To delete 112 and 113.

the registration fees, when you go down to

financial services

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MS. KOLLER:

Page 4?
Right.

We have eliminated two E/P counts for

22

the expansion positions.

By adding that additional

23

revenue, I think you would have a -- I think there

24

would be enough to pay for those additional two

25

people.

Is that something that the body wishes to
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consider?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would say at this time, if there's no

3

objection from Mr. Pontanilla, that we ask him for

4

this round in preparation for the next round to

5

delete lines 112 and 113.

Mr. Pontanilla?

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

No objections.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

112, 113 is deleted at this

Thank you.

8

time.

Members, I would ask -- and I thank the Staff

9

for bringing up line Ill, but at this time I would

10

like to leave that in, and if anything -- and if we

11

choose to maintain the status after we reach our

12

final decision, and if anything, maybe we would look

13

at adjusting the increase in the motor vehicle

14

registration side.

15

just one way, so that would be the Chair's

16

recommendation at this time.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

There's more ways to do it than

No objection.

Okay, no objections that we will move that

19

forward at this time for round one.

We do have a

20

few more things, Members, to go through under

21

operations, but we shall do this tomorrow morning.

22

11m aware of your status.

23

as it's best we can without getting into the dollar,

24

our current shortage -- and this is on areas that

25

has been moved forward by consensus, we are at 4 --

I will stay at this time,
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1

approximately $4.1 million.

2

under consideration with no consensus there1s an

3

additional $713,000, whereby this time total

4

shrinkage or shortage we are looking at is $4.8

5

million"which in a sense I was kind of happy,

6

because I had estimated we would pass 9 million,

7

myself.

8
9

In the area of still

Under bond, to reach the level that the Chair
feels for general obligation, I was -- reasonable.

10

The Chair1s bond reduction was 4.041 million.

11

this time with the consensus adds, you have

12

eliminated $3.1 million.

13

reduction, instead of being 4.041 million, we have

14

reduced bond by $900,000.

15

At

Therefore, the new bond

So there is a lot of work to be done.

Or--

16

and I will say -- so think about it, Members.

17

either going to need to come up with various ways

18

of course one extreme is to do equal cuts.

19

other end of the spectrum is to increase taxes in

20

the equivalent amount or a combination of both.

21

I just share that with the members as of the

22

status -- rough status as we end this evening, and I

23

just ask that you think about it.

24

decision tonight.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

(808)

The

There1s no

Ms. Tavares.
Mr. Chair, I have one minor
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correction.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

On page 23, line 775, the deadline

4

on that five-year bus transit implementation bill

5

proviso should be December 1st, 2004, not the 31st,

6

because we need it to have enough time for it to be

7

transmitted to the

8

on an agenda for meetings in January, February,

9

March, hopefully before March we get the budget and

to the Council and then placed

10

have this discussed before we get into next budget

11

for '06.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

No objections, Members?

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I thank Ms. Tavares for that.

Any other

15

comments before Chair considers adjournment?

16

Ms. Johnson.

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Chair, just during the simple

18

calculation for what the ORAP fees would generate,

19

it would be in the neighborhood of $40,000.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So that -- that I would err on the

22

conservative side, so, you know, that I think would

23

do it.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

And, Members, I can tell you

that I appreciate what you have done as Committee
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1

Chairs, of standing committees to assist us in this

2

budget session prior to the budget.

3

I hope you can appreciate your Chair's continued

4

request that even in the next term standing

5

committees prior to budget do as much as they can to

6

assist their departments, because that will allow us

7

to focus that much quicker on the meat of where we

8

need to go.

9

have a lot more pre-budget discussion and fine

I can tell you

And of course we will be able to then

10

tuning so that when we do reach this stage,

11

hopefully we'll be at a point that we'll be much

12

more assisting the members in making policy

13

decisions.
So I thank the members.

14
15

short rest.

16

Meeting adjourned.

17
18
19

Please enjoy your

We'll see you tomorrow at 9:00 a.m.
(Gavel) .

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION:
ADJOURN:

DEFER pending further discussion.

11: 10 p.m.

20
21
22

23
24
25
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7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10
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11
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12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

13
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14
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15
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